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INTRODUCTION

Ths case presents a stak question: Does the Schaghticoke Tribal Nation exist? On Janua

29,2004, the Deparent of Interior concluded that it didwhen it issued its positive Final

Determtion ("FD"). The FD was the result of a carefu review of 
the Tribe's acknowlèdgement

petition, includig thousands of pages of historical documents, by Deparent experts over the

course of more than thee years of active review. It was the correct decision. With hours of its

issuace, however, very powerf political forces began workig to overt ths decision. Despite

lip servce to the contrar, those forces had no genuie concern for the process offederal

acknowledgment, or the statu of the Tribe per see They sought simply to preclude 
another casino. - .

in the stte. In pressing relentlessly to achieve that goal, however, they trampled on the Tribe's

rights and caused the Deparent of the Intenor to act in an unprecedented and arbitrar maner.

Ths is not a cut-and-dred appeal of a ru-of-the-mi admstrtive decision. Every

signficant event in the course of ths Tribe's loss of its federal acknowledgment was

unprecedented For example, the FD represented the only tie tht Secreta Norton diectly

\/ parcipated-in an acknowledgment decision. Followig the anouncement of 
the FD, the Secreta

became the fist in her position to be theatened with the loss of 
her job by powerf members of.

Congress because of a trbal acknowledgment decision. Ths theat wa, followed by intense

political pressure aied at the agency st, includi Congressional heargs in which 
the

Connecticut Delegation and other opponents of the Tribe diectly and specifcaly attcked the FD.

Sady, the political actors cared the day. For the fi tie in history, a federaly acmowledged

trbe had its acknowledgment taen away followig more than a year and a hal of unelentig

political pressue. That outcome requied, among other thgs, the agency to issue an .

unprecedented "Supplementa Tranmitt," which inaccurately confessed error in the FD and left

the IBIA with no choice but to vacate that decision and remand to the agency for fuer
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consideration. In the end, the Secreta responded to ths political firestorm by absentig herself

from the fray, entrstig ths importt decision to an ilegally appointed, unauthoried

Admstration hand who ha absolutely no experience in acknowledgment matters. Not

surrisingly, in the face of ths intense and relentless political pressure the agency reversed the

) Tribe's acknowledgment. There can be no queston tht ths pressure and the resulting and

unprecedented reversal of the "fi" decision create an appearance of impropriety; black letter law

confs tht ths alone justies reversal of 
the Reconsidered Fin Determtion ("RFD"). But, as

discussed in Section I below, the Tribe can demonstrate tht in addition to the appearance of

impropriety, the RFD was the product of undue influence. Under either scenaro, the Cour must

reverse tht decision.

As set fort below, there are additional; independent reasons for the Cour to reverse the

RFD. _As Section II demonstrtes, the Deparent's delegation of ths decision to James Cason is

fata to the RFD, because Mr. Cason ilegaly occupied both his fu-tie and delegated roles at

Interior. In Section II, the Tribe establishes that the RFD was arbitr and capricious with respect

to thee issues. First, the agency ignored-either intentionaly or negligently-the IBIA's

diections for reconsiderig the signcance of evidence of contiuous and uique recogntion by

the State of Connecticut. Ths importt issue had played a signcant par in the issuace of the

FD, and it shoUld properly have contiued to playa role followig remand, ha the agency bothered

to follow the IBIA's inctions. Second, Interior offcials twsted the application of 
the endogamy

anysis to deny the Tribe the benefit of 
those provisions of the reguatons. Finy, without

warg or explantion, the Deparent chaged its position in the RFD, abandonig the position it

had consistently taen and advocated thougout the acknowledgment process, to conclude that the

Tribe did not meet the requiements for communty or political authority afer 199~espite the

fact that between the FD and RFD, no new arguents were made and no new evidence was
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presented to the agency relevant to ths issue. The only change was the intensity of extern

pressûre to revisit these issues and resolve them "strctly" agait the Tribe. The agency's arbitrar

and capricious actions with respect to each of these issues requies reversal of the RFD.

It is no exaggeration to say that ths Cour holds the fate of an historic people in its hands.

Common sense dictates tht hundreds of years of stae recogntion and the existence of a reservation

that has been contiuously occupied since colonial times can neither be an accident nor a

. meangless coincidence. The Schaticoke Tribal Nation ha aleady demonstrated once that it

deserves federal acknowledgment in perpetuty. No member of Congress nor- ~y state

governenta offcial should be permtted to rewrte history. For all the reasons set forth 
herein the

Tribe is entitled to sumar judgment.

FACTUAL BACKGROUN

The Tribe incorporates by reference its Local Rile 56(a)1 Statement, which sets. 
fort in

separately numbered paragphs a concise statement of each material fact as to which there is no

genuie issueto be tred. (Hereafer cited as "PPFF -"). Ths memorandum wi 
address the facts

) material to each of the Tribe's arguents in the context of its respective section.

STANARS OF REVIW

Summary Judgment

By order da July 21, 2007, the Cour ordered the Tribe and Federal Respondents to file

cross-motions for snmmary judgment. Order, July 21, 2007 (Doc. # 156). TheTribe should prevai

on its motion as a mattr oflaw. In movig for sumar judgment, however, the Tribe does not

waive its right to a tral on any material dispute of fact should the Cour fid the TrIbe is not entitled

to sumar judgment in its favor.l

1 A par does not, by moving for sumar judgment, surender its right to a tral if 
the cour detemmes

that the par is not entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw. Hunger v. Leininger, 15 F.3d 664, 669 (7th Cir.
1994). Even if both pares file cross-motions for sumar judgment, a cour mus ascert whether
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Sumar judgment may be granted where "the pleadigs, deposition, anwers to

interrogatories, and admssions on file, together with the afdavits, if any, show that there is no

genuine issue as to any material fact and that the movig par is entitled to a judgment as a matter

oflaw..." Fed. R Civ. P. 56(c); Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322 (1986)_.

: ~ ,)
Arbitrary and Capricious Review

Under the AP A, a cour must set aside agency action that it fids arbitrar, capricious, or an

abuse of discretion, or in excess of sttutory jursdiction, authority, or limtations. 5 V.S.C. §
.~.,~

706(2). Ths Cour should set aside an age;n~y action if 
the agency "ha relied on factors which

Congess has not intended it to consider, entiely faied to consider an importt aspect of the

problem, offered an explanation for its decision that ru counter to the evidence before the agency,

or is so implausible that it could not be ascribed to a diference in view or the product of agency

expertse." City of New Yorkv. Shalala, 34 F.3d 1161, 1167 (2d Cir. 1994) (quoti Motor Vehicle

Mfrs Ass'n v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983)). Judicial review of agency

action under the arbitrar-and-capricious stdad must be plenar, carefu, and searchig. Perales

v. Sullvan, 948 F.2d 1348, 1353-54 (2d Cir. 1991).

ARGUMNT

L Federal Respondents Have Denied the Tribe Due Process of Law.

A. The Agency Decision Was the Product of Undue lIuence.

1. Introduction

At 5:10 p.m. on March 30,2004, Secreta of the Interior Gale Norton left the Deparent

of the Interior ("Deparent") and traveled to Capitol Hil where she had been sumoned to meet

with Representative Fran Wolf of Virgia and Representatives Chrstopher Shays, Nancy

Johnon, and Rob Simons of Connecticut PPFF 1. Thee month earlier, Pricipal Deputy

genuie issues of material fact exist to determe whether suar judgment is appropriate. Dawson v.
County of Westchester, 373 F.3d 265, 272 (2d Cir. 2004).
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Assistant Secreta of Indian Afais Aurene Marin had issued the FD acknowledging that the

Schaticoke Tribal Nation exists as an Indian trbe with the meang of Federal 
law. PPFF 2.

Ths would be Secreta Norton's second of thee meetigs with Representative Shays in

March 2004. PPFF 3. Rep. Shays had used the _fist meetig, as he would his two subsequent

meetigs with the Secretar, to chasse the Deparent for reachig what he considered to be the

wrong decision in the FD and to demand that Secreta Norton intervene and reverse it. PPFF 4.

How unusua was it for Secreta Norton to be meetig privately with members of Congress

to disc~~ a mbalacknowledgment decision? Secreta Norton testied that the Tribe'sFD was the

)

only trbal acknowledgment matter that ever trggered meetigs durg ths time period with-any

person outside the Deparent of the Interior. PPFF 5. Wht made ths meetig even more

unusua, and what set the tone for the next 18 month of a coordited, relentless attk on the FD

by the Tribe's opponents, was the theat laid down by Representative Wolf at ths meetig.

Showig a level of audacity rarely seen even on Capitol Hill, Representative W òlf told Secreta

Norton that uness she reversed the Tribe's acknowledgment decision, he would ask President Bush

)
to fie her. PPFF 6.

. From Janua 29, 2004, when the agency issued the FD until the agency reversed itself on

October 12, 2005by issui the RFD, the Tribe's opponents waged a vicious political attck on the

FD. In addition to the theat on Secreta Norton's job, ths included:

. Ex parte meetigs and communcations with Secreta Norton;

. Congressiona heargs durg which the FD-stll pendig before the agency at the
tte-was attcked and specifc issues were argued and the agency's anysis was

criticized, al in the presence of agency sta;

. Meetigs and correspondence with the Whte House urgig it to exert pressure on the
- Deparent; and -

. Pressure from the Whte House on the Deparent.
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Lost in the maelstrom of political pressure that engufed the Deparent of Interior between

the FD and the RFD was the fudaental fact that the Federal Acknowledgment Process is an

adjudicative process. Golden Hil Paugussett Tribe v. Rell, 463 F. Supp. 2d 192, 200 (D. Conn

2006). Ths mean agency parcipants in the decìsionmakg process must be neutral and unbiased

and their decision based solely on the admstrative record, not 
extraneous inormation or extern

inuences. Gibson v. Berryhil, 411 U.S. 564, 579 (1973). The improper intrsion of 
politics into

the adjudicative processes of anadmstrative agency sacrices "the right of private litigants to a- -
fai maland, equaly importt. . . their right to the appearance of 

imparalty, which canot be

maitaed uness those who exercise the judicial fuction are free from powerf external

inuences." Pilsbury Co.v. FTC,354 F.2d 952, 964 (5th Cir. 1966). Thus, as the Pilsbury cour

noted, the mere appearance of impropriety is sufcient to invaldate the RFD.

Here, the undisputed facts reveal tht the Connecticut Congressional Delegation,

Connecticut stte and local offcials, and other public and private steholders regarded the

acknowledgment process as a political game and unpologeticay lobbied everyone from the Whte

HoUse, to Secreta Norton, to the IBIA, to the BIA, to ths very Cour PPFF 7. From secret

backroom meetigs with Interior offcials and other offcials with the Bush Admstration to a

carefuly coordited public media campaign the Tribe's opponents took every opportty to send

a persistent, message to the Deparent of Interior-someties diectly, someties though the

"backdoor"-that they would make lie miserable at the Deparent of Interior uness and unti the

Deparent relented and reversed its decision to -acknowledge the Tribe. Ths effort was soon
, )

joined by town and local offcials, and private steholders like the afuent citizens coaltion Town

Action to Save Kent("TASK"). TASK in tu hied the high-powered lobbyig fi Barbour

Grth & Rogers ("BGR"), well known for its contacts with the Bush Admstration, to assist

elected offcials in their pursuit of a political end to the Tribe's acknowledgment. Though the
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media, public heargs, letters from inuential politicians, calls for agency 
and congressional

investigations, proposed bils, and secret backroom meetings, the Tribe's opponents placed

unprecedented pressure on the Deparent of the Interior without regard to whether their actionS

violated federal laws, agency reguations, congressional ethcs rues, cour orders, or the due process

_!
rights of the Tribe and its members. PPFF 8.

As demonstrated below, the undisputed facts show that the appearce of impropriety

permeated every element of the process that led to the RFD. Ths appearance of impropriety alone

requies that the Cour overt the RFD. Moreover, the undisputed facts show fuer that the

RFD is the product of undue inuence.- -
2. Unprecedented Pressúre On the Department To Reverse The FD: A BriefChronology.2 - .

a. January 29;2004: The Campaign Begi.

On Janua 29, 2004, the very same day that the FD was issued Representative Shays began

-the campaign agait the FD by issug a public statement harshly criticizg the Deparent for

acknowledgg the Tribe and effectively admtting tht his real concern was about gamg: "It is

extemely disappointig the Bureau of Indian Afais recogned the Schaticokes as a federal

trbe. . . . Ths recogntion -may enable the Schagticokes to buid a casino, which I believe would be. -
very detrenta to the stte." Representative Shays vowed to "contiue to work with Attorney

General Dick Blumenth to assist hi in any way I can" with the process of gettg the FD

reversed. PPFF 9. Ths waS a commtment that Shays was well positioned to make. He had been

in the Congress for neaaly twenty years and had risen to the position of Vice Cha of the

powerf Commttee on Governent Refo~ which is the mai investgatve ar of the House of

Representatives with broad authority to investigate any federal progr or any issue with federal

2 For a broader, chronological outline of effort to pressure the Deparent following the FD, see the

tieline following this Memoradum (Tab A). -
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policy implications.3 True to his word, Representative Shays and the rest of Connecticut's

Congressiona delegation imediately began to pressure the Deparent with unprecedented zeal to

reverse the FD. What followed was a coordinated political assault on the FD choreographed among

varous parcipants to focus on common themes tht were designed to exert the most pressue on

the Deparent to undo the FD, and to disguse their tre intentions by makg it appear as though

the concern was with the acknowledgment process and not with the actual FD.

b. March 30, 2004: The Threat to Secretary Norton.

As noted above, on March 30,2004, Representative Wòlf and members of 
the Connecticut

. Con~es~iona Delegation sUmoned Secreta Norton to Capitol Hill to debate the FD in an ex

parte meetig. The March 30 meetig took place afer business hours in Representative Wolf's

conference room. PPFF 10. Secreta Norton's congressiona liaison David Bernardt

acompaned her to the meetig. PPFF 11. Early in hi political career, Representative Wolfha

served as Assistat to the Secreta of the Interior, and, lie Mr. Bernardt, as the head of 
the

Deparent's Offce of Congressiona and Legislative Afais. ld Now, Representative Wolf was

)
a member of the powerf House Appropriations Commttee, which holds fiscal jursdiction over

the Deparent of the Intèrior, and an outspoken opponent of Indian gamg.4 ld. Representative

Wolf ha taen an active interest in the Tribe's acknowledgment and the possibility that the Tribe

)

3 See htt://oversighthouse.gov/about.asp .

4 Since the passage of the Indian Gamg Regulatory Act (''IGRA'') in 1988, gambling opponents lie
Representative Wolf have confated trbal acknowledgment and trbal gaming, attmptig to stop the spread
of trbal gaming facilities by stopping the acknowledgment of 

the trbes themselves. Unfortatly, this has

ined anti-acknowledgment politics with a growig vehemen~speciallyin Connecticut, where, for
exaple, a television sttion reported the followig when the Golden Hil Paugussett petitioner was denied

acknowledgment "Golden Hil Paugussett trbe denied a gambling permt by the Federa Bureau of 
Indian

Afais." Renee An Craer, Perceptions of the Process: Indian Gaming as it Affects Federal Tribal
Acknwledgment Law an Practices, 27 Law & Policy 578. 599-600 (2005) (citig opposition to the .
Schagticoke and Eaern Pequot petitioners in Connecticut as a "case in poinf' of 

the growig politiciztion
of the ackrowledgment process). In trth the Tribe's focus has always been to suive, not to profit, by
Federa Acknowledent. The Tribe ffed its Letter of 

Intent with the Deparent a decade before the
passage ofIGRA. Letter of Intent (June 26, 1981) (S1N-V002-D002), available at htt://indian.com/

adc20/adc20.htm (Bureau of Indian Afais Federa AcknowloogementDecision Compilation v 2.0).
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would build a casino in Connecticut. Id To put it mildly, Representative Wolf and the

Representatives gathered in his conference room that evenig were upset with Secreta Norton.

PPFF 12.

Representatives Wolf, Shays, Johnson, and Simons demanded tht Secreta Norton
'-ì

explai the basis for the Deparent's decision to acknowledge the Tribe and in parcular 
tht she

respond to recent criticisms of the FD by Connecticut Attorney General Richard Blumenth.

PPFF 13. Prior to the March 30 meetig, the Delegation had provided Secreta Norton with a

newspaper aricle that discussed the Offce of Federal Acknowledgm.~~t's ("OF A" or "agency")

internal deliberations about the appropriate weight the agency ~hould assign to the Tribe's "state- -
recogntion" evidence. PPFF 14. The Delegation echoed AG Blumenthal's criticisms, as reported

in the arcle, which focused on an internaL options memorandum prepared by the agency's

professional st durg those deliberations.5 In ths arcle, AG Blumenth described ths

deliberative memorandum as, "in essence, present(ing) completely lawless and false optionS for the

political leaders to pick." PPFF 16. AG Blumenth had raised these same concern when he met

\. )
ex parte with Secreta Norton two weeks earlier to protest the Deparent's decision to

acknowledge the Tribe, at wbich tie he w~ed her of the Connecticut "congressional delegation's.

high level of interest" and "our shared belief that an investgation is warted." PPFF 17.

5 Contr to AG Blumenthal' s and the Delegaton's cnticisms, the fact tht the OF A professional st
recommended in ths memo that the Deparent create new precedent in light of the Tnbe's unque histoncal
relationship with the State of Connecticut isunurriing, and says nothg about the legitiacy of that -
decision. The OF A's peer review process regularly highlights novel issues, as posed by the unque factu
and historica circumces of each petitioner, in such options memos. PPFF 15. When a novel issue arses -

in the aclaowledgment process, the OF A Will prepare such an options memo fòr the Assistat Secreta of

Indian Afais to aler hi or her to the existence of the unsolved issue. Id From 1993 to 1999, for

example, every Final Detemmaton and every Proposed Finding involved a similar options memo, many of
which presented the Assistt Secreta with "options" requig the Deparent to make new policy

- detemmations, set new precedents, and clarfy existg precedents. Id Indeed the only unusual thg about

th options memo is that ths predecisional, deliberaive document found its way out of the OF A and into the
hands of AG Blumenthal. The OF A noimally considers these memos to be pnvileged. Id.
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In her deposition, Secreta Norton fist tred to downplay the tenor of the meeting with

Representative Wolf and the Connecticut Congressional Delegation, describing it only as "faily

emotional." PPFF 18. However, when shown a newspaper arcle describing the meeting titled

"Angr Lawmakers Press Interior Secreta to Overt Schaghticoke," Secreta Norton agreed

that Representative Wolfhad been angr. PPFF 19. - When asked fuer whether she agreed tht

Rep. Wolf and the Connecticut Congressional Delegation were "pressing" her to overt the

decision, Secretar Norton replied: "That was the outcome they wanted." PPFF 20.

Secreta Norton did not t~ll Representative Wolf, the Connecticut Congressiona

Delegation, or AG Blumenthal durg any of these private, ex parte meetigs that she herself had

parcipated in the deliberatons about the proper use of state recogntion evidence. PPFF 21. She

did not tell them that she herself had spoken at lengt with Pricipal Deputy AS- IA Mar about

how the agency shöuld use stte recogntion evidence in the FD. PPFF 22. She did not tell them

that in the course of these deliberations, Pricipal Deputy AS-IA Mar had presented Secreta

Norton with the same options memorandum that Connecticut offcials now were callig "a road

)
map for commttg robbery." PPFF 23.

Secreta Norton recogned tht the Delegation was not satisfied with her response to their

. demands. PPFF 24. In the course of a very stong and pointe exchange with the Secreta,

Representave Wolf theatened to go the President to have Secreta Norton removed from her job

if she did not reverse the FD: "Congressman Wolf said he would tell the President he thougt 1

ought to be fied." PPFF 25.

The memory of ths exc~ge stuck with Secreta Norton thee years and countless

meetigs later. Indeed, she recaled not only ths meetig, but also tellg others with the
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Deparent, including her senior leadership team, about the meeting and W olt s theat. PPFF 26. 6

Secreta Norton also recals relaying ths inormation to Pricipal Deputy AS-IA Mar and Mr.

Cason. PPFF 26. Secreta Norton would later select Mr. Cason as the offcial to issue the RFD.

PPFF 28. Tellgly, however, she did ~ot share with Mr. Cason the fact that she ha parcipated in

the controversial deliberations. on the use of stte recogntion evidence, or that she supported the

Deparent's use of ths very evidence in the FD--ven afer Mr. Cason inormed her that he

would be issuig the RFD overtg the FD and denying the Tribe's petition for

- _~cknowledgment.7 ¡d.

c. Apri 1, 2004: Secretary Norton is Summoned Again.. . . .- .
Two days later, onApri1, 2004, the Connecticut Congressional Delegation agai

suoned Secreta Norton to Capitol Hi-ths tie to the Senate side-for another private, ex-

parte meetig to once more debate the FD. Ths tie, Senators Lieberman and Dodd,

Representative DeLauro, and what Mr. Bernardt described as "a whole host of congressional -

6 Senior offcial at the Deparent of the Interior lie Secreta Norton and her deputies, to put it mildly,
attnd a lot of meetigs. Mr. Cason described his job, for exaple, as "drg fÌom a fie hose." PPFF2 7.
7 Secreta Norton tred to min the impact and signcance of Representative Wolts theat by claiming
that she did not lose any sleep over it. .In law as in life, however, actions speak louder than words. Laecoere
Int'/' v. U.S. Dept. Nav, 19 F.3d 1342, 1365 (1 1th Cir. 1994). Agency offcials caot wipe away al
evidence of undue inuence simply by denyig that they were afected by political pressure. Id at 1365

("We canot agree tlat by the simple expedient of denying bias, agovemment offcial ~~ wipe away al
evidence ofit."); accord Sokaogon Chippewa Comm. v. Babbitt, 961 F. Supp. 1276, 1284 (1997) (fiding
Secreta of the Interior's denial of undue inuence inffcient to defeat request for ext-record discOveiy
in light of circumtial evidence of urdue inuence). Here, because the evidence in the record belies such

a claim Secreta's Norton's asserton simlarly mus be rejected. Secreta Norton testied that afer her
"emotional" meeting with the powerf Congressman she retued to the Deparent and told her staers

. about it PPFF 29. Just one month earlier in Febru 2004, in the context of allegations of wrongdoing
raised by Representative Wolfwith respect to the recogntion of a California trbe, Representative Wolf had
theatened to use his Appropriations Commtte post to the detrent of the Deparent to press the outcome
he sought. In response, Secreta Norton's spokesman was quoted in the media as saying: "Fran Wolf is a
. well-respecte member. We look forward to working with hi." PPFF 30. And in the month following

Congressman Wolfs theat Secreta Norton distced herself from the decision makg process even
though she had been ''veiy involved" in the FD and the meangfl policy decisions that led to it PPFF 31.

Most importtly, regardless of whether Secreta Nortn admits that she was woITed about the theat or

diected anyone to tae any actions in response to it, it is highly reasonable to conclude that employees
without the benefit of a cabinet level position, such as the carer agency sta would have been inuenced by
-the knowledge of forcefu demands by a senior member of Congress fÌom a committee of cognce. -
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st," joined Representatives Shays and Johnson. PPFF 32. Senator Dodd hosted ths meetig. fd.

Secreta Norton's congressional liaison Mr. Bernardt once agai accompaned her to ths

meetig. PPFF 33. That same day, Representative Shays had a private meetig with the Director of

the President's Domestic Policy Council; Margaret Spelligs (now Secreta of 
Education), to seek

the President's assistance in convicing the Deparent to reverse the FD.8 PPFF 34. The

Connecticut Congressional Delegation and Connecticut stte offcials followed ths meeting with

letters to Deputy Assistat to the President of the United States and Directòr, Offce of

Intergovernenta Afais, Ruben Barales, and, later, to other lrgh rang offcials 
with the. .

Bush Admstation, includig Alberto Gonzalez. PPFF 35.

d. Mr. Bernhardt and the White House Get Involved.

Shorty afer ths meetig, Pricipal Deputy AS-IA Marin and Mr. Berndt were caled to

the Whte House to meet with thee or four Whte House personnel, including Director Spellgs, in

the West Wing of the Whte House to discuss the FD. PPFF 36. Mr. Bernardt, who had not been

involved in the decisionmakg process that produced the FD, ha requested that Pricipal Deputy- - .
AS-IA Ma attend ths meetig in light of her involvement with the FD. PPFF 37. Followig

Mr. Berndt's deposition in ths matter, Pricipal Deputy AS-IA Mar told the Tribe's attorney,

Judith Shapiro, of the existence of ths meètig with Director Spellings, as well as at least one-

lielytwo-ubsequent Whte House meetigs to discuss the Tribe's petition. PPFF 38. 
These.

meetigs involved Mr. Bernardt and other senior Interior offcials. PPFF 39. According to former

Pricipal Deputy AS-IA Mar followig the fist Whte House meetig, Mr. Bernardt began to
..

tae a more active role in the Deparent's recogntion decisions. PPFF 40. -

8 The Tribe sought discoveiy regárding this meetig between Director Spellings and Rep. Shays, and

subsequent meetigs between Directòr Spellings and Depàrent of the Interior offcials relag to the
Tribe's petition, which the Cour denied. July.26, 2007 Order (Doc. # 152).
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On several occasions thoughout the sprig and sumer of 2004, Mr. Bernardt told

Pricipal Deputy AS-IA Marn that he was not happy with the FD's recogntion of 
the Tribe. PPFF

41. Mr. Berndt, she advised, also began to meet reguarly with Scott Keep and Barbara Coen,

the atlòrneys involved in recogntion matters from Interior's Solicitor's offce, exchagig

correspondence, cases, and arcles. PPFF 42. He also periodically met with Lee Flemig, the

. Director of the OF A. ld. Former Pricipal Deputy AS-IA Mar said tht she was excluded from

these meetigs, but was. aware of them. ld. A reluctat whistleblowei, Pricipal Deputy AS-IA

Mar refused to submit an afdavit with these facts when asked to do so by 
the Tribe. PPFF 43.

Mr. Bernardt, at his deposition, was instrcted byhis counel not to 
anwer q~estons about

meetigs with the Whte House. ld. The Cour denied the Tribe's motion seekig former Pricipal

Deputy AS-IA Mar's deposition. See July 26,2007 Order (Doc. # 156.)

Because of the lited discovery in ths case, the Tribe is left to speculate as towhat

precisely occured at these meetigs and what role Whte House pressure played in the RFD. What

the Tribe does know is tht the Congressiona Delegation and Connecticut offcials used these

private, ex parte communcations with Secreta Norton and Senior WhteHouse Offcials to make

clear to the Admstation and the Deparent tht they would not rest unti the FD was reversed.

e. - Fall 2004: BGR Is Hired to Coordinate thé Political Attck.

The Connecticut Congressional Delegation's efforts were effective from the begig~ but

they became even more so with the assistce of the experienced and well-connected Washigton,

D.C. based lobbyig fi Barbour, Grth and Rogers, LLC ("BGR"). BGR's Chief Operatig

Offcer, Loren Momoe explaied BGR's role to Govenor Rell's Washigton D.C. Offce Director

Jule William: "Ou role will be to coordiate and enhance local, state and federal political as well

as legislative effort, in tadem with legal stategies, to convice BWInterior to reject the petition."
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PPFF 44.9 Durg his deposition on August 23,2007, Mr. Monroe adtted that BGR's

"representation was broad and focused on Congress, (the) Executive Branch, workig with the

Governor, the AG, and (the) press." PPFF 45.. Mr. Monroe explaied that a coordinated political

effort represented the most effective strategy tider the circumces:

(F) or a small stte, Connecticut has got an interesting political landscape. You've got a--
hopefully I won't offend anybody by tag like ths; but a very active democratic attorney
general, who is a leader on ths issue. You have a relatively new moderate Republican
governor. You have two democratic senators with years of history involved in this issue
before we ever got involved, offered amendments and sttements. You have very vulnerable
moderate Republican members of Congress very involved in ths issue.

)

They all were very political in terms of wantig to one-up each other, who got more credit,
who did- this. They all had preexisting positions regardig Schaghticoke before we ever got
involved. We felt one of the most effective thgs we could do asa fi was to haress thè
preexisting views of many of these pèople to get them to sing off the common hymal so
that we could all work in a coordinated fashion to send amessage about the need to follow
existing law. . . . . (We wanted to) (s)end a message to the decision makers of 

the Bureau of

Indian Afairs, the people watchig and listnig to, were they followig existgregulations. -
PPFF 46.

Ironicaly, the Stle politician whò had at one tie accused the Tribe 
of hig high priced

lobbyists to place undue political pressure on the Deparent now welcomed BGR with open ars.

On November 22,2004, Jim Perki of TASK met with AG Blumenth Connecticut State Senatr

Andrew Roraback, Connecticut State Representave Mar An Carlson, and Kent First Selectm

Lorr SchieseL. PPFF 47. Durg the meetig, AG Blumenth not only welcomèd.the lobbyig

effort ofBGR, he actively encourage~ BGR to "go diectly to the ac1ministration and ask that (a)

clear message be sent to the Secreta of Interior and . . . the BIA" Id

One central element of ths coordied "message" was that the FD was flawed because the. .
Deparent faied to apply the seven criteria for federal recogntion "strictly." PPFF 48. The

objective was as clear as the message itself: stct in theory, fata in fact. - The Deparent was to

9 Tab B, following this Memoradum is a demonstive exhbit showing the entities and activities
coordiatd by BGR in its effort to convince the Deparent to reverse thè FD.
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constre against the Tribe all evidence and precedent. Another element of ths message was th

the FD was a "symptom" of widespread problems with the BIA. PPFF 49. To lend credence to

ths notion, AG Blumenthal, Senator Dodd, and others demanded an Inpector General's

investgation into whether any source of undue inuence had afected the FD. ld. The Inpector

General conducted an investgation but found thtthe allegations levied by AG Blumenth and

Senator Dodd were baseless:

Our investgation found no evidence to support the alegation that lobbyiSts or
representaves of STN directly or indirectly inuenced BIA offcials to grt Federal
Recogntion to STN.. -
AIthough the sTN recognition decision was highly conttoversial, we found that OF A and thè
Pricipal Deputy Assistt Secreta - Indian Afais conducted themselves mkeeping with

the requiements of the administrtive process, their decision-makg process was made
tranparent by the admistatve record, and those paries aggreved by the decision have

sought relief in the appropriate adminstatve foru - each as it should be. Therefore, weare closing this matter. -
PPFF 49. Thus, the Inpector General veried that the agency and the Tribe had properly worked

with the requiements of the administrative process to reach the positive FD. ld. Despite the

outcom,e of ths investgation, BGR focused the Tribe's opponents on a strategy formulated to cal

)
for reform with the BIA as a pretext for attckig the FD itself:

Ou view at ths point was that might offer an opportty because, frankly, - we were trg
to ta about the Schagticoke issue in broader terms. Us ruing around pots and pans -
talkg about Schaghticoke wasn't going to get anybody very interested. There was a 

huge

.case histry a.eady. Most people saw it as a Connecticut-specifc issùe, so ITy if 
they

weren't in Connecticut they weren'Ivery interested. We saw the opportty to use the

Indian Afais Commttee investgation as a chance to highght what we saw as a . . . flawD
in the BIA recognition process, adtted by their own documents ofBIA. So we saw a very
public investgaton and press interest into the Indian afais investgation as a possibilty to
elevate the discussions of the BIA reform process.

PPFF 50. Ultitely, despite their rhetoric about "reformg the process," as Mr. Monroe conceded

in his deposition, their ultiate goal was to kil the Tribe's petition. PPFF 51. "Our view was and

our public statements were that if seven criteria were strictly adered to, that Schaghticoke

application would fal." (emphasis added). ld.
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Because the Tribe has been permtted only lited discovery, it is impossible at ths time to

provìde a complete description of the efforts of the Tribe's opponents to place pressure on the

Deparent of Interior. Neverteless, even with only limted discovery, FOIA requests to Federal,

state, and local governent agencies, and the FAI database, the Tribe has uncovered enough to

show tht the RFD is not the product of fai, reasoned adstrative desicionmakg.10 In the

followig section, the Tribe wi provide just a few more examples of the political pressure the

Tribe's opponents applied to the Deparent in their effort to undo the FD.

3. The Tri~~'s Opponent's Used Both Public and Private Means to Pressure the
Departent.

- As noted above, theF ederal Acknowledgment Process is an adjudicative process,. and the

agency decision must be based solely on the administrative record and not extaneous 
Inormation

or extern inuences. Golden Hil Paugussett Tribe, 463 F. Supp. 2d at 200; Gibson, 411 U.S. at

579. The intat action is urque among the reported decisions discussing undue inuence clais.

Typicaly; these cases involve either private ex parte contats by interested pares and their allies,

or the public efforts of elected politician-to inuence an agency's decisionmakg process. Here,. -
) the Tribe's opponents shamelessly combined both approaches. Although some efforts by the

Tribe's opponents defy easy classifcation, the Tribe will fist discuss their public and then theÍr

private effort.

11 The Federa Acknowledgment InoImation Resource ("FAI") system is a computer database system,
into which documents submitted by petitioners and interestd or inormed pares, or located by the research
st of the OFA (fommerly the Brach of Acknowledgment and Reseach ("BAR")), are scaned and indexed
to create a searchable adnistative record. PPFF 52. The system was a pilot progr developed at the .
tie the Schaghticoke petition was being reviewed in response to the GAO's recommendation that the
factu bases for the agency's acknowledgment decisions be made more trsparent. Id The system alows

OF A researchers to have imediate access to the recrds when reviewig a petition and petitioning groups
and thd pares, such as state an~ local governents, to obta the record on CD-ROM. Id.
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a. The RFD Was Tainted In BothAppearance And Result By The Public
Efforts of the Tribe's Opponents to Pressure The Agency.

Those opposing the Tribe's acknowledgment engaged in a systematic and coordinated

political effort to effect a reversal of the FD.PPFF 53. As discussed above, ths included a public

relations campaign waged though the media. It also included legislative investgations, proposed

legislation, and congressional heargs which engaged in direct, searchig, and vehement attcks on

the factu and legal predicate for the FD.

In House and Senate subcommttee heargs attended by agency sta, Members of

Congress, AG Blumenthal and others went well beyond the heargs' investgatory fuction and

. focúseddiectly and critically on the FD's factu and legal determinations, caling out the agency -

as lawless and theatenig legislative fies-from "personnel" changes, to tag the

acknowledgment process away from the agency, to a bil expressly overring the FD aad forever

termatig the Tribe. PPFF 54.

(i) The Legal Standard

Whe Congress, in its supervsory capacity, ha the right to investigate. an agency's actions

)
to evaluate its effciency, effectiveness, and compliance with congressional intent, there are lits to

. congressiona intervention. in agency proceedgs. Here, the actions of the Connecticut

Congressiona Delegaton were plaiy impermssible and, as such, requie the Cour to invaldate

- the RFD. Sokaogon Chippewa Community v. Babbitt, 929 F. Supp. 1165, 1174 (W.D. Wis. 1996);

Pilsbur, 354 F.2d at 963-65; D.C Fedn of Civil Ass'ns v. Volpe, 459 F.2d 1231, 1245-49 (D.C.

Cir.1971); Koniag, Inc. v. Andus, 580 F.2d 601,610-11 (D.c. Cir. 1978); Sierra Club v. Costle,

657 F.2d 298, 408-410 (D.C. Cir. 1981).

The propriety of congressiona contact depends, to a lage degree, on the natue of the

proceedigs. Sokaogon Chippewa Community, 929 F.Supp. at 1174; Volpe, 459 F.2d at 1246-47

(distigushig the stdad applied to judicial or quai-judicial agency action from those applied to
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non-judicial, quai-legislative agency action); Sierra Club, 657 F.2d at 408 n.533 (same). As noted

above, the BIA's FD undeniably was an adjudicative determation. - See, e.g., Golden Hil

Paugussett Tribe v. Rell, 463 F.Supp.2d 192,200 (D. Conn. 2006).

In the context of adjudicative proceedings such as the acknowledgment process, in which

the rights of private litig~ts are implicated, judicial scrutiy of congressional intederencein the

admstrative process is heightened. ATXv. Us. Dep't of Transportation, 41 F.3d 1522,1527

(D.C. Cir. 1994); cf Richad J. Pierce, Political Control Versus Impermissible Bias in Agency

Decisionmaking: Lessons From Chevron and Mistretta, 57 U. Chi. L. Rev. 481,498 (1990) ("As

the agency decisioiiakng process moves from policymakg to adjudication, judicialy-imposed

constraits on congressional pressure become necessar."). Accordingly, cour will invalidate an-

agency adjudication when the "appearce of imparalty" has been compromised, absent any proof

of an effect on the outcome. Pilsbury Co., 354 F.2d at 964; see Volpe, 459F.2d at 1246-47("With

regard to judicial decisionm, whether by cour or agency, the appearance of 
bias or pressure

may be no less objectionable th the realty."); Koniag, 580 F.2d at 610 (fidig tht a

congressiona letter "compromised the appearance of the Secreta's imparalty"); Sokaogon, 929

F. Supp. at 117 ("(E)ven an appearance of bias is improper in a quasi-judicial proceedi in whch

the decisionmer is supposed to be imparal. . . . ").

In Pillsbur Co. v. FTC, the semi case on congressional intederence with administtive

adjudicatory proceedigs,l1 the Fif Circuit held invald a Federal Trade Commssion's ("FTC")

divesttue order afer concludig tht congressiona intederence had impermssibly tated the

FTC's ~ecisionmg process. 354 F.2d 952 (5th Cir. 1966). The FTC brougt an action under

11 Pillsbur haS long been recogn as one of the leading cases onjudicial scruy of congressional
intederence with adjudicatve proceedigs. See, e.g., Harold H. Bruff & Ernest Gellhorn Congressional
Control Of Administratie Regulaton: A Stu Of Legislative Vetoes, 90 Har. L. Rev. 1369, 1433 (1977);
AT) 41 F.3d at 1529 (citig Pillsbur as "leading precdent').
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the Clayton Act agait Pilsbur, claig that, by acquig competig flour milers, it had

signcantly reduced competition in the region. Id at 953-54. Whe Pilsbur was preparg its

defense, the Antitrst Subcommttee of the Senate Judiciar Commtte sumoned the FTC chai

and his sta to appear and testfy. Id at 955. Durg that testiony the subcommttee subjected the

commssioner to "a searchig examination as to how and why he reached his decision. . . and

criticize(d) hi for reachig the 'wrong' decision." Id at 964. The cour concluded that ths

"constuted, an improper intrsion into the (FTC's) adjudicatory processes," explaig tht

"private litigants (have a right) to a fai tral and, equaly importt, . . . (a) right to the appearance

of impàralty, which canot be mataed uness those. who exercise the judicial fuction are free

from powerfu extern inuences." Id at 963-64. Congress, by attkig the merits of a pendig

ailmini~tive adjudication, it reasoned, "sacrifices the appearance of imparality -- the sine qua

non of American judicial justice." Id at 964.

Here, as in Pilsbur, the pressure on agency st members and advisors, includig OF A

Director Lee Flemig; durg House and Senate oversight heargs whie the matter wasst

, pending before the IBIA had, at the very least, the appearance of compromising the agency's

imparalty. Couched as forus in which to discuss the shortcomigs of the acknowledgment

process, includig ironicaly a perceived lack of objectivity and tranarency, these criticisms were

nothg more than a pretext opportty for the Connecticut Congessional Delegation and others

opposing the Tribe's recogntion to excoriate the agency's FD in an effort to inuence the agency to

reverse coure. Indeed, cert members of Congress at these heargs went far beyond the

boundaes of permssible oversight and personally involved themselves in the agency's

decisionmaking process.
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(ü) House Committee on Resources Hearig

On March 31,2004, the United States House Commttee on Resources held a hearg

entitled, "Federal Recogntion and Acknowledgment Process by the Bureau ofIndian Afais":

Federal Recognition and Acknowledgment Process by the Bureau of Indian Affairs: Hearing Before

)
the House Committee on Resources, 1 o 8th Cong., H.R. Serial No. 108-89 (March 31,2004). PPFF

55. At ths hearg, varous members of the Connecticut delegation worked hard to underme the

perceived integrty of Interior's decision-makg process. Congresswoman Johnon called on the

Commttee to "invaldate the Schaghticoke decision," which she argued was "flawed _~d ilogical,"

and "impose a moratorium on (all) BIA acknowledgment decisions pendig a comprehensive

review of the BIA process. . . ." PPFF 56. Congressma Shays testifed that the agency made the

decision to grant the Tribe federal recogntion "even thoug it seemed clear they did not meet the

.BIA criteria for provig contiuity ITom pre-colonial ties." Id. "The unortte realty

highghted by (ths decision)," he added, "is that the BIA quite clearly did not decide ths case on

the merits." Id. Finally, Congressman Simons testied that "(t)he record is clear that BIA is

breakg its own rues to reach their own desired outcome and tht of petitionig groups and their

wealthy ficial backers. The recent Schaghticoke decision is a case in point" Id. OF A Director

Lee Flemig was present to witness these and simar comments.. .Id. .

(il) House Committee on Government Reform Hearig-

Jus over one month later, on May 5,2004, the United States House Commttee on

Governent Reform held a hearg cOncerng the agency's recogntion process entitled, "Bettg

on Transparency: Toward Faiess and Integrty in the Interior Deparent's Tribal Recogntion

Process": Bettng on Tranparenc: Toward Fairness and Integrity in the Interior Department's

Tribal Recognition Process, Hearg Before the H. Comm. on Gov't Reform, 1 
o 8th Cong., H.R.

Serial No. io8~198 (My 5,2004). PPFF 57. Theresa Rosier, Counelor to the AS-IA and
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Inpector General Earl E. Devaney were present and tested on behal of the Deparent of the

Interior. PPFF 58. OFA Director Flemig also was present but did not testify. Id. The Commttee

ha taen a strong interest in the Schahticoke's FD at the inistence of Representative Shays, the

Commttee's Vice-Chaan. Id. In his openig statement, Cha Tom Davis acknowledged

tht the reason for the hearg was to address the concern of the Connecticut Congressional

Delegationwith respect to the acknowledgments of the Tribe and the Connecticut"based Eastern

Pequots. Specifcaly, Chai Davis stated:

The Connecticut Congressional Delegation recently brought to my attention two BIA
recogntion petitions filed by Connecticut trbe-s and asked the Committee to hold a hearg
to explore questions about the objectivity and trparency of the BIA recogntion process in
connectiön with the decisions to recognize the HistonctÙ Eastern-Pequot and the

Schaghticoke trbes.

* * *

Both the Schagticoke and Histoncal Easern Pequot decisions are being chalenged on
varous grounds by the Connecticut Attorney Genera municipalities subject to Indian land

- clai, and other interested pares. In both cases, final recognition was grted by the
Assistt Secreta for Indian Afais despite proposed fidings by the BIA that the trbes

did not meet one or more of the seven mandatory cntena for statu as a sovereign Indian
nation.

PPFF 59. AG Blumenth tested at ths hearg, criticizig, as he ha in the March 31 Hearg

before the House Commttee on Resources, the BIA's recogntion of the Tribe. Demandig a

moratorium on al BIA acknowledgment decisions, AG Blumenth stted th the FD

was as unpricipled as it (was) unprecedented. Never before has the BIA recgnd a trbe
that is admttd by the agency itself to completely lack evidence on two key requied
stdards over decades. . . And never before has the BIA sO twist and dirted State

recogntion to cover its deliberate disregard for absent evidence.

PPFF 60. Representative Shays, likewise, referred to the FD as an example of"(jus how far the

BIA had stayed frm legal and factu reality." PPFF 61.

Durg ths hearg in parcular, Counelor Rosier, Inpector Genera Devaney, and

Director Flemig were subjected to open congressiona hostity as they repeatedly were asked by

the Commttee to-defend the FD or concede tht the agency had erred. PPFF 62. Ths is
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exemplified in a heated exchange between Representative Simons, Counelor Rosier, and AG

Blumenthal, in which Simons, at one point, lost his temper completely with the Deparent

offcials present at the hearg: "Mr. Chaian let me extend my apologies to thè two witnesses ifI

got a little hot. I am Irsh. But I will tell you, as the attomey general and others know, I havè been

punchig ths pilow for a decade, and as the attorney general has pointed out, whenever it comes

tie to get concrete anwers on the record, it just doesn't come to pass. So it is very fratig."

Id In that exchage, Representative Simons ~onished the Deparent offcials tht he was

aware of "fac~ evidence tht the (seven mandatory criteria for federal acknowledgment) are not

being followed in a mandatory way." PPFF 63. Defendig the FD, Ms. Rosier responded that "(i)n

the Schaticoke decision-and I know we are going to disagree on ths-we believe that the seven

madatory criteria were fued. That was our recommendation." PPFF 64. Appaled Rep.

Simons asked AG Blumenthal to respond to Ms. Rosier, askig hi if there were any decisions in

which he believed the seven criteria were not applied. Id AG Blumenth imedately pointed to

the FD and what he claied to be its factu and legal flaws:

With a11 due respect (M. Rosier), in the Schagticoke decision. . . those seven crieria have

not been met, vel) clearly and unequivocaly by the adssion of the BIA itself. And it uses
evidence tht is clearly improper about State dealgs to compensate for the acknowledged
lack of evidence on those seven criteria. For exaple~ it admits a seven decade gap, 1801 to
1875, on the exience of political a11ority, which is one of the key criteria, a gap that
simply canot be overcome by supposed State recgntion that was not begu unti 1973,
even if it were proper to use that fact, which we contend it is not.

Id As if to conf his prior, ex pare private theat to seek Secreta Norton's Femoval from

offce, Congressma Wolf interjected at the hearg, referrg to the "corrpt (acknowledgent)

process" and suggestig tht Secreta Norton should be "held in disgrace" in the memory of al

prior secretaes. PPFF 65. He added that the Deparent ha made a miste regarding the FD

and, if it was not fied "the fault would lie at the steps of Secreta Gale Norton and ths

Administrtion." Id
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The Pilsbury Cour found tht a Senae subcommttee had improperly inuenced an FTC

decision because its Members' questionig of agency offcials improperly intrded into the

decisionmakg-process by challengig the agency's fidigs of 
facts and its application of the

reguations to those facts. See Pilsbur, 354 F.2d at 964. - Here, as in Pilsbury, the House

Commttee's questions "focuse(d) diectly and substatially upon the menta decisional processes of

(the agency)," suggesting, in substace and in form that the maner in which the criteria for

acknowledgment and the parcular facts of the Tribe's case were interpreted and applied was

improper. See Pilsbury, 354 F.2d at 964. The extent of the Commtt's interrogation of the

agency offcials is evident in the followig cross-examation by Representative Shays of 
Ms.

Rosier concerng the Tribe's historic relationship with the State of 
Connecticut and the appropriate

weight the OF A assigned varous aspects of that relationship in applyig the reguations to decide

the FD:

Mr. Shays. I would like, Ms. Rosier, to ask you the following queston. Do you believe that
it is an absolut requiement that a Indian trbe demonstrate social and economic and
political contiuit pre-colonial ties, in other words, they never stopped? Do you believe-that is a requirement in recogntion? .-
Ms Rosier. I believe the requirement and recommendation as outlined in 25 C.F.R. Par 83 is
that al seven mandatory criena must-be met, and the burden of proof is that it is the

reaSonable lieliood of the validity of the facts. That is my job and the stsjob, to ensur

that of those seven critena, this burden of proof has -beenmeL :

Mr. Shays. So in this room, if I tued out the light switch for a little bit of tie and then

tued it back on, even thoug you saw the lights on, that wouldn't be good enough COITect?

The light has to be on the whole tie.

Ms Rosier. What we are recognizg at the Deparent of the Intenor is a contiuous
political entity as a trbe, and we look at the communty and we look at-

Mr. Shays. Without interrption, COITect?

Ms. Rosier. We are lookig at contiuity.

Mr. Shays. Contiuity mea:s without interrption, COITect?

Ms. Rosier. We are lookig at a continuous relationship.

Mr. Shays. Contiuous relationship means it never stopped.
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Ms. Rosier. A continuQus relationship that meets the seven mandatory criteria.

Mr. Shays. Well, I don't want you to be evasive here. You are here to test before the

committee, and the bottom line is doesn't the tribe havÙoprove that they were always a
trbe, socially, politically, economically, and that they never stopped being a trbe? Isn't that
correct?

Ms. Rosier. Yes, that is correct.

Mr. Shays. OK. And do you understad that in the State of Connecticut we can recogniz a
State trbe where they actually had interrption? Are you aware of that?

Ms. Rosier. Not specifcally, no.

Mr. Shays. WelL, it is a fact. The fact is that State trbes in Connecticut don't have to show -
continuity.

Ms. Rosier. Congress can do that also, too. Congress can recogn a .trbe too.. .-
Mr. Shays. I understad that, but we are not tag about Congress recognizing a trbe. I am -

jus tring to have you understd somethg, because I am under the impression you want

to do the righ thing, and the right ttg requies that there be contiuity.

(The Prcipal Deputy AS-IA) made a huge decision that is impactig improperly, and you
heard the testiony from Mr. BlumenthaL. The bottom line is we are telling you in the State
of Connecticut we may recognze a State trbe that doesn't exist except in land. They may
not have political social, or economic contiuit. - There may just be one person living on

that reservation. That doesn't meet the Federa stdad, but it meets the State stdard. And
that is what is so outrgeous about (the Pricipal Deputy AS-IA) and this Deparent
. contiuig with the process of State recognition.

PPFF 66.

Representative Shays' characterition of the Tribe's stte recogntion evidence was grossly

inaccurate, as the Tribe will demonsate in deta below, and in applyig the acknowledgment.. . .
reguations to the facts, he multiplied his errors. More troublig for the int anysis, however, is

the fact that Representave Shays and the other Members of the Connecticut Congressiona

Delegation testfyg before the panel did not do so in order to serve some legitiate oversight goal.

- Inad they very clearly intended to pressure the agency into reversing the FD by forcing agency

offcials to question their interpretation of the acknQwledgment criteria and the way in which they

applied the specifc facts before them to those criteria. Intrions such as ths into the

decisionmakg process of a pendig case are - grossly improper and deprived the Tribe of any
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ing of procedural faiess, much less the appearance of imparality -- the so-called "sine qua

non of American judicia justice." Pilsbury, 354 F.2d at 964.

(iv) The Termination Bil

In the ensuig month, the Connecticut Congressional Delegation contiued to press the

Deparent. On March 3, 2005, Representative Johnon introduced legislation, styled the

"Schagticoke Acknowledgment Repeal Act of2005"-the fist termation bil since federal

repudiation of the termation policy nearly 50 years ago. PPFF67. At a news conference on

March 4. 2005~ Representative Johnon, in explaig why she introduced the Bil, stted:

_.J

The BIA's decision was erroneous and unawfL, and it simply canot be allowed to std. .

. . This decision was made by ignorig evidence, manipuIating federal regulations and

overtg precedent. The consequences- of this decision, including a casino in Western

Connecticut, would be deep and ireversible. Local tapayers would face increased ffnancial
burdens,- our inasctue would be overwhelmed by the round-the-clock trafc, and huge
areas would be subject to land clai. This bil makes sure that the people of Western
Connecticut are not made to pay for the erroneous and unlawfl decision of the BIA.

PPFF 68.

It is dicult to overstte the impact of the specter oftermtiön on the BIA and others who

work to preser,e the heritae and promote the self-determation of America's native peoples. The

period of American Indian history marked by the termtion policy represents ''te most concerted.. .
drve agai Indian propert and Indian suval since the removals followig the act of 1830 and

the liquidation of trbes and reservatons followi 1887." Cohen's Handbook of Federal Indian

Law § 1.06, (Dean Nell Jessup Newton, University of Connecticut Law School, ed., 2005 ed.). . . .
(citation omitted); Robert N.Clinton, Redressing the Legacy of 

Conquest, 46 Ark. L. Rev. 77, 85

(1993) (referrg to termtion as a "systmatic assault").

The results of termation were undeniably and unormy tragc. Members of termated

trbes lost access to education, health welfare, and housing assistce, as well as other social

progr. Cohen, supra, § 1.06. The cultual integrty of trbes was destoyed as members lost

control over basic maters such as education, adoption, and land use. Id. . "Most termated trbes
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ultimately reliquished or lost their land," leadg to an inbilty of trbal authorities to exercise

their governenta powers. Id In the end, the sovereignty of termated trbes was weakened or

destoyed as trbal governents became "increasingly divided and dysfuctiona." Id The

"devastatig effects" of termation lingered long afer the governent abandoned ths faied policy

experient. Michael C. Walch, Terminating the Indian Termination Policy, 35 Sta L. Rev. 1181,

1181 (1983).

Eventuy, even the federal governent acknowledged the failure oftermnon.

Addressing the issue, President Nixon stted, "Because termation is morally and legaly

unacceptable, because it produces bad practical results, and because the 1Jere theat.oftermation

tends to discoure greater self-suffciency among Indian groups, I am askig the Congress to . . .

expressly renounce, repudiate and repeal the termtion policy(.)" President's Special Message to

the Congress on Indian Afais, 213 Pub. Papers 564, 567 (July 8, 1970), quoted in Derek C.

Haskew, Federal Consultation withlndian Tribes, 24 Am. Indian L. Rev. 21, 32 n.44 (2000).

Measured agait such atorted historical background, any action by a member of.

')
Congress tht implied or even hited at, a retu to the disastrous policy of termation would have

been seen by the mission-mided agency sta as an umceptable theat to every American Indian

trbe, not to mention the legacy.of the agency itself. With that very purose obviously in mid,- -
BGR's Loren Monroe predcted of Representative Johnon's Bil, "(it) won't pass but it wi send

another stong sign." PPFF 69.

(v) Senate Committee on Indian Afairs Hearing

Finy, jus one day before the IBIA issued its order vacatig and remandig the FD, the

Senae Commttee on Indian Afais held an Oversight Hearg on the Federa Recogntion of

Indian Tribes. PPFF 70. The heag was intended to be an oversight hearg on the recogntion

process generaly, to be followed by severa more heargs on the same subject. PPFF 71. The
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intended, legitimate purose for the hearng was to review how the acknowledgment process works

and what, if anytg, needed to be changed. fd. BGR, however, had other plan. fd. Using its

contats with Indian Afais' st, BGR orchestrated a scenaro in which the Connecticut

Congtessional Delegation, Attorney General Blumenth; and Connecticut Gov~rnor M. Jodi Rell,12

) could "suroundD the Deparent" and attck the BIA for issuig the FD, which it improperly

chaacterized as fataly flawed, lawless, and ilogical. fd.

OF A Director Flemig and Deputy Inpector General Mark Kendal appeared and testied

on beha of the agency. PPFF 72. In a ~tement before the panel, AG Blumenthal asked that

Congress abolish the OF A's trbal recogntion authority-and impose an imediate six month

moratonum on al recogntion decisions, explaig tht ''te BIA's political leaders have

disregarded the (seven mandatory criteria), misapplied evidence, and denied stte and local

governents a fai opportty to be heard." PPFF 73. Governor Rell testied tht the "BIA is

awardig Federal recogntion to trbes regardless of evidence to the contrar," addig that

"historical reservation lands no longer exist as such, and haven't for well more than two hundred

years. They are now cities and town, filed with famly homes, churches, schools, shopping areas- -
and the lie." PPFF 75.

Durg th same hearg, Connecticut Senator Joseph Lieberman attcked the Tribe's FD as

an example of a "process that smacks of outrght manpulation and abuse of governent authority."

PPFF 76. Congresswoman Johnon stted th the OFA's "erroneous andunawf decision to

acknowledge the (Tribe) was made by ignorig evidence, manpulatig federal reguations and

overtg precedent." PPFF 77. Congressman Shays stated that: "The bottomline for me is the

recogntion process is corrpt and has been for years. Regretfy, Indian recògntion is too often

12 At the outset of the hearg, ChaInan McCain observed that "( t)he Stae of Connecticut is well

represented here this morning." PPFF 74. - - -
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not about recogng tre Indian trbes, but it is about Indian gamg and the license to prit

money." Id. at 10. PPFF 78. Finally, Congressman Simons stated that "(i)ndeed, there is no

better example of th disregard for the reguations in place than in the case of the Schaghticoke

decision." PPFF 79.

Based on applicable case law, ths congressiona activity alone is sufcient to invalidate the

RFD. Pilsbury, 354 F.2d at 963-65.

b. Private Communications with Executive and Admiistrative Offcials

. Further Tainted the Agency's Proc.eedings.

Impermssible conggessional pressure is not lited to commttcations made in public but. . -
. inCludes, worse stil, those communcations made behid closed doors: The undisputed facts reveal

that members of the Connecticut Congressiona Delegation, offcials from the State of Conn~cticut,

includig Governor Rell and AG Blumenthal, and other opponents of the Tribe's acknowledgment

engaged in pervasive and impermssible private communcations with Executive Branch and agency

offcials in order to convice the BIA to reverse the FD. Durg these proceedigs, they wrote

letters to, and ha privat.e meetings and telephone conversations with - offcials from the BIA IBIA

the Deparent, and the Whte House, condemng the FD ánd theatenig political retrbution to

those who stood in their way. Such private, ex parte communcations were in diect contravention

of fudaenta notions of due process, to wit, the right to notice and an opportty to respond with

relevant inormation, the acknowledgment reguations, as well as ths Cour's 2001 Schedulg

Order.

(i) The Legal Standard

Pnvate, ex parte communcations with agency offcials concerng the merits of a pendig

adjudicatve proceedig violate a par's corititutiona right to procedural due process. See, e.g.,

Volpe, 459 F.2d at 1245-49; Koniag, 580 F.2d at 609-10; Sierra Club, 657 F.2d at 400 ("Where- .
agency action resembles judicial action, . . . the inulation of the decisionmaker from ex parte
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contacts is justied by basic notions of due process to the paries involved."). Accord Sangamon

Valley Television Corp. v. UnitedStates, 269 F.2d 221, 224 (D.C. Cir. 1959); Home Box Offce, Inc.

v. FCC, 567 F.2d 9,51-54 (D.c. Cir. 1977); Action/or Children's Televisionv. FCC, 564 F.2d 458,

471 n.21 (D.C. Cir. 1977); US. Lines, Inc. v. Federal Maritime Comm 'n, 584 F.2d 519, 539 (D.c.

Cir. 1978). Cours have long recogned the inconsistency of secret ex parte contacts with the

priciples offaiess implicit in due process. Us. Lines, 584 F.2d at 539 (citig Morgan v. United

States, 304 U.S. 1, 18 (1938)). These priciples requie tht adjudicative proceedigs "be cared

out in the open" and tht the paresto the proceedings be aforded fai notice and a meangf

opportty to be heard. Sangamon, 269 F .2d at 224; see Mullane v.. Cent. Hanover Bank & Trust

) Co., 339 U.S. 306,313 (1950); Guenther v. Comm'r o/Internal Revenuè, 889 F.2d882, 884 (9t

Cir. 1989). Ex parte communcations with agency offcial involved in the decisionmakg process

usur a par's right to these basic, ''tal-tye procedures," Action/or Children's Television, 564

F.2d at 471 n.21, and deprive it of the abilty "to parcipate meangfy in the decisionmakg

process." US. Lines, 584F.2d at 540.

In Koniag, eleven Native Alaska villages brought an action challengig the adjudicatory

decisions of the Secreta of the Interior with respect to their eligibilty to receive land and money

under the Alaska Native Clais Settement Act ("ANSCÀ") in large par Citig a single ex parte

lettr they argued constuted improper congressiona pressure on the agency. - 580 F .2d 601 (D.C.

Cir.1978). The Alaska area diector of the BIA intialy determed tht the plaiti vilages were

eligible for benefits. Id. at 604. Two days before the Secreta made his determtion on their

eligibilty, however, Congressman Dingell sent hi a letter sttig his- belief that the requiements

of ANSCA had been misinterpreted and that "cert viages should not have been certed as

eligible for land selections under ANSCA." Id. at 610. Although the congressman's letter did not

specif the viages he believed to be ineligible, the cour neverteless, citing Pilsbur and Volpe,
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concluded tht the letter had "compromised the appearance of the Secreta's impariality" and

therefore impermssibly tainted the agency's decision. fd.

egreggous. -

Here, as discussed below, the eX parte communcations at issue were far more numerous and

(ü) - Examples of the many ex parte communications.

AG Blumenth and varous members of the Connecticut Congressiona Delegation engaged

in a pervasive and vigorous, "beneath the radar" assault on the agency with the clear intention of

afectig, in their favor, the outcome of the pendig proceedings. The Tribe was never made aware

of these contacts at the time, nor was it ever even aforded equa tie to present its 
perspective.

There are many examples:

,",'

. On March 4,2004, jus over one month afer the FD, members of 
the Connecticut Congressional

Delegation, including Representative Chrstopher Shays, met with Secreta Nortn, Mie-
Rossett (Secreta Norton's Counsel), and Mr. Bernardt. The Representaves chassed the
agency for the FD. PPFF 80.

. With days of that meetig, on March 12,2004, Representatives Shays, Simmons, and Johnon
sent Secreta Nortn a letter, askig her to conduct an intern investgation into the FD and
assertg, based on an internal BIA memorandum that the agency ''was awar of inadequacies in
the (Tribe's) application for federal recogntion and sought ways to alow the recogntion to go
forward." PPFF 81.

. On March 16, 2004, the entie Connecticut Congressional Delegation sent Secreta Norton a
lettr, stg tht they were "concerned that the agency apparntly did not follow its 'regulatons

and exig precedent' in its acknowledgment of the Schagticôke" and "urgig her ''to tae - -

personal action and investigate what appeas to be yet another ince of a flawed trbal

recogntion process." In her deposition, Secreta Nortn recaled discussing, and sharg a
copy of: ths letter with Aurerie Mar and David Anderson. PPFF 82.

" . On March 17,2004, Representaives Shays, Johnon, Simons, and Wolf 
wrote Secret3

Norton to request a meetig to discuss the merits of 
the FD, agai referencing the internal BIA

memoradum. PPFF 83.

. On Marh 17,2004, AG Blumenthal met with Secreta Norton to contest the FD and personally
deliver a letter to her in which he requested an internal OIG.investgation into the decision. AG
Blumenthal told Secreta Norton that the decision had been wrongly decided and argued in
parcular that "stte recgntion should not have been given as much weight as it was."

Followig this meetig, AG Blumenthal expressed confdence that ''ts matter now clearly is on
her rada screen." PPFF 84.

. As noted above, Secreta Norton met with Representaives Wolf, Shays, and Johnon on March
30, 2004, When asked it at any tie durg the meetig, she had ben theaned she stted
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that "Congressman Wolf said he would tell the President he thought I ought to be fied." PPFF
85.

. Secreta Norton met with Senators Dodd and Lieberman and Representatives Shays, Johnson,
DeLauro, and what Mr. Bernardt described as "a whole host of congressional sta." PPFF 32.
on April 1, 2004.13 In that meetig, Senator Lieberman expressed his concern with the
proliferation of casinos in Connecticut, in genera and the FD, in paricular. PPFF 86.

. On or about July 19,2004, Representave Johnson contacted the BIA to request a meetig with
agency offcials includig Prcipal Deputy AS-IA Mar in order to deliver to the BIA 8,000
surey postcards from her constituents in protest of the Schaghticoke's recogntion. OF A
Director Flemig "view(ed) ths as pressure from an elected offcial," and felt it necessar to
remind the OF A st that "(t)he Federa acknowledgment process is not a popularty contest or
poll." PPFF 88.

. On December, 9, 2004, Representatives Johnon, Shays, and Simons sent Secreta Norton yet -

another lettr, th tie responding to the OF A's Supplemental TransmittaL. In theiiJetter, the

Representatives stted that "( t)his latest revelation is just one of the errors used to satisfy the
'mandatory' politicalauthori-- and political contiuity-criteria for federal recognition. ... and it
stengtens our belieftlat the STN Final Determation was incorrectly decided." - PPFF 89.

Finally, on Febru 10, 2005, Representaves Shays, Johnson, and Simons sent a letter to the
mlA while the appeal of the FD was pending before that body, urging it to overt the Tribe's
FD. In response tQ this letter, Adminstatve Law Judge (ALJ) Lincheid wared Reps. Shays,
Johnon, and Simons that their conduct was subject to reguatons prohibiting ex parte
communications with the mIA. PPFF 90.14 -

.

(il) These communications created at least the appearance ofimpropriety. -
Given the frequency and substace of these private communcations, to which the Tribe was

never given a mean opportty to respond, it is clear tht the "appearance of imparialty --

the sine qua non of American judicial justice" ha been compromised. Pillsbury; 354 F.2d at 964.

Indeed, it is had to imagie a more serious and egregious corrption of the agency adjudicative

processes than here, where senior agency offcials were asked to prejudge the facts of a case then

pendig before them and, in at least one ince, theatened with political retrbution if 
they did not

act to ensure a favorable outcome.

13 Secreta Norton's calenda indicates thai she also met with Senator Dodd on March 31. In her

deposition testony, however, Secreta Norton stte that she did not recall having two separate meetigs
and that, in fact, the Marh 31 and Apri 1 meetigs .'may have been consolidated." PPFF 87. -

14 The IBIA appeal is Ii formal agency adjudication, and as such it is subject to 5 US.C. § 557(d)(I)(A),

which expressly prohibits such ex pare communicatons. -
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(iv) The ex parte communications also violate the acknowledgment
regulations.

Furermore, these ex parte communcations from the Connecticut Congressional

Delegation diectly contravene the letter and spirt of 
the acknowledgment reguations. To protect

decisionmakers from political pressure and other improper attempts to inuence the decision, and to
.ì

ensure that petitioners are provided adequate notice and a meagf opportty to respond to

arguents and evidence presented in opposition to their petitions, the acknowledgment reguations

explicitly reguate the maner in which inormation and evidence may be submitted to the agency.

Section 83.1 broady defies "inormed pares" and "interested pares" to 
brig with the

- regùatory scheme al persons and organations who wish tó "submit comments or èvidence or to
c)

- be kept inormed of general actions regardig a specifc petitioner." 25 C.F.R § 83.1. The

reguatory scheme of25 C.F.R Par 83 is comprehensive, 
and at no place does it permt the

parcipation I1 the adjudicatory acknowledgment process of anyone other than the petitioner and

the interested and inormed pares. The members of Connecticut's congressiona delegation and

. Congressman Wolfhad no right, statutory or constitutiona, to paricipate as clandestie interlopers

in the Tribe's acknowledgment process. Their parcipation was improper and unawf.

Confg parclpation in the acknowledgment process to the petitioner, inormed pàres,

and interested pares, the reguatons set fort in deta the ties durg the process when each

parcipant may present inormaton and evidence to the agency. See, e.g., 25 C.F.R §§ 83.9,

83.10(i), 83.100)(2); 83.10(k); 83.10(1)(1); 83.11(b)(2). Consistent with the adjudicatory natue of

the process, for each tie that the reguations permt interested and inormed pares to submit

wrtten arguents or evidence, the reguations requie that copies of these submissions be provided

to the petitioner and placd in the record. See, e.g., 25 C.F.R. §§ 83.10(i), 83.1O(k); 83.10(1)(1),

83.11 (b )(2). For each tie that the reguations permt the inttrested and inormed pares to present

arguents or evidence in non-wrtten form the reguations requie that such presentations be made
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durg a formal meetig of the pares, held in the open, with prior notice to petitioner, and on the

record. See, e.g., 25 C.F.R. §§ 83.10G)(2). At every point in the admstrative process tht the

reguations permit interested and inormed pares to parcipate in the process and engage in

substative communcations with the agency, the reguations requie prior notice to the petitioner

and a meangf opportty for the petitioner to be heard in response. See, e.g., 25 C.F.R.

§ 83.10CK).

The reguations do not permt parcipants in the process -' or their proxies - to present

arguents and evidence in seçr~t, ex parte meetigs, letters, or other communcations to the agency,

nor do they permt anyone to subvert the acknowledgment process by pressurg agency decision-

makers to deny a petition regardless of its merits though such ex parte communcations. The

Connecticut Congressiona Delegation's and Congressman Wolfs sueptitious intrion into the

acknowledgment process at the request of, on behal of, and in concert with the interested pares

from the State of Connecticut was improper and violated the acknowledgment reguations. 
IS

(v) The ex parte communcations also violate the Court's ScheduligOrder. .
Finy, the ex parte communc¡¡tions violated ths Co.ur's 2001 Schedulg Order.

Paraph (1) of the Cour's Schedulg Order prohibited ex parte contact ''No non-federal par or

aici shall communcate or meet with any offcials in the imediate offces of the Secreta of the

is Representative Wolfs and the Connecticut Congressional Delegation's contats with agency offcials
also violated the requiements of the House Stadads of Offcial Conduct, includig the prohibition on ex
parte communications with agency offcials in adjudicative proceedings. See RlÙe 23 of the House (Code of
Offcial Conduct), Advisory Opinion No.1, reprited at 116 Cong. Rec. 1077-78 (Jan. 26, 1970) and 5 USC
551(14), and 557(a) and (d) along with pages 3,4 and 5 of the House Ethcs Manua. The Senate has a
similar body of law. Senate Rule 43 is the priar expression of the law in the Senate. See Sen, Rpt. 102-
283 and the Senate Ethcs Manua at pp. 177-185 (2003 Ed). The prohibiton on ex parte contats with
Executive Branch agencies in adjudicatve proceedings ''was intended to ensure that decisions required by
law to be made solely on the basis of the public record wil not be inuenced by secret discussions that some
of the pares to the proceeding, or the public, do not know about. fd. at 181 (citaon omitted). The only
exception to ths prohibition for members of Congress is for route inquires requestg inormation on the
stas of a matter pending before an agency. 5 V.S.C. § 551(14). . .
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Interior, the Assistat Secreta-Indian Afairs or the Deputy Commssioner of 
Indian Afais with

respect to ths petition, without notification to the other paries." Afer AG Blumenthal violated ths

order by his ex parte meetig with Secreta Norton on March 17, 2004, ths Cour recognzed the

"inppropriate natue" of such contacts, observing that "(w)ithout pnornotice, a par's right to

respond in a tiely ipanermaybe impaied" and that "(s)uch conduct, at the very least, appears

improper and thus theatens to subvert the integrty of the appeal process itself."16 PPFF 91.

Thereafer, AG Blumenth began to encourage others to contact the Deparent on his

behal-attemptig to accomplish indirectly what he was forbidden from accomplishig diectly.

PPFF 92: Simarly, Perki Coie, a la~ ,fi that represents several interested pares, provided.

several Connecticut muncipalties with telephone numbers for Pricipal Deputy- AS-IA Mar,

Secreta Norton's Couuel Michael Rossetti, and Kit KibalL, describing Ms. Kibal as someone

who "covers intergovernenta afais (for Secreta Norton) and may caae about the local

governent angle." PPFF 93. Perki Coie also provided these telephone numbers to

.. Representave Shays, encouragg hi to cal the Deparent on behal of its clients. ld.

16 The Deparent of the Interior and Intervenors may argue that ths Cour's order was not violated
becuse it did not apply to the Connecticut Congressional Delegation. Ths arguent, however, is meritless.
Judicial orders could be too easily thwared if pares were able to null them by cang out prohibited
acts though aiders and abettors who were not mentioned in the order. See, e.g., Chicago Truk Drivers v.
- BM Labor Leasing, 230 F .Supp.2d 963, 969-70 (B.D. Mo. 2002). Accordigly, cour unormly hold that

"( e )ven a stger to litigaton can be held in contempt for violation of a cour order if he or sJJe has notice of
it and acts in concert or privity with the par agai whom the order is diected." D.D. v. M T., 550 A.2d
37, 50 (D.C. 1988); accord Anotation, Violaton of State Court Order by One Other tha Party as
Contempt, 7 A.L.R 4th 893 (1981) (collectig cases); cf Tacoma v. Taxpayers ofTctoma 357 U.S. 320,
34~341 (1958) (fiding tht citins of a ste whose interest ar represented by the st in litigation that
results in an injunction agåinst the state may be deemed in privity with the ste and bound by the injunction
despite the fact that the stte is the only par to the injunction); Wyoming v. Colorado, 286 U.S. 494, 506-
509 (1932) (same); Fed. R. Civ. P. 65(d) ("Every order grantig an injunction and every restaig order. . .

is binding only upon the pares to the action, their offcers, agents, servants, employees, and atorneys, and
upon those persons in actie concert ar participation with them who receive actual notice of tir order by

personal service or otherwise." (emphais added)).
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4. The RFD Is The Product Of Undue Influence.

The public and private efforts of the Tribe's opponents brought to bear intense media

scrutiy on the Deparent and theatened another public relations nightmare for the Deparent of

Interior, which aleady was strglig to reta the trt of Congress, of an embarassed Whtei '
House, and of the public in the mids of the explosive Abramoff scandal. 

17 Unlike the seemigly

, intractable quagme the Abramoff scandal had become, however, the pressure emittg from

Connecticut ha an easy and clearly marked release valve. Upon issuace of 
the RFD, the pressure

simply disappeared: no more letters, rio more meetigs, no more investigations, no more heargs,

no more theats, no more movement to "reform" the acknowledgment process, no more

Schaticoke Tribal Nation.

In light of the adjudicatory natue of the acknowledgment process, the Tribe need only show

the mere appearance of impropriety, the existence of which ths Cour ha aleady recogned in the

actions of AG Blumenth. Ruling on Motion to Amend Schedulg Order, Civ Nos. H-85-1078,

3:98cv1113 & 3:0Ovc820 (PCD), at 3 (June 14,2004). Even iftte Tribe were requied to satisfy

the heightened stdád applicable to agency ruemag -which it is not - the available evidence

sti demonstrtes that the RFD is the product of undue inuence. Actu inuence can be shown

by or inerred from such circumces as the agency changig,course or actig'iIationaly, or "

where the agency acts afer being theatened with political retrbution. See ATX Inc. v. U.S. Dept. of

Trans., 41 F.3d 1522, 1528-29 (D.C. Cir. 1994). From the maer in which the Deparent

conducted the decisionmakg process to the RFD itself, there can be no other explantion.

17 "Simply stted short of a cre, anyting goes at the highest levels of the Deparent of the Interior,"

charged Earl E. Devaney, the Interior Deparent's Inpector General, at a 2006 hearg of 
the House

Governent Reform Sttbcommttee on Energy. PPFF 94 '
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a. Mr. Cason Was Not The Sole Partcipant In The Deliberative Process.

'In the past, the Federal Defendats have plàced great emphais on the fact that Mr. Cason,

who signed the RFD as the "offcial" decisionmaker, has insisted tht he was oblivious to and

UJafected by political pressure. To the contrar, contemporaneous documents demonsate tht

Mr. Cason ha actu notice of the overwhelmg political pressure. No clearer proof of ths fact

can be found than in documents that the Deparent fought in cour to keep the Tribe from ever

seeing. Just ths past week, the Tribe received Mr. Cason's performce reviews for 2004 and 2005

in response to a FOIA request but only afer cour proceedigs in which Judge Underhill rued that

the Deparent's "witholdmg of the performance reviews (was) unawf. . ,.:' PPFF 95. In

) assessing his abilty to mane "high visibility issues" in 2005, Mr. Cason wrote:

(I made decisions to deny federal acknowledgment of Indian groups, includig
Schaghticoke and EastemPeaquot ( sic). These were parcularly controversial decisions
involving an emotiona Connecticut delegation and Governor's offce and Indian entities that
had been recognizd by a predecessor Assistt Secreta.

PPFF 95. Havig wrtten tht document with weeks of issug the RFD, Mr. Cason canot now

credibly suggest that those political inuences had no impact on his decision.

Mr. Cason's then-private acknowledgment of the degree of political opposition to the

Tribe's recogntion is exarbated by his lack of any experience in matters of trbal recogntion.

,Mr. Cason has tested tht he based his decision solely on the recmmendation he received from

those present at an October 5, 2004 meetig, at which he merely signed the 88 page RFD, knowig

nothg about the process, the evidence, or the substtive law supportg the decision beyond that

described in the RFD. PPFF 96. By his testony, by the reguations, and by commo~ sense, in

fact Mr. Cason played a crucial role in the reversal of the FD because he wigly ~opted the

recommendaons of the political sta around hi. Even if it were not ready proved that Mr.

Cason was well aware of the political opposition to the Tribe's recogntion, his personal faiure to

review the record canot expunge the role political inuence played in therecommendation made to
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hi by the agency sta-many of whom had been subjected to, and were aware of, the harsh

critique of the PD described above. Just as improper political pressure directed at the ffnal

"decisionmer" will invaldate the decision, political pressure diected at agency st 
members,

political advisors, and legal advisors who paricipate in the deliberative process will also invaldate

the decision. See, e.g., Pillsbury, Co. v. FTC, 354 F.2d 952 (5th Cir. 1966) (invaldating agency

decision in light öf congressiona scrutiy diected at decisionmakers, legal advisors, and sta.

In Stivers v. Pierce, 71 F.3d 732, 748 (9t Cir. 1995), the cour held that the parcipation in

an adjudicative decisionmakg process of a single biased st member violates due proce~~, as do

circumtaces which create the appearance that one member is biased. In so holding, the Stivers

, Cour recalled Jusce Brennan's common sense observations about the collective process of

deliberation:

(While the inuence of a single parcipant in ths process can never be measured with

precision, experience teaches us that each member's involvement plays a par in shaping the
cour's ultiate diposition. The parcipaton of á judge who has a substtial interest in the
outcome of a cas of which he knows at the tie he p~cipates necessary imports a bias

into the deliberatve process. Ths deprives litigants of the impariality tht is the
ftdaenta reuiement of due process.

Aetna Life Insurance Co. v. Laoie, 475 U.S. 813, 831 (1986) (Brennan J., concurg), quoted in

Stiers, 71 F.3d at 747.

b. Agency Offcials Were Well Aware of the Political Pressure Being
Exerted By Opponents of the Tribe.

It is obvious tht everyone involved in the decision makg process, from Secreta Norton

to Mr. Cason to Deputy Secreta Steven Gres to Mr. Berndt, to the Solicitor's Offce, down to

the professiona stat OFA, was well aware of the political pressure that was exert by the

Tribe's political opponents.

Some of the most signcat evidence in ths regard comes from the testiony of OF A

Director Flemi. Durg his deposition, Director Flemig confed that he was aware

speciffcaly, durg the tie period between the Janua 2004 FD and the RFD in October 2005,
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that the Connecticut Congressiona Delegation, AG Blumenth, and other Connecticut State

offcials had heaviy criticized the FD. PPFF 97.18 In fact, Director Flemig admtted that when it

came to criticism by public offcials, members of Congress, and top state political offcials, ''ts

case is -- is one of the top." Id. (emphasis added). Evenwhie attmptig to downplay the pressure

applied by the Connecticut Congressional Delegation, Director Flemig conceded as follows: "I

would say they took an active par in expressing their concern. As the evidence you presented, it's

in the Congressiona Record, it's in the media. It was an issue of concern for them." Id.

Director Flemig also leared though varous ~~dia accounts tht there were meetigs

between'members of Congress and members of the Deparent of Interior on Capitol Hill in ,

reaction to the Tribe's FD. PPFF 98. Of critical importce is the simple fact tht many of 
these

meda accounts found their way into the FAI database, where they were accessible to the OF A

professiona sta durg their consideration of the Tribe's petition. Id.

Simarly, Congresswoman Nancy Johnon's overty hoste termation legislation appears

twce in the FAI database, as does the press release from her offce promotig the legislation.

PPFF 99. Director Flemig testfied tht the BIA's congressiona liaison personaly provided

Director Flemig with a copy of ths legislation. PPFF 100. When Rep. Johnon attempted to meet

personay with agency offcials to deliver to the BIA 8,000 postcards from constuents protesti

the Dep~ent' s decision to recogn the Tribe, Directòr Flemig described ths campaign to-BIA. '
offcials as ''pressue from an elected offcial." PPFF 101.

Secreta Norton also recaled specifcaly reviewig may of the countless newspaper

arcles that criticized the FD. PPFF 102. As previously discussed, she met personally with

18 Director Flemig also recalled that he was "aware of a growing concern" among Connecticut offcials

begig in Febru 2004. PPFF 97.
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members of the Connecticut Congressiona Delegation and then relayed their concern regardig

the FD diectly to both Pricipal Deputy AS-IA Ma and Mr. Cason. PPFF 103.

The record also shows that the entire professional sta at OF A was subjected to the

countless newspaper arcles, letters, and other matenals that were generated by the hoste

opposition movement maitaed by the Tnbe's opponents. PPFF 104. Moreover, as noted

previously, the professional sta at OF A was also subjected to diect pressure from elected

offcials. PPFF 105.

Substatial açl.ditiona evidence shows the unprecedented level of involvement of senior

agency offcials in the decision-makg process that resulted from the political ffestorm tht had, . '
,) been created:

. Solicitor's Offce: A December 9, 2004 letter to Secreta Norton ITom Congresswoman Nancy
Johnson, Congressman Chrstopher Shays, and Congressman Rob Simons discussing the
marage rae calculations in the FD was routed to Scott Keep in the Solicitor's Offce, with the
note ("Rout to Keep, he's expectig ths). The Connecticut Congressional Delegation received

a lettr in response ITom the Solicitor herself, also acknowledgig receipt of a simar letter ITom
AG Blumenthal both of which were placed into the FAI database. PPFF 106. '

. David Bernardt: Mr. Bernardt was not involved in the formulation of the FD, but became
personally involved with the Tribe's Petition soon afer with the Rep. Wolf meetig and other
contacts, including with the Whte House, whie the IBIA appeal was pendig and then as the '
reconsideration process moved forward afer the remand from the IBIA. PPFF 107.

. Steven Grles: The Deput Secreta, Steven Grles specifcaly requested to be "fully briefed"
on complaints that had been levied by interested pares about theÌrcurijed involvement in the
appeal process even thoug he ordinary was not involved in the federa acknowledgm.ent

process at all. PPFF 108. '

. Aurene Mar: At a National Indian Law conferece that took place two weeks afer
Congressman Wolftheatened to arange for the President of the United Staes to fi Secreta

Nortn if she did not rev.erse the FD, Prcipal Deput AS-IA Mar felt compelled 
to mount a

"spirted defense" of the FD. Though her comments at the conference Prcipal Deputy AS-IA
Mar "rejected criticism origiatg from the Stte and its Congressional delegation aga her
reliance on the state'shhstoric relatonship with the trbe to bolster the trbe's pettion for federal

sttu." PPFF 109. '
In the end, it canot seriously be disputed tht the relevant agency decisionmakers and their

stawere fuy aware of the coordiated political campaign and the resultig pressure on the

Deparent.
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c. The Political Pressure Intruded Into The Deliberative Process.

Not only were the agency parcipants in .the deliberative process tht 
produced the RFD

aware of the intense political pressure to undue the FD, they permtted ths political pressure to

intrde into the actu deliberave process. For example, in response to pressure from AG

Blumenthal and the Connecticut Congressional Delegation, Secreta Norton requested that the

Inspector General give high priority to an investgation of 
the FD. PPFF 110. But more

importtly, the admstative record conta arifacts of 
the deliberatve process in the form of

two. OF A options memoranda Both are snapshots of key moments in the agency's internal

deliberations, and both expressly reflect OFA's consideration of 
the concern and likely reaction of

the Connecticut Congressional Delegation. PPFF ,111.

Most noteworty is the Chaey Memo, which intially was witheld in its entiety by Mr.

Bernardt in his curent role as SoliCitor of the Deparent of Interior, citig the deliberative

process priviege, but which the Deparent later produced in redacted form in response to a FOIA

request Ths briefig paper included Solicitor Sue Ellen Wooldrdge's recommendation tht the

agency "fie a request for expedited consideration (of AG Blumenthal's Request for

Reconsideration by the IBIA) consistent with. . . the prior urging of 
the Congressional delegation.';

PPFF 112. Stm~ly, in OF A Genealogist Rita Souther's notes from a November 18,2004 st

meetig with Mie Olsen, Aqtig Prcipal Deputy AS-IA, Ms. Souther wrote the followig

regardig the plan to issue the Supplementa Tranmitt: "noti '(Deparent) press people.

Blumenth will put worst spin on ths & we should be prepared - be pre-emptive." PPFF 113.

~terestgly, Ms. Souther also wrote in her notes the followig crytic passage: "(Hope) it

encourages IBIA to refer (the marage rate issue) & other issues back to OFA." Id As these, '
documents reflect, the Deparent's actions followig the FD were inormed by and responsive to

AG Blumenthal and Connecticut's Congressional Delegation.. ,
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d. The Political Pressure Influenced The Result.

As demonstrated above, because the acknowledgement process is an adjudicative process,

the mere appearance of impropriety here renders the RFD invald. The undisputed facts, however,

prove much more than mere appearances. The RFD is the product of undue inuence.

To place the agency's path from the FD to the RFD in context the Cour should be aware

tht the Deparent has reviewed a tota of 40 petitions in the 29 years since the adoption of the

acknowledgment reguations. PPFF 114. At the tie the Depaaent issued the FD, sixen

petitions had been granted and eighteen had been denied. PPFF 115. No positive Fin

Determtion had ever been reversed by the IBrA,the Deparent, or the cours. Id

On December 2, 2004, the Solicitor's Offce filed a memorandum with th~IBIA styled

"Supplementa Tranmitt under 25 C.F.R. § 83.11 (e )(8)" ("Supplementa Tramitt")., PPFF

116. In form as well as in substce, the Supplementa Tranmitt was unprecedented. Ths

"Supplementa Tranmitt" was the fist ever filed in any acknowledgment proceedig. Durg

every past IBIA review of a Final Determation, the OF A remaied silent and neuti, alowig the

IBIA to conduct an independent review of the decision-afer which it always upheld the dècision.

In fact, Barbara Coen, the author of the Supplementa Tranmitt, had previously described the

OFA's policy of neutralty durg the IBIA's consideration:

Finally, there is independent review by the Interior Board of Indian Appeals (IIA) though
which the petitioner or interested par can challenge the final determaton on four,
enumerated grounds before it is effective. Dug ths ffIA adminstve review, the
Assistt Secreta-Indian AfaIs and the BIA are neutral and do not defend the fial

deteration.

Barbar N. Coen, Tribal Status Decision Making: A Federal Perspective on Acknwledgment, 37

New Eng. L. Rev. 491, 495 (2003). PPFF 117.

Violatig its policy of neutrality, the Solicitor's Offce attcked the agency's own prior

decision-the supposedly "Final" Determtion-attkig the marage rate analysis tht it had

usoo in the FD and inormg the IBIA that it could not affrm the FD "absent explanation or new
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evidence." PPFF 118. Given ths direction to the IBIA, the Supplementa Tranmitt in effect was

a reversal of the FD.

Even more asoundig than the 
content of the "Supplementa Tranmitt" was its timg.

The Solicitor's Offce did not fie the Supplementa Tranmitt until thee days after the Tribe had

fied its fi brief before the IBIA. PPFF 119. By then, the deadle for the Tribe to seek

reconsideration of the FD had long since passed. PPFF 120. By filig the "Supplementa

Tranmitt" when it did, the Solicitor's Offce denied the Tribe any opportty to respond. At the, . '
same tie, the Solicitor's Offce guanteed an unprecedented IBIA reversal of the FD and remad

, to the agency.

It goes without sayig that governent agencies are not known to second-guess their fial

'decisions. See, e.g., Sierra Club v. Marsh, 872 F.2d 497,504 (1st Cir. 1989) (discussing Amoco

Production Co. v. Vilage ofGambell, 480 U.S. 531 (1987)). 
One would expect tht absent some

external stiulus, followig the FD the OF A would have moved on and begu to process its next

petition. (As ths Cour is well: awae, the OF A ha a thirt year backlog of such petitions. Statu

Sumar of Acknowledgment Cases, Offce of 
Federal Acknowledgment, at 4 (Feb. 15,2007)),

Here, to the contrar, it somehow occured to the OF A- afer month of ex parte meetigs and

intense political pressure by the Tribe's opponents-that it ~ad mae a "mistae" when calculatig

maage rates. In trth therewas no mistae to discover.

To the contrar, as former Pricipal Deputy AS-IA Mar 
'has explaied, one of the more

signcant issues the OF A carefuy considered prior to the FD was the marage rate issue. PPFF

121. Pricipal Deputy AS-IA Mar permtted the professiona st "to use the methodology that

they believed was most suitable when evaluatig the STN petition." PPFF 122. And the

professional staunanously decided to use the FD's methodology. Id Furermore, even if 
the

OF A intialy had used the RFD's methodology, the dierence 
would not have been outcome-
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determative in the eyes of the OFA professiona sta when they considered the Tribe's marage

rates-which the staff viewed as signcant by any methodology in combination with the other

evidence submitted by the Tribe in support of its petition. PPFF 123.19

Somethg more than a marage-rate epiphany occured between the issuance of the FD and

the submission of the Supplementa Tranmitt. Moreover, as ths Memorandum will demonstrate,

infra, in later "reweighig evidence" based on its new marage rate analysis, the OF A took actions

contrar to the langue ofth~ acknowledgment reguations, generally accepted scientic

priciples, and the advice of its own experts, without providing a reasonable expl~tion for its

decision to disregard their advice., Where, as here, the agency suddenly 
reversed course and

reached a weaky-supported determtion in doing so, especially in light of 
unprecedented political

pressure, the only reasonable inerence is tht the improper political pressure inuenced the

decision. ATX, 41 F.3d at 1528.

Simarly, beçause the IBIA determed that the FD had discussed its USe of 
"stte

'recgntion" evidence on too genera ,a level,20 the IBIA remanded the FD so tht the OFA could

explai its analysis in greater deta. STN, 41 IBlA at 29. Instead of simply providig ths detaed

explantion as the IBIA had incte however, the agency abruptly changed course and declared

that itha re-weighed the evidence and now determed tht the evidence submitt by the Tribe

was incient. Amazgly, as previously discussed Secreta Norton never shaed with Mr.

19 25 C.F.R. § 83.7(bX1)(i) requirs the AS-IA and OF A to accord substtial weight to evidence

demonstrtig "signifcant rates of maage with the group" when considered in combination with

evidence showig that the petioner met criteria (a) and § 83. 7( c Xl )(iv) requies the AS-IA and OF A to
accord substtial weight to the fact that a petitioner met criteria (b) "at more than a mial 

leveL." In light

of Ms. Mar's Declaon, it is notale that the RFD faied to include any analysis whatsoever of 
these

reuiements of 
the recogntion criteria. '

20 The IDIA explaied that in order for the State's relationship with a petitioner to be probatve evidence of
criterion (b) or (c), it would need to be expressed in some way 

that reflected the actual or liely existence of
the petitionig group as a distct communty, criterion (b), or of 

the petitioner as an autonomous entity

maitaing political inuence or auÌhority over its members, criterion (c). STN, 41 mIA, at 17-21. See
discussion of stte recogntion, infra.
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Cason the fact tht she had paricipated in the deliberations on the use of evidence of the contiuous

state recogntion of the Tribe with Pricipal Deputy AS-IA Marin or that Secreta Norton herself

supported the Deparent's use of ths evidence in the FD as a mattr of constutional 
law and

policy-even afer Mr. Cason inormed her tht he would be issuing an RFD overtg the FD

.i and denying the Tribe's petition for acknowledgment. PPFF 124.

Pilsbury rejects the notion tht thck-skied offcials are able to simply ignore external

pressure. Pilsbury, 354 F.2d at 964 ("ths couris not so 'sophisticated' that it can shrg off such a

procedural due process clai merely because tte offcials involved should be able_to,. .. disregard

)

the force of the intrion into the adjudicatory process"). There are only two plausible explanations

for Secreta Nörton's silence. The ffrst possibility is that she was content to permt her deputy to

overre her without protest because it meant tht Rep. Wolf and the Connecticut Congressiona

, Delegation would cease its attck on her and the Deparent. The second possibilty is tht she was,

told the IBIA had rued the Deparent could not rely on stte recogntion evidence. The problem

with the second explanation, however, is tht theIBIA said no such thg - even a cursory r~view'

ofits decision shows tht it did not. How, then, "did Gae Norton, the Secreta of 
the Interior,

James Cason, the "ffal decisionmaker," and Lee Flemig, the head of 
the OF A, al get ths wrong

when they testffed separately to their common understdig tht the IBIA ha forbidden the use of

stte recogntion evÎdence? PPFF 125. Ths was, of course, the interpretation of 
the IBIA opinon

, by the Connecticut Congessiona Delegation and AG Blumenth, as reportd widely in the 
media.

PPFF 126. It also happens to be the view of state recogntion advanced by Vice Chaian Shays at

the May 5, 2004 hearg before the House Commttee on Governent Reform. PPFF 66. At best

senior Deparent offcials, it seems, were so fiated on public perception, as projected by the

Tribe's opponents, that they faied even to read the IBIA opinon. At worst, the Deparent

decided to bow to the will of the Tribe's opponents to avoid any more criticism.
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Finally, as discussed infa, without warg or explanation, the Deparent changed its

position in the RFD, abandonig the position it had consistently taen and advocated thoughout the

acknowledgment process, to conclude that the Tribe did not meet the requiements for communty

or political authority afer 1996 because the trbal members involved at the tie in an intra-trbe

) confict had not consented to being listed in the trbal roll. Here agai the OF A faied to provide a

reasoned explanation for the unexpected reversal of 
the position the agency had consistently taen

and advocated thoughout the acknowledgment process. Between the FD and RFD, no new

arguents .\ere made and no new evidence was presented to the agency relevant to tIs issue. The

only chage was the intensity of extrnal political pressure to revisit these issues and resolve them

, strictly agait the Tribe.21 The RFD canot std.'

As the foregoing undisputed facts estblish, the political pressue resulted in at the very

leas an appearance of impropriety. These undisputed facts fuer reveal tht the RFD is the result

of undue inuence. For both of these reasons, the Cour must invalidate the RFD.

n. The RF is Void Because it Was Made by an Unauthoried OffciaL.

A. Introduction

James Cason, the ,nomial decision-maker on the RFD, holds his fu-tie position as

Associate Deputy Secreta ("ADS"), and held his delegation as AS-IA, in violation of 
both

mandatory constuonal and sttutory provisions. Lackig authority to act as he did, his decision

is, by operation of law, nul and void. Thus, not only was the RF the product of the kid of

21 It is importt to understd that the evaluation of evidence for an autonomous communty under 25

C.F.R § 83.7(b), andfor political inuence under 25 C.F.R 83.7(c), for any and all periods of 
tie, "mus

be understood in the context of the history, geography, cultue and social organtion of 
the group." 25

C.F.R § 83.1. Ths requirement of the reguatons alows the OF A and AS-IAto tae into account the

unqueness of each petitionig group under the mandaory criteria. Simlarly, the regulations make it clear
that "contiuous" does not mean without interrption. The regulations explicitly countenance some
interrption by defig the term to mean "substtialy without intemiption." 25 C.F.R 83.1. Ths also

allows OF A and the AS- IA to tae the unique history of each petitioner into 
account in evaluag the

evidence Ùlder the criteria. The Tribe's opponents blattly ignored these regulatory mandates when they
argued over and over that the regulatons mus be stctly consted again the Tribe.
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political inuence shown to be improper in Pilsbury, but it was entrted for delivery to an

unauthorized offcial.

The constitutional flaw arses from a violation of the Appointments Clause. See U.S. Canst.

, Ar II, sec. 2. That provision enforces importt separation-of-powers priciples by requig

cert offcers of the United States to be appointed by the President and then confed by the

Senate (hereafer "a PAS appointee"). Mr. Cason has held the title of ADS since August 9, 2001.

PPFF 127. He was appointed to that position without confation by the Senate.22 PPFF 128.' An

analysis of his' responsibilties and actions, however, reveals that he is, in fact, a "pricipal offcer"

of the United States. As such, the Appointments Clause,applies to his position, and his issuance of

) the RFD was ultra vires and void.

Beyond th fata constutiona defect il his authority to serve as ADS, Mr. Cason's effort

to exercise al or any par of the authority uf the AS- IA represents a separate sttutory violation.

'The Vacancies Reform Act ("VR"), see 5 U:.S.C. § 3345, et seq., is a sttory scheme designed to'

enforce the Appointments Clause by ensurg that vacancies in PAS appointments are fied with

due consideration for the Senate's vita confation role. By sttute, the AS-IA must be appointed

by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate. See 43 U.S.C. §§ 1453 and 1453a; see. ."' - .
-aso 5 V.S.C. § 5315. As a consequence, the VR applies when the AS-IA's post is vacant. At the

tie Mr. Cason issued the RFD in October 2005, the AS-IA position was vacant, the prior offce

holder having resigged approxiately eight month earlier. When the AS-IA is not available to act,

the VR-a mandatory, unterable statutory diective-dictates who mus act in the AS-IA's

22 There is no mystery why th Admstation appointed Mr. Cason outside the pAS process; he is a
. scared vetera of the PAS appointment process. In 1989, then-President George H.W. Bush nominated hi

to serve as the Assist Secreta for Natu Resoures and Environment in the Deparent of Agrcultue.

Mr. Cason's nomiation was withdrwn when it becae clear that massive opposition to his appointment
precluded confation by the Senate. PPFF 129. Mr. Cason's new role at the Deparent, as described
more fully above, reveals that the Admisttion has attmpted to award him a position with all the
responsibilities and benefits of a PAS appointment without the embarsment attendant upon another
unpleasant effort to obta Senate confation. '
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place. Mr. Cason was not statutorily authoried to act in the capacity of 
the AS-IA. Consequently,

he could not properly have rendered the RFD. The Act expressly renders his non-conformg

action a nullity, which is not subject to ratification. See 5 U.S.C. §§ 3348(d)(I), (d)(2).

B. Mr~ Cason's Actions Violated The Appointments Clause.

1. The Appointments Clause

The President of the United States has the power to "nomite, and by and with the Advice

and Consent of the Senate, shall appoint Ambassadors, other public Misters and Consuls, Judges

of the supreme Cour and all other Offcers of the United States. . . ." U.S. Const. Ar II, sec. 2,

cL 2 (emphasis added). The Presidential power to nomiate so-called "pricipal" Executive'

, , offcers, with the advice and consent of the Senate, is not a matter of mere "etiquette or protocol."

Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 125 (1976). The Appointments Clause "serves both to 
curb Executive

abuses of the appointment power. . . and to promote a judicious choice of pèrsons for fig the

offces of the unon." Edmond v. United States, 520 U.S. 651, 659 (1997) (irtern citations

omitted).

The Constution permts the President aid other P AS offcial to appoint "inerior" offcers,

without the advice and consent of the Senate. Whe the distction between pricipal and inerior

offcers is not always perfectly clear, the Supreme Cour ha offered gudace for anyzg an

offcer's status. See, e.g., Commonwealth of Penn. v. United States Dëp"t of Health an Huma

Services, 80 F.3d 796,802 (3d. Cir. 1996), citig Morrison v. Olson, 487 U.S. 654, 671 (1988)). A

pricipal offcer may be distigushed from an inerior offcer based on (1) the 
scope of the offcer's

"... '

duties; (2) the scope of the offcer's authority; (3) the lengt of the offcer's tenure; and (4) whether

the offcer is subject to removal by a higher Executive Branch offcial. Morrison, 487 U.S. at 671-

72. The term "inerior oflcer" connotes that the offcer is "diected and supervsed at some level '

by others who were appointe by Presidential nomiation with the advice and consent of the
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Senate." Edmond, 520 U.S. at 663. But, "(i)t does not follow. . . that if one is subject to some

supervision and control, one is (automaticaly) an inerior offcer." Id. at 667 (Souter, J.,

concurg). To the contrar, "(e)ven an offcer who is subordiate to a deparent head can be a

pricipal offcer." Morrison, 487 n.s. at 722 (Scalia, J., dissentig). One of 
the key tests to

) determg whether an offcer is a "pricipal offcer" is to measure whether he is authoried to

mae fial decisions tht are bindig on the governent. See Edmond, 520 U.S. at 662-65. James

Cason is so authorid.

2. Mr. Cason's Role at Intenor

The Tribe is not the fist group to question Mr. Cason's non-PAS appointment as ADS. In

2002, Senator Biigaman expressed concern to the GAO aboutthe suspicious circumtaces of Mr.

Cason's appointment. Relyig exclusively on inormation provided by the Deparent's

leadership-inormation thaIremarkaly understated Mr. Cason's tre role in the Deparent-

GAO General Counel Anthony H. Gamboa responded to Senator Biigaman's inqui by sayig

that Mr. Cason was a "Non-Career Senior Executive Servce employee" who "does not exercise

significant authority pursuat to the laws of the United States." PPFF 130. Mr. Gamboa rested his

conclusion, however, on the fudaenta misunderstdig that Mr. Cason would act merely as the

pricipal aide to the Deputy Secreta, offerig "advice and assistace in the anministration of 
the

Deputy Secreta's responsibilties." PPFF 131. Mr. Cason, he concluded, would attnd high-level

meetigs when the Deputy Secreta canot attend, mang sta, actig as ~e Deputy

Secreta's liaisonto "DOl's legislative and communcations diectors," and coorditig "sensitive

discussions between tle Deputy Secreta and other high-level DOl offcials." Id. In short GAO

simply accepted the clai of Deparent offcials tht the ADS was "an assistat to the Deputy

Secreta, not. . . a second Deputy Secreta," notig that only raely should the ADS make
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signcant policy decisions, and then only in the absence of the Deputy Secretary. Id. (emphasis

added).

The trth is that Mr. Cason recognes hiself that he is effectively the thd in command at

the Deparent. PPFF 132. More importtly, Steven Gres, then-Deputy Secreta of Interior,

recogned tht Mr. Cason "has provided broad leaders):p with the Deparent on a varety of

issues. . . ." PPFF 133. His high-level position for the pas six years with Interior, as

demonstrted by his Deparent-wide fuctions, rues out any effort to classif hi as' an "inerior, 23 '
offcer" or a mere employee. PPFF 133. Cj, e.g., Ex parte Hennen, 3,S U.S. (13 Pet.) 225, 228-29

(1839) (fiding a distct cour clerk to be an inerior offcer); Ex parte Siebold, ioa U.s. 371,

397-398 (1880) (fidig an election supervsor to be an inerior offcer); Morrison v. Olson, 487

U.S: 654 (1988) (fidig a parcular independent counel to be an inerior offcer because she was

subject to removal by a higher offcer, performed only limted duties, held only narow jursdiction,

and her tenure was lited). Even a cursory review of Mr. Cason's role at th~ Deparent

demonstrates tht he is not an inerior offcer. For example:

(1) The federa governent has represented in 
federal cour proceedings that Mr. Cason,

"( a)s Associate Deputy Secreta, . . . shaes authority an responsibility at the Secretarial

level for the oversight and management of the Deparent's Indian tr and associated
reform effort." In fact, documents that. the Deparent fought in cour to withold from
the Tribe revea that Mr. Caon ''has had 'extensive responsibilty for fring the Secreta's

and the Admston's policies" with respect to "a large number of sensitive and highy
visible issues of signifcant public concer." PPFF 135.

(2) Secreta Norton confed in her deposition that Mr. Cason was a member of 
"the top

leadership" group at the Deparent and was alo among the group of political appointees
with whom she met reguarly. PPFF 136.

(3) Mr. Cason confired tht he is involved with the Secret 
in makg policy decisions

for the Deparent, and volunteered that he haS 10,000 people workig for him. As '

23 Oter than Mr. Caon's position at Interior, the only reference we have found to an "Associate Deputy

Secreta in the vas federa bureaucracy is at the Deparent of Trasporttion ("DOT"). Not surrisingly,
the position of ADS of DOT requirs appointment by the President, with the advice and consent of the '
Senate. See 49 U.S.C. § 102. (DOTs "Associate Deputy Secreta" position underwent a title change in
2002 to "Under Secetary" of Tranporttion. See P.L. 107-295, 215(a)-(c). Even under its revised title, that
position stl requirs appointment by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate.) PPFF 134.
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described by Mr. Cason hiself, his job entails so many responsibilities, it "is lie drnking
from a ffre hose." PPFF 137.

(4) The federal governent has fought efforts to tae Mr. Cason's deposition in another case

by reporting to a federa judge that "Mr. Cason's deposition should not be permitted because
high-ranking government offcials canot be deposed absent extaordiar circumstaces."

On another occasion, they have charcteried Mr. Cason to the cour as a "top executie

department offciaID." (emphasis added). PPFF 138.

(5) In a FOIA-enforcement action brought by counel for the Tribe in this Distct, the
Deparent has again adittd that Mr. Cason is a high-level governent offciaL. PPFF
139.

(6) Mr. Cason is responsible for the Deparent's response to the Cobelllitigation, a
massive underting in which Native American pares have alleged tht the Deparent is .
liable for over $176 billon for the mismanagement of Indian trst monies, and in which the
Secreta of the Deparent, amng others, has been held in' contempt of cour. The
Deparent's internal documents reveal that since 2001, Mr. Cason has "(c)losely managed
all aspects of the Çobell v. Norton lawsuit, which is a highy visible and problematic issue."
In fact, Mr. Cason described his own role in that case as "(P)rovid(ing) oversight and
strategic leadership on all Cobell related work that taes place in the Deparent." ¡d.
(emphasis added). Beyond 

just the Deparent, Mr. Caon's responsibility for th massive
litigation involves "(P)rovid(ing) direction and coordiation for (the) Federal tea
composed of Interior, DOJ, and Treasur. . . ." He also was responsible for coordiating
"Admsttion stategy on th matter, which required briefig the President's Domestc
Policy Council, the Offce of Management and Budget, and Congress. Indicatve of his role
in ths enormous case, it was Mr. Cason who anounced a proposed pla to sette Cobell.
PPFF 140.

(7) In describing his own 
job to an interviewer, Mr. Cason explaied: ''My job is to work on

parcularly dicult issues where the problem has not been solved lower down in the

organiition." Discussing Cobell, Mr. Cason noted that he "look(s) at all of (the
Deparent's) programs, trg to redesign how they work and to steamine how we

manage the land and natual resources that are in our car." PPFF 141.

(8) Mr. Cason has responsibilties that include revising long-stding Deparent policies.
For exaple; his 2005 Pedomiance Review reflects that he "(1)ed effort to reagn (the .'
Deparent's) interpretaon of the Indian Gamg Reguatory Act (IGRA) regarding the

need to demonstte that a Tribe has 'Indian land upon which it exercises jursdiction' that it
intends to use (for) gaming puroses, before DOl would approve a gamg compact. Ths
effort challenged a two decade old preceent and is helpful in addressing the public concern
regarding the proliéràtion of off reservation Indian gamg~" PPFF 142. '

(9) Mr. Cason testes before Congress 
on matters integr to the Deparent's mission.PPFF 143. '

(10) Mr. Cason corresponds on behal of 
the Deparent with among other high-level

offcials, Governors, and, as he testifed in his deposition, "in my job, i ta to Congressmen,
Senators all the tie about a wide varety of stu." PPFF 144.

(11) By hi own description, Mr. Cason, "( u )pon assug the duties and responsibilities of
the (AS-IA), became the drving force and sttegic leaer behid the effort to improve our

Indian educaton program." PPFF 145. '
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(12) Mr. Cason received anual moneta awards of a magnitude that required approval
from, among others, the Whte House. PPFF 146.

The foregoing review of just a samplig of Mr. Cason's responsibilities makes plai that he

is, in fact, a "pricipal offcer." Havig attested to other Distrct Cours about the signficance of

Mr. Cason's role as a "high-rang," ''top executve deparent offcial" with "responsibility at the

Secretaal level" for key Deparent fuctions, the governent is now estopped from argug tht

he is somethg less. Contrar to the purely subordiate portayal of 
Mr. Cason's role to the GAO's

General Counel in 2002, Mr. Cason reguarly makes decisions with respect to matters tht bind the

federal governent, includig in relation to the largest litigation matter ever brought agai the

J
Deparent.PPFF 147. Indeed, Mr. Cason's superior-the 

Deputy Secreta of the Interior-

wrote tht "Jim Cason has takled some of (the Deparent's) most dicult, long-stadig

chaenges in which confct has often styed progress." PPFF 148. Consequently, Mr. Cason

ilegaly occupies the position of ADS. He shQuld have been appointed to that post by the President

and evaluated for confation by the Senate. Because he serves as a pricipal offcer without

Senae, confation, Mr. Cason serves in violation of the Appointments Clause. The RFD issued in

October 2005 under his nae thus canot stad, and the Tribe is entitled to sumar judgment as a

matter of law.

3. Mr. Cason's Actions as AS-IA Alo Violated The VR

a. Introduction

Even if Mr. Cason's servce as ADS somehow comport with the stctues of 
the

) , Appointments Clause- which it does not-- delegated role as AS-IA independently violated the

VR. Congress enated th sttutory scheme precisely to preclude situtions such as ths one,

where a ''temporary'' appointed offciaL who ha not undergone Senate scrutiy is permtted to
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exercise the responsibilities of a PAS position without time lit24 and without notice to the proper

authorities.25 See S. Rep. 105-250, at 1-6.26 Intact, Congress felt so strongly that ths sitution

should not be permtted that it intentionay crafed ths legislation to have harsh consequences for

violations of its terms. See 5 U.S.C. § 3348(d). In parcllar, Congress specified that any violaûons

of the VR wouldnul any actions taen by the unuthoried actor, and fuer provided that any

such improper actions could not thereafer be ratied. See 5 D.S.C. §§ 3348(d)(1) & (d)(2).

The Founders intended the legislative branch to oversee the President's appointments

because they wanted to improve the quaty of appointees to high federal offce. Mr. Cason was

IIever ap~ointed to serve as the AS-IA by the President, and thus was never confed for tht

position by the Senate. (I fact, because he could not surve Senate scrutiy, as noted previously,

Mr. Cason was not even a PAS appointee to his own job as ADS.) One of the unortate

consequences of ths invald delegation is that Mr. Cason had no experience with trbal recogntion

when he issued the RFD; by his own adssion, "(p )rior to Febru 2005, (I had no involvement

,in the Deparent's acknowledgment pròcess." PPFF 149.

As is more fuy described below, Mr. Cason undertook to ful the responsibilties of 
the

PAS-appointed position of AS-IAfor over two years in derogation of 
the VR. There are thee

clear violations of the .Act that mater here: (l)Secreta Norton's unawf delegaton of 
the AS..

IA's responsibilties to Mr. Cason when the VR plaiy provides for another offcial to,act in the

event of a vacancy; (2) Mr. Cason's servce as actig AS-IA beyond the tie 
lits of the VR;

24 The VR ''provides tht upon the death resignation, or inability to serve of an offcer of an executive

agency... the fist assistt to the offcer becmes the actig offcer, subject to the bil's tie limts." S. Rep.105-250, at 2; 5 U.S.C. § 3346. '
25 "The (Act) also requies head of agencies to report to the Genera AccOuntig Offce on the exitence of

vacancies, persons servg in an actig capacity, the names of any nomiees, and dates of disposition of such
nominees." S. Rep. 105-250, at 2;5 V.S.C. § 3349. '
26 One of 

the Congressional puroses in enactig ths statue was to prevent Executive Agencies from

"permtt(ing) positions to be held by actig offcers for years without the submission to the Senate of a

nomiee." S. Rep. 105-250, at 5. '
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and (3) the Deparent's abject faiure to report the AS-IA vacancy to Congress and the GAO, as

requied.

b. The Key Facts and Dates Related to Mr. Cason's Actions

The followig chronology sets fort key dates and events related to who was authoried to

decide the Tribe's petition for recogntion in October 2005.

. On Aue:t 9.2001. Mr. Cason became "ADS" of the Deparent. As descrbed above, he was

not appomted by the President or comired by the Senate for this, or any other, post PPFF 128.

. On December 9. 2003, David Anderson beame the AS-IA appointed by the President and
confed by the Senate. PPFF 150. '

. In Febru 2004. Aurene Marin became the Pricipal Deputy Assistt Secreta -Indian

,Afairs (makg her the ffrst assistat to the AS-IA). Pnncipal Deput AS~IA Mar had been
the CoÙÙselorto the AS-IA since October 2001. PPFF 151.

. On Februar 5. 2004 (effective May 5, 2004), Pricipal Deputy AS-IA Main issued the FD.PPFF 152. '

. On Apri 8. 2004. AS-IA Anderson formally recused hielf from a host of issues, including
matters of federa recognition of fudian trbes. PPFF 153.

. On August 17. 2004. AS-IA Anderson anounced Pricipal Deputy AS-IA Mar's anticipated

resignation as the Prcipal Deput Assistat Secreta (effective on September 10, 2004). '

Begiing that same date, Augu 17, 2004, AS-IA Anderson transferred the fuctions and duties
of the Pricipal Deputy Assistt Secreta to Michael Olsen. The Deparent's Press Release
noted that Mr. Olsen was "Anderson's selection to assume the duties of the Prcipal Deputy
Assistt Secreta. . . ." PPFF 154.

. Effective September 11. 2004. Michael Olsen took over the responsibilities of the deparg
Pricipal Deputy AS-IA Mar becomig the Acttg Prcipal Deputy Assist Secreta - the
fi assistt to the AS-IA - where he remaied at al relevaat ties. In th role, Michael Olsen

was responsible for managg the trbal recogntion process and was tred' as such by the
relevant agencies, includig the OF A. In addition, Mr. Olsen handled countless matters for the

Bureau of Indian Afais in his capacity as Actig Pricipal Deput AS-IA. He remaIred in that
capacity at the tie, and afr, Mr. Cason purorted to issue the RFD in October 2005. PPFF
155.

. Effective Febru 12.2005. AS-IA Anderson resigned leaving the offce of AS-IA vacant.PPFF 156. '

. Effective Febru 13. 2005. Secreta Norton purorted to delegate the fuctions and duties of
the AS-IA to Mr. Cason. No replacement of outoing AS-IA Anderson was named and Michael
Olsen remained ìn his role as Actig Prcipal Deputy AS-IA - the fist assistt to the AS-IA.PPFF 157. ' ,',

. On May 12. 2005. the 1BIA remaded the Tnbe's FD to the AS-IA. See In re Federal,
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Acknowledgment of the Schaghticoke Tribal Nation, 41 IBIA 30 (May 12,2005). PPFF 158.

. , Effective October 17, 2005, under the authority purprtedly trsferred to hi by the Secreta's

Febru 13,2005 delegation, Mr. Cason issued the RFD, which reversed the Tribe's federal
recogntion. PPFF 159.

. On August l, 2006, President Bush nominated Carl J. Aran as the next 
AS-IA. He was

confed by the Senate in March 2007. PPFF 160.

Taken together, these indisputable facts estalish the violatons of the VR described below.

c. The Delegation to James Cason Violated the VR's Automatic
Assignment of Authority to the Firt Assistant.

The VRA commands tht:

If an offcer of an Executive agency. . . whose" appointment to offce is required to be made
by the President, byand with the advice and consent of the Senate, . . . resigns. , . (1) the
fist ~ssistt to the offce of such offcèr shall perform the fuctions 

and duties pf the offce
temporary in an actig capa.city subject to the time limtations of section 3346.

5 U.S.C. § 3345(a)(1 ) (emphais added). Thus, when David Anderson resigned as AS-IA on

Febru 12,2005, theVRA mandated that Michael Olsen" who was then Anderson's fist assistt,

became, by operation of law, the person to perform the fuctions and duties of that offce on a

temporar basis.27 Section 83.10 of the Code of Federal Reguations states, among other thgs:',

. "the Assistant Secretar shal cause a review (of a documented petition for federa recognition)
to be conducted," 25 C.F.R. § 83.10(a) (emphasis added);

. the "Assistant Secretar shall conduct a preliar review of the petition for puroses of

technca assistce." 25 C.F.R. § 83.10(b) (emphasis added); ,

. the "Assistant Secretqr shall make a fial determation regardig the petitioner's sttus" as a
federally recognizd Indian trbe. 25 C.F.R. § 83.10(1)(2) (emphasis added); and

. "( t)he AssistantSecretar shall acknowledge the existence of the petitioner as an Indian trbe
when it is determined that the group satisfies al of the criteria Iñ § 83.7." 25 C.F.R. § 83.10(m)

(emphasis added). '
27 Given his violation of 

the VR it is disbing to realiz th Mr. Casoii understood the essentiaa

hierahy built into the VR In a mei;orandum addressed to Secreta Norton on November 13, 2005 - just

one month afer his issuace of the RF - Mr. Caon set fort the list of the offcials within the offce of the

AS-IA who would act in the absence oftheAS-IA. PPFF 161. Notaly, the fist person he identied to act
in the absence of the AS-IA is the Pricipal Deputy Assistt Secreta - Indian Afairs, who, as noted

above, was at al relevant times, MÌchael Olsen. In fact, the OF A pa.cipated in meetigs with 
and planed

briefigs for, Michael Olsen regardig the Schagticoke Tribal Nation. .PPFF 155. Despite ths obvious

understding of Mr. Olsen's role, Mr. Cason, not Mr. Olsen, issued the RFD.
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In short the taks of coordinatig the recogntion process and reachig a Final Determation are

fuctions and duties that are assigned by law to the AS-IA. Those fuctions and duties of 
the AS-

IA may be fuer delegated only by the AS-IA. See 25 C.F.R. § 83.1 (use of 
"Assistat Secreta"

in the reguations "mean the (AS-IA), or that offcer's authoried representative" (emphasis

~
added)). Thus, by federal reguation, it is an exclusive fuction and duty of 

the AS-IA -- a PAS,

appointee -- to decide whether to handle a trbal recogntion matter or whether to delegate it to a

representative. ,

The VR is mandatory; it allows no room for Secreta Nortn to elect to delegate the AS-

IA's responsibilties to someone else. "Sections 3345 and 3346 arethe exclusive means for.

temporary authorig an actig offcial to perform the fuctions and duties of any offce of an

Executive agency. : . for which appointment is requied to be made by the President, by and with

the advice and consent of the Senate," absent conditioIi not applicable here. 5 U.S.C. § 3347(a), .
(emphasis added). Mr. Cason was never in the chai of offcials diected by tht statute to act when

the AS-IA's position is vacant.28 He thus had no authority to act either in his own right or as 1;e

result of Secreta Norton's "delegation" because, by automatic operation of the VR, Michael

Olsen, the fist assistat to the AS-IA, became the actig AS-IA for 210 daYS.29 See 5 U.S.C. §

3346(a)(1).

28 To the contrar; given his high position in the Deparent as the ''first assistt' to the Deputy Secreta,
Mr. Cason was regniz to be the person under the Act who would underte the Deputy Secreta's
responsibilities if tha position were to becme vacant. PPFF 162. ' '
29 

The Reorganon Plan No. 3 of 1950 transfers ''to the Secreta of the Interior all fuctons of all other'
offcers of (DOl) ~d all fuctions of al agencies and employees of such Deparent." D.S.C.A. Reorg.
Plan 3 1950. The Reorgantion Plan also authoris the Secreta to "make such provisions as he shal

deem appropriate authorig the perfommance by any other offcer, or by any agency 
'or employee, of the

Deparent of the Interior of any fuction of the Secreta." ld. Whe the governent will no doubt point
to ths language as the authority relied upon by Secreta Norton in her delegation to Mr. Cason of 

the AS-

IA's duties, the VR expressly directs that a Deparent's organc-appointment sttute - the Reorganzation
. Planhere-ma not overrde the provisions of the Act. See 5 D.S.C. § 3347(b).
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Had the law been followed, and had MMchaelOlsen been permtted to serve as the acting

AS-IA begig on Febru 13,2005 as requied, and had that 210-day period expired on

September 10, 2005, with the offce stil vacant, and no one yet nomited by the President to fi it,

the VR then would have commanded that Secreta Norton-and "only" Secreta Norton

herself-thereafer exercise the authority of the AS-IA. See 5 U.S.C. § 3348(b)(2). She could not

have delegated these fuctions and duties beyond herself, and even if she could have done so, that's

not what she in fact did. Thus, because the delegation to Mr. Cason was mae in clear derogation

of these dictates of the VR his actions are void. The VR expressly directs tht "(a)n action taen

by any person who is not acting (in conformty with its provisions) in the performance of any

fuction or duty of a vaèant offce to which (the Act) appl(ies) shall have no force or effect." 
5

U.S.C. § 3348(d)(1) (emphais added). Moreover, the Act directs tht no invalid agency action

taen in violation of the Act may thereafer be ratified. See 5 U.S.C. § 3348(d)(2).

d. Mr. Cason's Actions Further Violated the Time Limts of the VR.

In addition to the other,consaits on actig offcers imposed by Congress, the VR places

)
strct temporal limtations on a temporar offcer's authority to perform the fuctions and duties, of a

vacant PAS offce. Tempora authority to act pursiitto the VR is stctly lited to 210 days,

except in circumces tht are inpplicable here.30 See 5 U.S.C. § 3346(a)(1).

The offce of the AS-IA became vacant on Febru 12,2005, when AS-IA David Anderson

resigned. The 21 O-day limtation thus prohibited even a properly appointed temporar offcer from

~ '
In Federal Deposit Insurane Corp. v. Huritz, 384 F. Supp. 2d 1039,1073 (S.D. Tex. 2005), the court

ex3ed the 21 O-day tie limt of the VR. The cour note that the acting employee's authority expired
afer 210 days from when the permanent offce holder had resigned. ld The cour lamentèd the fact that the
replacement director of the Offce ofTh Savings was not appointed by the President and confed by the
Senate until almost five years later. ld. Applying the sttue, the cour concluded that afer the 210-day
period had ru "OTS was without a lawfy appointed head. Rung a sub-cbinet offce with

Ulappointed offcers for almost five years mocks the rule of law and the Constution. A constitution
followed only when convenient is not consttutive." ld
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occupying the vacant AS-LA offce beyond September 10,2005. By September 11, 2005, even

Michael Olsen-had he been origially permtted to tae on his statutory role as Actig AS-IA, and

ha it taen into October 2005 to decide the fate of the Tribe's Petition on remand with Mr. Olsen

in charge-would have been disalowed by the Act from actig on the Petition. As an altogether

improperly appointed actig AS~IA Mr. Cason canot possibly have ha greater authority.

Consequently, even if Mr. Cason intialy could have been delegated the role in question, his tie to

act expired by September 10,2005. Thus, his issuace of the RFD on October 12,2005, constituted

an independent violation of the tie litations of the VR.

e. - The Vacancy in the AS-IA Position was Never Reported.

) Not surrisingly, Congress wanted a mechansm to ensure that Executive agencies complied

With the mandatory terms of the VR. The Act thus commands that whenever a vacancy in a PAS

offce occurs, "(t)he head of ( an) Executive agency. . . shall submit to the Comptroller General of

the United States (the head of the GAO) and to each House of Congress" specifed inormation

related to that vacancy. 5 V.S.C. § 3349(a). Among the in~rmation that mus be provided is the'

, identity of the vacant offce, the date of the vacancy, the name of any actig offcial, and cert

inormation related to the statu of any nomiees to fil the vacant position. See id at § 3349( a )(1)-

(4). No such reportg happened in ths case.

The GAO maita an "Executive Vacancy Database" to trck vacancies in P AS offces. A

review of that database reveals tht the Deparent made no notification in compliance with the

VR upon the resignation of David Anderson in Febru 2005. PPFF 163. Counel for the Tribe
)

contacted the GAO to determe whether there were any vaccy report that ha not been posted

on the GAO's database. Ms. Janet Dolan the Paralegal Specialis in the General Counel's Offce

at the GAO, advised that the GAO has not received any notice of vacancy in the AS-IA position that
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ha not been posted PPFF 164. There is simlarly no report of ths vacancy having been reported

to the U.S. Congress. See id

These faiures of notification are signcant. the Deparent clearly knows how to report

such vacancies when it chooses to comply. The last tie the AS-IA position became vacant, in

- approxiately Janua 2001, the Deparent advised the GAO in a report that is avaiable though

GAO's database even today. PPFF 165. It is not hard to imagie that one way to avoid the

consequences of permtting the vacant AS-IA position to be hadled by an otherwse unuthoried

and un-confable individua is to withold from the reportg authorities-GAO and Congress-

the fact of the vacancy, and the identity of the individua who is actig to exercise the. .
responsibilities assigned to the AS-IA. Because no notice wàs fied when AS-IA David Anderson

resigned in Febru 2005, despite a clear statutory diective to do so, see 5 U~S.C. § 3349(a), GAO '

was precluded from fn1fi11ng its sttutory fuction under the VR to alert the relevant

Congressional and other offcials when an actig offcial serves beyond 210 days, as, occured here.

See 5 U.S.C. § 3349(b).

Because the facts relevant to Mr. Cason's assumption of the role of AS-IA are not in

dispute, the Tribe is also entitled to sumar judgment declarg the RFD void as a mattèr oflaw

for violatig the VR.

m. ' The RF is Arbitrary and Capricious.

A. Five ofthe Seven Criteria for Federal Acknowledgment are Uncontested.

There are seven criteria for federal acknowledgement. 25 C.F.R § 83.7. In the RFD, the

OF A conceded tht the Tribe satisfied five of them. Specificaly, the Tribe:

. proved that it has been identied as an American Indian entity on a substtially contiuous

basis since 1900,25 C.F.R. § 83.7(a);

. provided the OF A with a copy of its present governg document including its membershipcriteria, 25 C.F.R. § 83.7(d); ,

. successfully demonsted that its membership consist of individuas who descend from a
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historical Indian trbe or from.historical Indian trbes vvich combined and fuctioned as a single
autonomous political entity, 25 C.F.R § 83.7(e);

. proved that its membership is, composed pricipally of persons who are not members of any
acknowledged Nort American Indian trbe, 25 C.F.R § 83.7(f); and

. proved that neither it nor its members are the subject of congressional 
legilation that has

expressly terminated or forbidden the Federal relationship, 25 C.F.R § 83.7(g).
-j

PPFF 166.

Of the remaig two criteria, the OF A conceded that the Tribe met criteria (b) from fist

contat though 1920, and from 1967-1996, and criteria (c) from colonial ties to 1801, and from

1876-1884, and 1967-1996. Thus, the dispute regardig the Tribe's recogntion under the two

)

remaining criteria is lited to a few decades. The RFD's conclusions with respect tothe~e ,

remaig criteria are arbitrar and capricious for the reasonS described below.

B. State Recognition

1. The Departent Faied to Apply the Standards Set Forth by the mIA
Regarding Use of State Recognition.

Perhaps the most egregious faiure on the 
' par of the agency was its unexplaied refual to

adere to the IBIA's diective tht it clar the origial FD by providig a more detaed analysis of

the probative value that was assigned to specific evidence regardig the Stae's contiuous

relationship with the Tribe. Rather than follow the mIA's intrctioII, the Deparent did the

exact opposite. As a result of political pressure, or perhaps outght incompetence, the Deparent

misread the IBIA opinon and concluded that evidence regardi the State of Connecticut's long- ,

stding recogntion of the Tribe cared no probative value with respect to criterion (b) (relatig to

the existence of the Tribe as a distct communty from historica ties to the present) and criterion

(c) (relatig to the contiuity of 
political inuence or authority over the Tribe's members from

historica ties to the present). Whether the mIA's diectionS were ignored intentionally or merely

negligently, the resultig RFD was arbitrar and capricious.
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The Deparent's decision regardig state recogntion was also arbitrar and capricious for

a second reason. The Deparent failed to provide any explanation for the reversal of its prior

policy decision to consider state recogntion as probative evidence regarding criteria (b) and (c).

Durg her deposition, Secreta Norton testified that the Deparent debated the policy

') implications of state recogntion evidence and concluded th ths evidence should be given

substatial weight because of constutiona federalsm priciples. The IBIA never addressed ths

basis for the FD, nor did it have the jursdiction to do so. Rather than discuss ths aspect of its

reasonig in the RF, however, the Deparent simply reversed itself as though tht p'~licy

decision had never been par of the FD. Such unexplaied changes of opinon are arbitrar and

. capricious, requig tht the RFD be overted.

a. Use of State Recognition as Evidence in the FD

The Tribe's relationship with Connecticut is contiuous for a period that began before there

was even a State or United States governent. PPFF 167. ,The Colony and later the State assumed

)

responsibilty for admsterig fuds and servces to trbes and their lands with the State and was

responsible for oversight of the Tribe's Reservaton, and provided services to trbal members

wholly based on their statu as trbal members. ¡d. Indeed the Tribe has maitaed and

contiuay used its 400 acre Reservation in the Town of 
Kent, Connecticut and controlled the

alocation aìd use of its resources, includig housing, development and the bural of trbal members

in the cemetery. The State's role usured that which is usualy played by the federa govemient, as

the tradtional aspects of the governent-to-governent relationship in ths case existed between

the Tribe and the State rather than the Tribe and the federa governent. Id. Nothg about th

governent-to-governent relationship alters the fact of trbal political existence. The very fact of, ' , . ,
a contiuig communty that strgled to preserve and control trbal resources, often despite the

adverse actions of the State, is evidence that the body politic contiued thoughout State domiance.
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It is these unque chaacteristics, and the Tribe's inability-as an Indian trbe from the eastern

United States-to establish a direct relationship with the federal governent durg early historical

periods, tht led the Deparent to thoughtfly consider and weigh the evidentiar impact of 
the

Tribe's relationship with the State when preparg the FD.

In the FD, the Deparent sumared the State's relationship with the Tribe as follows:

The State of Connecticut has since early colonial times contiuously recognd the
(Schagticoke) as a distict trbe with a separate land base provided by and maitaed by
the State. The contiuous State relationship manested itself in the distict, non citin

sttus of the trbe's members until 1973. There is implicit in the relationship between the
State and the (Schagticoke) a recognition of a di~ct political body, ~.par because the

relationship origites with and derives ITom the'Colony's relàtionship with a distct

. political body ~t the tie the relationship was fist estlished. Colony and Stae laws and

policies diectly reflected tbis political relationship until the early 1800's. The distinct
pòlitical Underpining of the laws is less explicit ITom the early 1800's until the 1970's, but
the (Schaghticoke) remained non-citins of the State until 1973. The State contiued the

mai elem.ents of the earlierreIationship (legilation tht determined oversight, estblished
and protected land holdings, and exempted trbal lands ITom tation) essentialy without

change or substtial questoning thoughout th tie period. '

PPFF 168.

The Deparent then S1Jmmaried the reguations applicable to the use of stte recogntion

, as evidence and whether those reguations peimtted the Deparent to consider such evidence:

The specifc form of evidence sted in the criteria in § 83.7 (a) though (c) and § 83.7 (e)
are not mandatory requirements. The criteria may be met alternatvely by any suitale

, evidence that demonsates that the petitioner meets the requiements of the criterion

stement and related defitions (25 CFR 83.6(g)). '
Thus, the AS-IA can conclude that contiuous recognition with a reservation is evidence to
demonsate criterion 83.7(b) and 83.7(c) even though it is not specifed. However, it is
necessaa to determine the charcter of the ste's relationship by a diect exaaton of the
laws, policies and actions of the Stae of Connecticut. . . not merely to equae stte
recognition with the trappings of Federal recogntion. '

PPFF 169. Followig ths introduction, the Deparent carefuy reviewed the character of 
the

Tribe's relationship, with the State and directly applied tht evidence as par of its anysis regardig

whether the Tribe had fued the requiements of the federal acknowledgment reguatons.

The Deparent fist anyzed the impact of the State's contiuous relationship with the

Tribe in the context of25 C.F.R. § 83.7(b), which requies the Tribe to show that "a predomiant
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porton of the petitionig group comprises a distct communty and has existed as a communty

from historical ties to the present." Ths evidence was applied intially to the period of 1920-

1940. Accordig to the Deparent, compared to other periods, there was "less specifc evidence

concerng coniunty" durg ths period. The Deparent recognzed, however, tht there was

, diect evidence of communty for ths period, includig: (1) intervews; (2) State legislation and

appropriations directed towards the Tribe; and (3) varous form of documenta evidence. The

Deparent concluded by notig that "( c )ontiuous stte recogntion with a reservation provides

additional eviden.~e . . . where specific evidence of communty exists."PPFr 170.

For the period from 1940 to 1967, the Deparent engaged in a simlar analysis. First, the

Deparent reviewed detaled evidence taen from intervews, as well as varous forms of other

documenta evidence, and concluded that the Tribe satisfied the criterion in 25 C.F.R. § 83.7(b).

The Deparent also noted agai that "( c )ontiuous state recogntion" provided additiona evidence

to support the Deparent's conclusion that the Tribe satisfed 25 C.F.R. § 83.7 (b) from 1940 to

1967. PPFF 171.

The Deparent did not use the State's unque and contiuous relaûonship with the Tribe in

its anysis agai unti it tued to an evaluation of25 C.F.R. § 83.7(c), which requies the Tribe to

show tht it "has maitaed political inuence or authority over its members as an autonomous

entity from historical ties until the present." As noted by the Deparent, the State's relationship

to the Tribe, "is documented to be contiuously active thougout the history of the Schaghticoke,

as demonsated by stte overseer actions, stte sttutes, and other actions of the executive, judicial

and legislative braches of Connecticut's colonial and--state governents." The Deparent

. recognd tht durg cert periods-1820 to 1840 and 1892 to 1936-there was litte diect

evidence of trbal political processes because the State had adopted a policy not to support trbal

governents. PPFF 172.
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In the context of prior petitions involving other trbes, the Deparent had determed that

state-trbal relationships were not a substitute for direct evidence of political processes, but could be

used to add evidence where there was aleady some diect, though inufcient, evidence. PPFF

173. With respect to the Tribe, however, the Deparent chose to modif its prior position to

accurately reflect the evidentiar weight th the Deparent felt should be accorded to complex

and unterrpted state relationships such as tht maitaied by Connecticut and the Tribe. As

explaied by the Deparent, with respect to the Tribe:

, The Deparent's reevaluated position is that the hioncally continuous existence of a
, community recognizd thoughout its history as a political community by the Sta and

occupying a distct terrtory set aside by the State (the reservation), provides sufcient
evidence for contiuity of political inuence with the community, even though direct
evidence of political inuence is absent for tWo histoncal time penods. This conclusion

applies only because it has been demonstated that the Schaghticoke have existed
contiuously as a community (with the meang of cntenon 83. 7(b)) and because of the
specific natue of their contiuous relationship with the Sta. Furer, political inuence

was demonsted by direct evidence for very substatial histoncal penods before and afer
the two hioncal penods. Finally, there is no evidence to indicate that the trbe ceased to
exist as a political entity durg these two periods. '
The stte relatonship.is documented to be a contiuously active one thoughout the history
of the Schaghtièoke, as demonstrated by stte overseer actions, ste sttutes, and other

actions of the executve, judicial and legislative branch ofConnecticuts colonial and stte
governents. There are such state actions thoughout the penods where there is little or no
diect evidence of political inuence with the group, 1820 to 1840 and 1892 to 1936.

'The historical contiuity of the group has been demonstrted. Ths ste relationship' ,
provides 'sucient evidence to conclude that politica inuence existed contiuously with
the Schagticoke, includig two specifc hisoncal periods durg which there is alost no

direct evidence of politica inuence, but durg which community has been demonstrate.
The Schagticoke therefore meet criterion 83. 7( c) thoughout their history.'

PPFF 174.

b. The Policy Considerations That Led to the Departent's Decision

The Deparent's decision to alow the Tribe to use its relationship with the State to satisfy

'25 C.F.R. § 83.7(c) durg periods where direct evidence of political inuence was otherwse

minimal was not made without substatial deliberaton and anysis. Nor was it solely the result of

the Deparent's consideration of the evidence. Durg her deposition, Secreta Norton tested.
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tht the Deparent held a meeting to discuss the policy concern that were implicated by the use of

a State's relationship with a Tribe in the context of federal acknowledgment proceedigs. PPFF

175. -Pricipal Deputy AS-IA Mar Director Flemig, and varous attorneys from the

Deparent's Solicitor's Offce attended ths meeting. Id Secreta Norton also stated that ths

meeting was atyical and that it was held because the Deparent recogned that its decision

involved broader applications. Id

Secreta Norton spoke at lengt with Pricipal Deputy AS-IA Mar about ''what her

decision was and how she was conSiderig the issue." Secreta Norton also -for 
the fist time in

her c~eer~had a direct role in the Deparent's decision regardig the Tribe's relationship with

'the State, and she stads by the Deparent's decision even to ths day because she and others

with the Deparent believed tht conStitutiona federalsm concern supported the Deparent's

decision to give substtial weightto evidence of the State's contiuous recogmtion of the Tribe:

Q.

A.

,
)

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

PPFF 176.

Eventuly there was an OIG investgation with respect tp that intial determation
that was made on Januar 29,2004, correct? '

Yes.

You weren't aw~ of anyting improper with respect to that detennination?

Quite the contrar.

Why do you say that?

The concern was about the specific legal policy decision on how to handle the stae
recogniton'ofthe Tribe. And since I was very involved in that and dicussed that
from a perspective of federalism, and what does it mean to have stte recogntiön, '

and how does that relate to the criteria for federa recogntion, I know that that was a
decision reached on its merits. ' '
c. The mIA Decision

Because the Deparent's use of the Tribe's relationship with the State reflected a

modication of the Deparent's prior policy, the State and the interested pares sougt to use it as
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one of their numerous justifications for seekig to overt the FD before the IBIA. In the FD

itself, the Deparent did not provide a detaed description of the evidentiar weight that it had

given to each of 
the specific pieces of evidence regardig the State's relationship with the Tribe.

Nor did the Deparent discuss the constitutiona policy considerations that underscored its

evaluation of tht evidence.

On appeal, the IBIA only addressed the evidentiar aspects of the Deparent's state

recogntion analysis.3 1 Importtly, although the IBIA remanded the FD for reconsideration, at no

point did it ever preclude the Deparent from givig the Tribe's relationship with the State the

evidentiar weight that Secreta Norton and others with the Deparent believed was

,appropriate. In fact, the IBIA stated just the opposite, makg it clear tht the Deparent could use

stte recogntion evidence, as it ha in the FD, as long as it provided a thorough explantion of 
the

weight that it was givig to specific pieces of evidence, and explaied why that weight was

, appropriate in light of the specifc defitions in the reguatioIl tht were applicable to criteria (b)

and (c). PPFF 177.

,. To explai its decision and provide gudace to the Deparent, the IBIA's order referred to

, its anysis in the related appeal involving the Eastern Pequot Tribe ("EP"). PPFF 178. In Eastern

Pequot, trbal opponents urged theIBIA to hold that only "specifc," "fit-had" evidence could be

used to satisfy criteria (b) and ( c), as opposed to "seconda or tertar chacteritions" based on

"outside assessments and relationships." Id. ~e IBIA rejecte ths request and held tht a "more

logical and natual interpretation of the reguations" alows a stte's relationship with a petitioner to

be used for demonstratig criteria (b) and (c) "if tht evidence is in fact reliable of one or more

,31' Notably, even if the Deparent had adequately explaied the policy juscatons that underscored its
review of the Tribe's stte recognition evidence, the IBIA could not have reviewed that aspect of the
Deparent's decision because it did not have jursdiction to do so. See 25 C.F.R. § 83 .11 (d)
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specific elements of the defitions of "communty" or "political inuence or authority" contaed

in 25 C.F.R. § 83.1. Id at 15.

The IBIA in Eastern Pequot also rejected the opposition's suggestion that a state's

relationship with an Indian group is not relevant to criteria (b) and (c) because both criteria pert

to intern group processes, whie a st relationship with a group does not necessarly reveal the

tyes of 
inter-group activities tht are necessar for demonstratig those criteria. PPFF 179. As

explaied by the IBIA:

As a pratical matter, we are not persuaded that the relationship between a stte and a
petitioner, which could be vared and complex, can never be probative evidèIÍce for
'demonstrtig the existence of community or political inuence and authority within the
petitioner. Rather..: the evidentiar relevance and probative value of such a relatonship
depends on the specific natue' of the relationship, the specific underlying interaction
between a Ste and a petitioner, and how that relationship and interaction reflect in some
way one or more of the elements in the defmitions of "communty" or "political influence or
authority contained in section 83.1. '

We conclude that neither the acknowledgment regulations, nor BIA's interpretation of those
regulations though guidelines and other acknowledgement decisions, categorica
precludes evidence of the relatonship between a stte and a petitioner from being considered
for -criteria (b) and ( c). Instad whether such evidence is relevant, reliable, or probative, and
the proper weight to be aforded it, must be determined on ci case-by-case and fact specifcbasis. ' ,

Id

The IBIA next reviewed the specifc evidence of state recogntion tht had been presented to

, support the EP Fin Determation, and assessed whether that evidence-whIch showed an

"implicit" recogntion of the EP from the early 1800's to 1973-wassucient to meet the

requiements of criteria (b) and (c) under the IBIA' s newly enunciated inctions. PPFF 180.

Ultiately, the IBIA concluded tht the Deparent ha faied to show in the EP Final

, Determation that the EP's stte recgntion evidence was probative with respect to criterion (b).

Id. As noted by the IBIA, the EP Final Determation treated the signcance of stte recogntion, ,

"on far too general of a level for us to be convinced that it is evidence tht can be considered
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reliable or probative for the entie defintion of communty, and the FD makes no distinction

between the components of that definiton in considering the state relationship as probative." Id

With respect to criterion (c), the IBIA reached a simlar conclusion for the same basic

reasons, commenting along the way about the Deparent's faiure to li in the EP Final

Determation, the characteristics of the EP's relationship with the State to the components of the

defition of "political authority or inuence" contained with 25 C.F.R § 83.1. PPFF 181. The

IBIA ultiately concluded as follows:

We are left with the fir conviction that "implicit" stte recogntion of the Eastern Pequot,

and the underlyig elements of that relationship, at leas as used and 'explained in the FD, are
of little or no probative value as evidence to demonstte that the group actuly met the
definitions of 

, 
'community" and "political inuence or authority." In order for the State's

relationship with the EP to be shown to be reliable and probative evidence of community and
political processes, the FD must arculate more specifcally how the Stae's actions toward
the group durg the relevant tie period(s) reflected or indicated the likelihood of
communty and political inuence or authority with a single group.

Id. The IBIA then remanded the EP petition back to the Deparent "for fuer work and

consideration. . . ." Id

State Recognition Analysis in the RF

In light of the IBIA's decision regarding the Tribe, the Deparent's obligation with respect

d.

to the Tribe's petition was clear. The Deparent was requied to make up for its origi faiure to

provide a satifactory explantion of the stte recogntion anysis in the FD by providig a, '
thorough evaluation of all of the evidence regardig the Tribe's rèlationship with the State in a

RFfollowig the inctions that had been set fort by the IBIA in the EP Final Determation.

In other words, the Deparent was requied to "arculate specifcaly how the Stàte's actions

toward the (Tribe) durg the relevant time period(s).reflected or indicated the lielihood of

communty and political inuence or authority with" the Tribe, as those concepts are defied in

25 C.F:R § 83.1. PPFF 182.
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Moreover, as stated above, the probative value attbuted to state recogntion evidence in the

FD was based, in par, on the Deparent's policy decision to give state recogntion evidence

substtial weight because of constitutional federalism priciples. It was therefore 
incumbent upon

the Deparent to emphasize those constitutional policy considerations to make it clear that they

played a pivota role in the Deparent's consideration of stte recogntion evidence.

Unfortately, the Deparent did neither of these thgs. It made no attempt to support its'

previous decision under the new IBIA stadads. Intead, ittook the opportty to reach a

compl~t,ylydierent decision tht had nothg to do with the IBIA's new stadads or the policy

considerations that the Deparent had origialy relied upon.

The Deparent's state recogntion analysis in the RFD was approximately five pages long.

PPFF 183. The Deparent began by outing the periods of 
tie tht the State's recogntion of

the Tribe had been relied upon in the FDto determe tht the Tribe met criterion (b) (1920 to 1967)'

and criterion (c) (1820-1840, 1870-1875, and 1892-1967). PPFF 184. 
Without any support

explanation, or analysis whatsoever, and without makg any attempt to relate its observations to

)
the pertent tie periods, the Deparent then proffered the followig contradctory conclusions:

(1) the State did not implicitly or explicitly predcate its legislation or policies regardig any

Connecticut Indian on the basis of a governent-to-governent relationship with the Indian; (2)

Stae legislation passed in 1973 and 1~89,"did not provide evidence concerng the exercise of. ' '
political authority or inuence with the petitioner" even thoug it explicitly formed a

governent-to-govemment relationship betwen the Tribe and the State; (3) evidence of 
the "actu

interactions between the dierent representatives of the State and the (Tribe did) not provide

evidence of political authority or inuence in the group;" and (4) the "20th-centu state

relationship evolved over more than 200 years in often contradictory and ad hoc ways, in response, ' ,
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to short-term issues of imediate concern or based on previous legislative actions that may have

been out of date or in need of revision." Id.

Afer recitig these conclusions, the Deparent tued to its evaluaion of what it

considered to be the priar elements of the State's relationship with the Tribe. PPFF 185.

Begig with the "citizenship sttu" of trbal members, the Deparent made no effort to relate

its analysis of ths evidence to any of the elements of the defitions applicable to criteria (b) and

(c), as requied by the mIA. Id. Intead it noted that State law (enacted stag in 1902) lined

the sttu of al State Indian to that of non-resident alieIl. Id. It then curously noted that although

the State's Indian were not granted citizenship rights unti legislation was passed in 1973, "there

was no state policy or law that effectively prevented them from exercising citienship rights. . . ."

Id. Without fuer elaboration, the Deparent sumary concluded its analysis:

State laws that defied the theoretical sttus of Connecticut Indians were not predicated on
the existence of a govemment-to-govemment relatonship with the Schaghticoke and other
trbes, or the recognition of the group as a political entity. Moreover, the State did not pass
the laws regarding the Schagticoke and the other India groups because of its recogntion
oftheIr being a separte political entity. The non-citinship 'sttu of the Schagticoke does
not provide evidence regarding cntena 83.7(b) and 83.7(c).

Id.

Next the Deparent turned to the State's creation of a system of overseers to act as, -
gudian over 

the Tribe. PPFF 186. The Deparent fist outled in the' most generic terms

possible the tranfer of responsibilty over the Tribe from Litchfeld County Cour, to the State

Park and Forest Commssion, and fialy to the Commssioner of Welfare. Id.The Deparent

then sumary recited the followig facts: (1) no other residents of the State were placed under the

gudianhip of State agencies; (2) the State did not treat all Indian trbes in the same way with

respect to gudianhip; (3) non-Indian were sometits placed under the care of the Welfare

Commssion when they were diabled or economicaly destitute; and (4) the jursdiction of the Park
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and Forest Commssion did not apply to Tribal members who were not livig on the reservation. Id.

As a result of ths "analysis," the Deparent concluded as follows:

,!

The creation and maintenance of the overseer system through 1926, and the transfer of
jursdiction over stte recognizd Indian trbes to two other state deparents afer that does
not prnvide evidence that demonstates a bilateral political relationship with the group, or
that the group interacted with the stte as one polity to another. There is inufcient,
evidence in the record that shows the exercise of political authority or inuence with the
group deriving from the overseer system, or of iiteractions between Schaghticoke members
and representaves of the State that demonstrte political organzation and activity. The
State's gudianship role does not provide evidence to demonstrat criterion 83.7(c).

Id. Once agai any attempt to relate evidence regardig the overseer system to the elements of the

defitions contaed with 25 C.F.R. § 83.1,was noticeably absent. Id.

Turg to the evidence in the record regardig the State's maitenace öfTribal reservation

lands and other Schaghticoke resources, the Deparent observed tht "(m)anement by State

offcials was another ince where actions by the State would and did generate responses by the

Schagticoke." PPFF 187. The Deparent also observed that ,the integrty and use of the Tribe's

reservation lands was "central to defig the historic relationship between the Schaghticoke and the

State." Deemig ths anysis sufcient, without more the Deparent reached a conclusion that

appears contr to the evidence it ha jus generically referenced:

(T)he maitenace of the reservaton by the Stae was not predicatd on a goveiment-to-
governent relationship with the grQUP or the existence withn the group of bilatra
politcal relations that provides:evidence for political infuence or authority. Th aspeCt of
the State relationship based on the .maitenance of the reservation does not provide 'evidence
for criterion 83. 7( c), althoug the responses by the Schaghticoke to the Stae's actions are
evidence to be evaluated under criterion 83.7(c).

Id. Once agai despite repeated references to a "governent-to-gove~ent" relationship, the

Deparent made no reference to the actu defitions of communty and political inuence tht

are contaed with the reguations or the requiement that the criteria and the evidence "must be

understood in the context of the history, geography, cultue and social organ17.ation of the group."

25 C.F.R. § 83.1. Id.
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In the RFD, the Deparent wound up its analysis of the state recogntion evidence by

tug to what it describes as the "rationae for the State relationship." PPFF 188. First, the

Deparent reached the curous conclusion that there was no material from any State body or State

judicial organzations that arculated a reason for the distict sttu that the Tribe maitaed with

the State. Id. 32 Ignorig other documents in the record that conta "a varety of inomial opinons

and comments as to the character of the Schaghticoke, and the statu. . . . of the group's members,"

the Deparent then focused on two State Attorney General Opinons that purortedly "assert a

political basis for the relationship between the State and the Schaticoke." Id. The fist Attorney

General opinon,' wrtten in 1939, conta an isolated sttement disputing the presence of "Indian

trbal organations" in the context ofan arguent opposing the authority of all Connecticut Indian

to hunt and fish off reservation lands without a license. PPFF 189. The Deparent provided a

nonsensical justcation for its citation to ths opinon: "In other words, no Connecticut law granted

Indian an exemption from the requiement to obta a State license to hunt, fish, or trap off

reservation. The opinon does not preclude the exercise of political authority and inuence by

Schaticoke with the defition of the reguations." Id.

With respect to the second Attorney General opinon, issued in 1955, the Deparent

observed that the opinon cites a case ITom the Maie Supreme, Cour tht ,conta langue critical

of the "political organtion" of Indian trbes in Maie. PPFF 190. The Deparent then quoted

simar languge from the Attorney General Opinon questioni the "political organation and 0

, political existence" of Connecticut Indian trbes in general. fd. From these two Attorney General
, ,I

32 The Deparent made ths observation in spite of its reogntion that numerous historical documents

,refer to the Tribe as a ''tbe.'' See RFD at 51 (Murhy Decl. ir 1). ' According to the Deparent, these
documents were of no moment because they did not conta a separe definition of the word ''tbe.'' Id.
The Deparent completely ignored the fact that the State, and before it the Colony, recognd the Tribe as
a self-governg entity and State law expressly recognized the Tribe's reservation and the Tribe's connection

to the reservation. Conn. Gen. Stat. §§ 47-59a and 47-63; see also CoJrn's Handbook of Federal Indian
, Law§ 1.02 (2005 Ed.). ' '
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opinons, the Deparent concluded that ''te AG did not consider the Schaghticoke to be

exercising or possessing sovereign authority." Id.

A review of the entie RFD shows tht the Deparent's trcated discussion of the four

factors above comprised the sum tota ofthe Deparent's wrtten attempt to analyze the Tribe's

state recogntion evidence in light of the new IBIA stadads. PPFF 191. Satisfied with its

conclusion that the State's long-term, contiuous dealings with the Tribe were entitled to no weight

whatsoever, the Deparent marched though its remaig anysis of 
the other evIdence

pertg to criteria (b) and (c). Id. In the end, the Deparent con~luded that in light of its

decision to, exclude all evidence, regardig state recogntion, the Tribe could not meet criteria (b)

and (c). Id.

e. The Departent Failed To Adhere To The mIA's Decision.

As outled above, the IBIA explaied that in order for the State's relationship with a

'petitioner to be probative evidence of criterion (b) or ( c), it would need to be expressed in some way

that reflected the actu or liely existence of the petitionig group as a distct communty

(criterion (b)), or of 
the petitioner as an autonomous entity maitag political inuence or

authority over its members (criterion (c)). But because the IBIA determed that the Eastern Pequot

and Schaghticoke FDs ha discussed the signcance of state recogntion on too general a level, the

IBIA remanded both opinons so that the OF A could explai in greater deta-and with specifc,

reference to the defitions applicable to those criteria that are contaed in the acknowledgment

reguations-the weight it had aforded ths evidence. Inead of simply providig ths dètaed

explantion, the Deparent abruptly chaged course and declared 
tht it had re-weighed the

evidence and now determed that the stte recogntion evidence submitted by the Tribe was

wortess. Not surisingly, ths about-face occured at the height of 
the opposition groups' effort

to place political pressure on the Deparent to reverse the FD. But regardless of 
the reasons for
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the Deparent's decision, the RFD must be vacated. The Deparent was requied to adhere to

the intrctions enunciated by the IBIA, which it did not do. Moreover, the Deparent faied to

provide an explanation for its sudden decision that state recogntion evidence was meangless.

Upon remad from the IBIA, the Deparent was, of course, required to follow the explicit

)
instrctions set fort by the IBIA. See, e.g, Cheyenne and Arapaho.Tribes of 

Western Oklahoma v.

Deputy Assistant Secretary -- Indian Affairs (Operations), et al., 11 LB.LA. 54 (Feb. 10, 1983)

(remand to the Deputy Assistt Secreta with diective for hi to exercise discretion with

procedures and polices adopted ~y the Deparent is obligatory); Jeffey Alan-Wilson v. Acting

Sacramento Area Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs, 33 I.B.LA. 55, 56 (Oct. 14, 1998) (only issue, '
for review is whether remand intrctions were properly followed). However, ths Cour need not

dig deep into the RFD to conclude tht the Deparent's stte recogntion analysis does not comply

with the IBIA's instrctions. Nowhere does the Deparent attempt to follow the diectives of the

IBIA by providig a detaed analysis of the stte recogntion eVidence; and the weight to be

aforded that evidence, with specific reference to the defitions applicable to criteria (b) and ( c).

, And the administrtive record, as contaed in the FAI database, lacks any 
evidence to show that

the Deparent attempted to perform the analysis requied by the IBIA prior to drg the RFD.

PPFF 192.

~
To the contr, the evidence in the record shows tht the Deparent believed its anysis

prior to formulatig the FD adered to thé IBIA's requiement tht specifc stte recogntion

evidence be diectly probative of the criteria in the reguations. Most tellng in ths regard is an

e-mail between two researchers with the OFA. There, George Roth an anthopologist for OFA,

stated:

Thg about it, what we said in Schaghticoke was that the petitioner couldn't
automatically treat the Stae relationship as entiely analogous to the Federal - trbal

relationship, and thus argue its charcter by citing rugs, etc. re the Federal relatonship.
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The character of the relationship needed to be shown directly, which we concluded we had
done. 

33

PPFF 193. Simarly, in an e-mail ITom Dr. Virginia DeMarce to Mr. Roth sent shorty before the

FD was published, Dr. DeMaree discussed tbe plethora of evidence in the record relating diectly to

the State's interactions with the Tribe; and her desire to reference all of that evidence in the FD.
'ì

PPFF 194. ("I know tht if we don't include every single anua overseer's report under 'state

relatonship' ',. . Connecticut's lawyers will jump up and down" to argue that the Deparent did

not consider other evidence as indicative of a "state relationship.~'); see also id (notig that the

, .' Deparent considered the Stae's contiuous relationship with the Schahticoke to have been

, "vigorous" and that the evidence demonstrated "a well-defied existig COmiunty.").

In contrast, the record is devoid of evidence which shows tht, subsequent to the ffIA

opinon, the Deparent engaged in another analysis of the Tribe's state recogntion evidence under

the intrtions set fort by the ffIA and thèreafer reached a dierent conclusion. In fact, the

Deparent's legal stawrongly advised Mr. Cason tht the Deparent could no longer consider

the State's recogrtion of the Tribe as probative evidence of critenon (b) and (c). PPFF 195. ("(A)s

par of the briefig that 1 had,on Schaghtieoke . . .1 was made aware. . . tht the (state recogntion)

issue had been decided before, that it ha been given toffIA ffIA made ruings, and tht the

, substce of the change of position recommended for the Deparent was in recogntion offfIA's ,

position that we could not use the State's recogntion process to fill the gaps in data tht we. actuy

ha avaiable from the Schagticoke),(emphais added). Lee Flemig liewise was misinormed,

) testg at his deposition that "(t)he ffIA stated that we could not use state recogntion as

probative evidence."). Id.

33 It is parcularly stg th this document-which directly contradicts the Deparent's published

reasoning on the ste recogntion issue in the RFThoes not appear anywhere in the FAI database.
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Even if a new anysis of the state recogntion evidence had been conducted, the Deparent

would have had no reason to chage its mid about the signficance of stae recogntion evidence.

The IBIA did not fid that the Deparent's consideration of 
the Tribe's state recogntion evdence

was improper on the merits. It merely noted that the Deparent had not provided an adequate

. explanion for the favorable weight accorded to tht evidence. And it never concluded tht an

adequate explantion could not be provided. As the Distct of Columbia Circuit Cour of Appeals

has explaied under these circumstaces, the Deparent was requied tQ stick with its origi

decision and explai it agai in the clearest way that it could:

)

There is always a dager tht a (reviewing body), seriously pursuing its respönsibility for
review but ignorant of the technical side of a regulated trade, wil be convinced 

by zealous

litigants that there are substtive flaws in an agency's decision when, in reality, there is
merely an unort lack of clarty. Under such circuncices, the agency should stck to

its gus, make the same decision agai, observing alI.procedural requirements, and 
endeavor

to substatiate it in the clearest most coherent maner possible.

Independent US. Tanker Owners Comm. v. Lewis, 690 F.2d 908,931 (D.C.Cir. 1982).

In light of the Deparent's stong feeligs about the weight of the Tribe's stte recogntion

evidence prior to the FD (and its ubligation to defend those opinons), the RF's lack of an analysis

under the IBIA intrctions, the stkly dierent outcome reached by the Deparent, and the

deposition testiony regardig the Deparent's ecroneous interpretation of 
the IBIA's decision, it

is clear that the Deparent never performed another anysis as the IBIA ha incted. It simply

decided, arbitry, to reject the stte recogntion evidence, and thereafer put forward a lame

atempt to explai that erroneous decision.

The Departent's State Recognition Analysis in the RF was
Inadequately Explained Regardless of the mIA Opinion.

Even if the Deparent had not been requied by the IBIA to proffer" a more detaed

(i)

discussion of the Tribe's state recogntion evidence-which it was-4è RFD sti would be

arbitrar and capricious because the RFD does not conta a "reasoned analysis" of the

Deparellt's decision to reverse its prior decision to give probative weight to the Tribe's stte
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recogntion evidence. Although an agency may reverse course, it must supply a reasoned anysis

and explai its reasons for doing so. Motor Vehicle Mnfrs. Ass 'n of 
the United States, Inc. v. State

Farm Mutual Auto Ins. Co., 463 U.S.29, 56-57 (1983). The Second Circuit has explained tht

'''when an agency reverses its course, a cour must satisfy itself tht the agency knows it is changig

) course, has given sound reasons for the chage, and ha shown th the rue is consistent with the

law that gives the agency its alfority to act.'" Yale-New Haven Hosp. v. Leavitt, 470 F.3d 71,80

(2d Cir. 2006).

As noted above, prior to issuig the FD, the DeParent held the view 
that the Tribe's stte

rec6gntion evidence was plenti, probative, and diectly related to the requiements of criteria (b)

" ) and (c). Despite ths, the Deparent's reconsidered state recogntion analysis in the RFD was

trcated, conclusory, nonsensical, and resulted II the opposite conclusion. The Deparent failed

to explai why it no longer believed that the stte recogntion evidence contaed in 
the record was

entitled to any weight with respect to criteria (b) and (c), when in the FD it had considered tht." .
same evidence to be strong and probative. See West Harlem Envtl. Action v. EPA, 380 F. Supp. 2d

289,295 (S.D.N.Y. 2005) (notig that EP A ha faied to explai why a document it relied on was

any more compellg at the tie it rescinded a requiement than it was at the tie it created the. . "
requiement). . Inead, in the RF the Deparent repe.atedy recitèd a small number of someties

extaneous facts, and thereafr reached conclusions, without providig any explantions for those

conclusions. See Int'l Ladies' Garment Workers Union v. Donovan, 722F.2d 795,815 n.35 (D.c.

Cir. 1983) ("(a)n agency's faiure to 'cogently explai why it ha exercised its dicretion in a given

maner,' renders its decision arbitrar and capricious."). Moreover, the Deparent faied to

specifcaly address numerous portions of the Tribe's stte recogntion evidence that it relied upon

to support the state recogntion ffndigs in the FD. Compare FD Appendi IV (Murhy DecL. ir 4)

with RF at 49-50 (Murhy DecL. ir 1); Farmers Union Cental Exchange, Inc. v. FERC, 734 F.2d
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1486, 1511 (D.C. Cir. 1984) ("It is well estlished that an agency has a duty to consider reasonable

alternatives to its chosen policy and to give a reasoned explanation for its rejection of such

aaternatives.").

Most importtly, there is no other evidence in the record to shed light on the Deparent's"

new conclusions regardig the state recogntion issue in the RFD. There are no notes, memoranda

e-mais, or other documents to show that the Deparent actuy conducted an objective analysis of

the stte recogntion evidence afer the IBIA opinon and reached a diferent outcome as a result.

Once agai both Mr. Cason and Director Flemig indicated that no such analysis was conducted

because the Deparent had arbitrarly concluded that it could no longer 
consider stte recogntion

evidence. PPFF 195. It is therefore impossible, on the admstrative record as it now stads, to

discern the Deparent's rationale for decidig that stte recogntion evidence that was once

. probative was now entitled to no weight.

f. Because the Departent's Consideration of State Recognition Evidence
in the FD was the Result of a Constitutional PolicY Decision, the FD
Should Stand as a Matter of Law.

As noted previously, durg her deposition Secreta Norton discussed the internal policy

debate with the Deparent regardig the importce of stte recogntion and its implications

with respect to constutÎonal federasm priciples. PPFF 197. Secreta Norton was correct to

raise the importce of federalism as par of the Deparent's consideration of the weight that. .
should be accorded to the specifc evidence regarding the State's long-stadi relationship with the

Tribe. The Tenth Amendment to the Unite States Constuon requies the federal governent-

and by extension, federal agencies-to respect the power of states in issues not delegated to the

federal governent by the Constitution. "We previously have recogned tht constutiona

priciples of federalsm erect limts on the Federal Governent's ability to direct state offcers or to
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interfere with the fuctions of state governent." Olmstead v. L.c. ex reL. Zimring, 527 U.S. 581,

624 (1999).34

Ths policy debate withn the Deparent, of course, helped lead to the Deparent's

determation in the FD tht stte recogntion could playa role in trbal recogntion. Indeed, the
--,

)
ailministative record conta an OFA briefig paper that discusses the Tribe's 

evidence of political

authority for the periods 1820 to 1840 and 1892 to 1936. PPFF 198. Ths briefig paper is par of

an intitutionaled peer review process used by the Deparent to highght novel issues of

interpretation and to rigorously test the researcher's conchlsions. Id. The Deparent concluded in

the briefig paper that it had never before encountered a c~e in which ~vidence for communty was

so strong whie there was' also a paucity of diect evidence for political 
leadership durg some

periods. "PPFF 199. Secreta Norton was therefore caled upon to make a policy determtion

whether, under those unque circumtaces, the stong evidence of the Tribe's longstdig and

contiuous rehitionship with the State could be used to satisfy criterion (c) for cert lited tie

periods. Secreta Norton and others with the Deparent debated ths decision and concluded

tht priciples of federalsm supported the Deparent's view that the Tribe's state recogntion

evidence was entitled to substtial weight. PPFF 200.

These individuas were clearly those most quaifed to render such a policy decision. See

Richard J. Pierce, Jr., Administrative Law Treatise § 8.6, at 552 (2002) ("(t)he intutiona mid ha

inights that are as profound as those of any individua and may be much more comprehensive, for

the appropriate specialsts collaborate by considerig the judgment of each other, each contrbutig

34 While the acknowledgment reguations give stong deference to a relationship between the federa

governent and a petitionig group, see 25 C.F.R § 83.6, no petitionig groups from the easern Unied
States were able to tae advantage of those provisions because, as a consequence of the early historical

development of the United States, those groups were denied the opportity to estblish relationships with

the federa governent. See Cohen's Handbook of Federal Indian Law §§ 1.02, 1.03 (2005 &l). Instead
such groups were forced to deal exclusively with the governents of the eaern sttes. ld.
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his or her own paricular knowledge and skills."). And these individuas were entrsted with the

discretion to render such policy decisions in the course of exercising their offcial duties. 25 U.S.C.

§§ 2 and 9.35 But most importtly, the IBIA had no jursdiction to review or reverse ths aspect of

the Deparent's decision.

')
Puruat to 25 C.F.R. § 83.1 1 (d), the IBIA is limted to the review of evidentiar issues in

the followig categories: "(1) that there is new evidence that could afect the determation; (2) that

a substtial porton of the eVidence relied upon in the Assistt Secreta's determation was

uneliable or was oflitte probative value; (3) tht petitioner's or the Bureau's research appears

. inadequate or incomplete in some material respect; or (4) that there are re~onable alternative

interpretations, not previously considered, of the evidence used for the fial determation, tht

would substatialy afect the determation tht the petitioner meets or does not meet one or more

of the criteria in §83.7 (a) thoug (g)." Even the broadest readg of 
these categories does not.

allow the IBIA to review or reverse the Secreta's interpretaon of the mandates of the United

States Constitution, such as tht which had been debated and ageed upon with the Deparent

) and reflected in the FD. See also In re Federal Achhowledgement of Ramapough Mountain Indians,

Inc., 31 IBIA 61, 81 (1997); In re Federal Achhowledgment of the Chinook Indian Tribe/Chinook

Nation, 36 IBIA 245,249 (2001). In other words, once the Deparent made the decision to treat

the Tribe's stte recogntion evidence as probatve in the FD, tht decision was fi, regardless of

the pendig IBIA review process.

The Deparent's decision that the Tribe's stte recogmtion evidence should be entitled to

substtial weight, because of priciples of federalsm, and because of the unque circumtaces of

35 25 U.S.C~ §§ 2 and 9 delegate broad autonty ITom Congress over the adstron of Indian afais,

while Congress derives its authority ITom the hhdian Commerce Clause, U.S. CONST., ar. i, § 8, cl. 3.
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that case, was entitled to deference. Yet that aspect of the Deparent's decision was completely

abandoned and ignored without explanation in the RFD.

c. The Tribe has Satisfied the Endogamy Criterion of25 C.F.R. § 83.7(c).

A petitioner satisfies .criterion (c) for any period in which it ha demonstrated tht "(a)t least

50 percent of the marages in the group are between members of the group." 25 C.F.R. §

83.7(b)(2)(ii); 25 C.F.R. § 83.7(c)(3). The Tribe relied on ths reguation and submitted evidence

. and analysis of its marage rates thoughout the 19t centu. The OFA evaluated these

submissions and correctly concluded in the positiveFD tht the Tribe had demonstrated sufcient

in-group marage rates--r "endogamy" rates36- to receive the benefit of the "carover".

provision,37 under criterion (b)(2), to meet its burden of proof to demonstrate political inuence or

authrity under § 83.7(c)(3) for the periods from 1800 to 1820, and from 1840 to 1870. PPFF 201.

Afer issuace of the FD, as noted above, the Deparent came under tremendous political

pressUre to reverse the FD. It responded to ths pressure by "reweigh(ing) the evidence. . . based on

a new endogamy anysis" and in a 180-degree reversal of its former conclusion, declared in the. "
RFD that the Tribe was unable to satisfy its burden under § 83.7 (c )(3) for the periods 1801 to 1820

and 1840 to 1870 by relyig on the carover provision of criterion (b )(2). To reach ths result, the.

OF A took actions contrar to the langue of the acknowledgment re'guations, generally accepted

scientic priciples, and the advice of its own expert without providig a reasonable explantion

for its decision. The agency's actions were arbitrar and capricious.

36 Ths-memorandum uses the term endogam, except as otherwse indicated, to refer to marages between

group members, and the term endogamy rate, syonymous with the term in-group mariage rate (or rate of

mariage within a group), to refer to the calculation contemplated by 25 C.F.R. § 83.7(b)(2)(ii), with no
substtive distction intended between these terms.

37 Section 83.7(c)(3) lin the community 
(b) and political authority (c) criteria by providing that a

petitioning group which has met.§ 83. 7(b )(2) for a parcular tie period is deemed to have provided
sufcient evidence to "carover" and thereby satisfy criterion ( c) for that tie period as well.
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1. Procedural History

a. Endogamy Analysis in the FD

The OF A correctly began its marage rate analysis in the FD by identifyg each

Schagticoke trbal member who had mared and classifying his or her marage as "endogamous"

or "exogamous" based on whether his or her spouse was also a Schaghticoke trbal member. PPFF

202. In determg whether a parcular spouse was also a trbal member, the OF A used what it

described as ''te most conservative method of makg such calculations." PPFF 203. In the

absence of evidence that a trbal member's spouse also was a trbal member, the OF A presued that

the spouse was not a trbal member. PPFF 204. Thus, the OF A counted the maage of each

known trbal member to another known trbal member as an endogamous marage. The OF A

counted every other marage of a known trbal member as an exogamous marage.

The OF A then compared the number of marages of trbal members tht were between

trbal members (endogamous marages of trbal members), and the tota number of marages of

trbal members (endogamous and exogamous maages of trbal members) to calculate the

, percentae of marages ,in the group tht were between members of the group for each period.

PPFF 205.

The followig "Table 1" ilustrates the OFA's methodology in the FD. Table 1 shows a

maage-rate analysis of a hypothetical population of eight trbal members (colum 1), in which

seven members of the trbe mared (colum 2). Of the seven marages shown in Table 1,

followig the FD's methodology, the OFA would have counted 57% of them (4 out of7 maages)
",:)

as maages in the group that are between members of the group (colum 3). Because "(a)tleast 50

percent of the marages in thè group are between members of the group," the trbe in Table l's

hypothetical would have satisfied § 83.7(b)(2)(ii) for ths period and would receive the benefit of
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the carover provision to meet its burden of proof to demonstrate political inuence or authonty

under § 83.7(c)(3).

Table 1

)

Tribal Mared? Endogamous (i.e., Exogamous (i.e., maried
Member mared another a non-member)?

member of the Tnbe)?
A Yes (marage to.B recorded in ..

overseer's report)

B Y es (m~age to A recorded in ..overseer's reports)
C Yes (A's bir certcate identifies

.

" C as mother andD as father) ..
D Yes (A's bir certcàte identies ..

C as mother and D as fater)

E Yes (B's bir certficate identifies E ..
as mother, but does not identif

father)
"

"

F Yes (G's bir certcate identies F ..
as mother, but does not identif

father)
G . Yes (marage to non-trbal member ..X)
H No N/A N/A

57% of marriages (4 43% ofmamages (3 out
Total: 7 marages in the group out of 7 marrages) in of 7 marages) in the

the group are group are not between
between members of members of the group

the !!roUD

Thus, applyig even ths most conservative method of calculatig the percentae of

marages in the Tnbe tht were between members of the Tribe for each period, the OF A found over

a 50% endogamy rate from 1800 to 1820, and from 1840 to 1870.

b. Intervenors' Motion For Reconsideration

The State of Connecticut chaenged the FD's marage rate analysis in its Motion for

Reconsideration tht was fied with the IBIA on May 3, 2004. Selectively citig from Webster's

Third International Dictionary, Connecticut argued that the OF A had incorrectly counted

"individuas" inead of "marages" in determg the Tribe's marage rates. Connecticut argued

that the correct defition of the term mariage "is the unon of two individuas who are joined in a
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special kid of social and legal dependence for the purose of foundig and maitag a famy."

Connecticut's Reconsideration Brief at 93 (citig Webster's Third New International Dictionary of

the English Language 1384 (1986)). PPFF 206. Because it taes two people to make a single

"marage" unon, Connecticut argued tht the OFA should have divided in half the FD's count of

marages that were between two members of the Tribe to account for the fact that each

endogamous couple's "marage" had been counted separately as a marage for each spouse.

Table 2 applies Connecticut's proposed methodology to the hypothetical set out in Table 1.'

Applyig Connecticut's methodology, of the five "marage" unons shown in Tabte: 1~ Connecticut

would count only 40% of them (2 out of 5 marage unons) as marages that are between members

of the group (colum 3). Because less th 50% of these "marages" are between members of the

.group, applyig Connecticut's methodology would mean that ths hypothetical trbe faied to satisfy

§ 83.7(b)(2)(ii) for ths period and would be denied the benefit of the carover to meet its burden of

proof to demonsate political inuence or authority under § 87.7(c)(3).

Connecticut did not sugest the need to simlarly divide in haf the number of "marages" in

which a trbal member mared a non-trbal member to account for the fact that one-hal of ths

"union" was not a member of the Tribe, and thus-at best--nly one-hal of ths "marage" was in

the group and appropriately included in the ratio contemplated by the reguation, which asks '

whether "(a)t leas 50 percent of the mari;es in the group are between members of the group." 25

C.F.R § 83.7(b)(2)(ii)(emphais added).
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Table 2

Tnbal Maried? Endogamous (i.e., mared Exogamous (i.e.,
Member another member of the maried a non-

Tnbe)? member)?
A Yes (marage to B recorded in 1/2 \I

overseer's report)

B Yes (marage to A recorded in 1/2 tt

overseer's report)

C Yes (A's bir certcate identifies C 1/2 \I

as mother and D as father)
D Yes (A's bir certcate identies C 1/2 \I

as mother and D as father)
E Yes (B's bir certcate identies E ~as mother, but does not identify

father) "

F Yes (G's bir certcate identies F ~as mother, but does not id~ntify
father)

G Yes (marage to non-tribal member ~
X)

H No N/A N/A
40% of marnages (2 out 60% of marages (3

Total: 5 marages involvig at leas one of 5 marnage unions) out of 5 marage
member of the group involving at least one unons) involving at

member of the group are leas one member of
between members of the the group are

group between one member
of the group and one

non-member

Whe Connecticut's "marages" vs. "individuas" distinction might have been superfcialy

appealing, ths was not a case where the agency was free to choose between two reasonable usages

of the term "maage." To the contrar, the agency had aleady caefuy considered and decided

the FD, followig the unanous advice of sta experts and generaly accepted social science

'methods. Moreover, as described below, Connecticut' s propo~ed "union" ~efition of marage,

and the methodology it advocàte in light of ths defition did violence to the langue of the

reguation and was contrar to agency expertse and generaly accepted social science methods.

Nevereless, in response to intense political pressure, the agency reversed course and rejected its

own conclusions from the "FD, whole-hearedlyembracing Connecticut's flawed analysis as its own.
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c. The Supplemental Transmittal and mIA Remand

On December 2, 2004, thee days afer the Tribe submitted its Reply to the Connecticut

Request for Reconsideration to the IBIA, the Solicitor's Offce filed its unprecedented

"Supplementa Tranmitt" with the IBIA calling int~ question the agency's FD. Specificaly, the

Supplementa Transmitt expressed concern tht the OF A may have used an incorrect methodology

in calculatig in-group marage rates in preparg the FD and inormed the IBIA that it could not

af the FD "absent explanation or new evidence." PPFF 207. See discussion of Supplementa

Tranmitt, s,iipra.

Based on the unprecedented Supplementa Tranmitt, when the IBIA remanded the FD to

the OFA for clarcation of the probative value of the state recogntion evidence, it also referred the

marage rates issue to the agency' as a possible grounds for reconsideration:

'\

Because we are aleady vacatig and remanding the FD to the Assistt Secreta for

reconsideration based on Historical Easern Pequot Tribe, and because OF A has
acknowledged problems with the FD's endogamy rate caculaons-at a miimum, "
inadequ8e explanation-we conclude that this mater is best left to the Assistt Secreta on
reconsideration.

In re Federal Acknowledgment of the Schaghticoke Tribal Nation, 41 IBIA 30, 34 (May 12, 2005)

(citig Supplementa Tranmitt). The IBIA did not consider whether the OF A in fact had used" "
the correct marage rate methodology in theFD - it took the Supplementa Tranmitt at face

value ,and merely placed the marage rates issue back in front of the OFA. PPFF 208.

d. Technical Assistance

On July 14, 2005, pursut to the Amended Schedulg Order, OF A Director Flemig

provided a techncal assistace ("TA") lettr to the Tribe on the marage rate issue. The OFA's TA

Jetter noted that the FD and prior acknowledgment decisions had used the term "endogamy" in

discussing the marage-rate anysis, and recogned tht the term "endogamy" is "an

anthopological term which describes the practice of marg with a group as opposed to

mag outside öfthe group ('exogamy')." PPFF 209.
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On July 25,2005, the Tribe submitted eight scholarly aricles that each supported the

methodology the OFA had followed in the PD to calculate in-group marage rates. PPFF 210. On

August 12, 2005, the Tribe submitted abriefto the OFA defending the FD. In ths brief, the Tribe

defended the methodology the OFA had adopted in the FD based on an examintion of the langue

of the reguation and a review of the scholarly social science literatue, which demonstated tht the

agency's FD was correct; that the Supplementa Tranmitt, to the contrar, was wrong in its

sttements about "precedent;" and, moreover, that Connecticut's proposed alternative methodology

was not a generaly accepted scientific methodology, as requied by the reguations. Id.

e. Endogamy Analysis in the RFD

"Just two months later, on October 11, 2005, Mr. Cason signed the 88-page RFD, denying the

Tribe's petition. The RFD purorted to "reweighD the evidence for criterion (c) for the period 1801

to 1820 and 1840-1870 based on a new endogamy anysis." PPFF 211.

Repeatig the distction fist suggested in Connecticut's Briefto the IBIA, that the

reguàtion requies the countig of in- and out-group""marages rather than individuas," the RFD

interpreted the term mariage to mean "a unon of two people." PPFF 212.

Countig unons of two people, i.e., marages rather than individuals, is an appropriate
method of measurg the social lin estblished by marages. The ratio of lin with a

group versus those outside the group provides a vald measure of the level of social cphesionwith the communty. ' ' . ,
Id. Based on ths new methodology, the OF A foupd the Tribe unble to satisfy its burden under §

83. 7(b )(2)(ii) for the periods 1801 to 1820 and 1840 to 1870, thereby denyig the Tribe the benefit

of the carover to meet its burden of proof under criterion (c) for those periods.38 Id.

38 In preparg the RFD, the agency never even bothered to analyze whether the Tribe could stll meet
criteon (c) pursuatto § 87.3(c)(1)(iv) because uider any marage rate methodology the Tribe stll has
"signficant' maage ras under (b )(1 )(i), which, combined with other evidence of community are

suffcient to meet (c)(1Xiv). '
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2. The Language of the Regulation Demonstrates that the Methodology the OFA
Adopted to Calculate Marriage Rates for the RFD Was Unreasonable,
Arbitrary, and Capricious.

Under tremendous political pressure to reverse the FD, the Solicitor's Offce of 
the

Deparent of Interior, with little to no input from the OF A professional sta, adopted

Connecticut's "individuals" vs. "marages" rhetoric and requied the OF A to look at whether the

number of "marage" unons between two trbal members exceeded the number of unons involving

a trbal member and a non-member. Ths is not, however, even close to what the reguation

requies. Any interpretaûon of a reguation must begi with an examation of the languge of the

n~guatiQn itself. S.ee, e.g., Caminett v. Us., 242 U.S. 470, 485 (-1917). By the plai meang.of

\L " the reguation, the relevant question is whether "(a)t least 50 percent of 
the marages in the group

are between members of the group." 25 C.F.R. § 83.7(b)(2)(ii). By vie of ths plai languge,

any methodology for calculatig marage rates based on the criteria established in § 83.7(b)(2)(ü)

must exclude from consideration any marriages that are not marriages in the group.

The reguation sets up a simple ratio:

MarCUes In The Group That Are Between Members Of The Group
Marages In The Group'

"" If ths ratio is equa to or greater th 50% for any period, then the petitioner satisfies §

83.7(b)(2)(ii) for that period. Fundaentaly, both the denomiator and the numerar 
are measures

, of the in-group; the denomitor comprises all marages of group members, and the numerator

comprises the subset .of these marages of group members tht are between two members of the

" ) group. Any marages tht are not marages in the group are excluded. ,

a. The RFD's methodology for calculatig marriage rates fail to exclude
from consideration "marrages" that are not "marriages in the group." "

The RFD is based on quite a dierent-and fudaentay f1a.wed-ratio. Despite the

; regulation's litation of the word marriages by the phrase in the group, the RFD's ratio includes
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both "marages" (which it deffnes as "unons") in the group and "marages" (agai "unons") that

are not in the group. The RFD characteries its marage rate methodology as a "methodology for

analyzg data concerng marage with and outside of the petitionig group." RFD at 6

(emphais added) (Murhy DecL ir 1). The RFD describes its ratio as "(t)he ratio of (marages)

')
with a group versus those outside the group." Id.

The RFD methodology can be represented as the followig ratio:

Marages In The Group That Are Between Members Of The Group
Marages That Involve At Leas One GrQuP Membèr

Where, Marriages

That Involve At
Least One
Group Member

Marages
In The Group

That Are Between Members +
Of The Group

Marages
That Are BetWeen One
Member Of The Group
And One Non-Member

See, e.g., RFD at 8 (Murhy DecL ir 1).

Wle the RFD's methodology, so stted, properly lits the numerator of 
ths ratio to

"marages" in the group tht are between members of the group, the denomiator improperly

)
introduces into the ratio "marages" th are not in the group.

. .
t'Ot". .

t'Ot
, \

Mare is not in the grup
as it comprise an inider and
an outider.

Because the RFD's methodology read the litation in the group out of the reguation, it

violates the basic rue of constrction tht a reguation "should be constred so that effect is given

, to all its provisions, so tht no par wi be inoperative or Superfuous, void or inigncant, and so
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, '
tht one section will not destroy another uness the provision is the result of obvious mistae or

error." APWV AFL-CIO v. Potter, 343 F.3d 619, 626 (2d Cir. 2003) (quotig Silverman v.

Eastrich Multiple Investor Fund, 51 F.3d 28,31 (3d Cu. 1995)).

b. The RF's incorrect deIintion of "marriage" required OF A to read the
liitation in the group out of § 83.7(b)(2)(ü).

The RFD read the litation in the group out of the reguation intentionaly and necessarly,

because otherwse its "unon" interpretation of the term marriage renders the reguation ùùcoherent., '
Section 83.7(b)(2)(ii) asks whether "(a)t least 50 percent of the marriages in the group are between

member$ of the group." (Emphais added.) If the phrase "marages in the group" is equivalent to. '
"marages between members of the group," as the RFD treats theseterIs, then, all "marages in

. )

the group" are "marages between members of the group." Under ths interpretation, in the rato

set up by the reguation,

Marages In The Group That Are Between Members Of The Group
Marages In The Group

the numerator (Mariages In The Group Tht Are Between Members Of The Group) would always

equa the denomiator (Mariagesln The Group). By ths tautology, any petitioner-includig the

Tribe-tht ha at leas one in-group marage necessary satisfies the reguation with a 100% in-

group marage rate. Because ths constrction is absurd, the Cour must reject it and search for

another that permts a distiction between marages in the group and marages between members

of the group. And because the RF's interpretation of the word marriage requies ths absurdity,

, the Cour mus reject it as welL.

c. The Tribe's defition of marriage is consistent with the language and

purpose of § 83.7(b)(2)(ii), and the methodology adopted by the OFA andAS-IA in the FD.' "
The RFD's defition of marriage is uneasonable because it either requies the agency to

read the phrase in the group out of the reguation or it renders the reguation a mere tautology. To
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the contrar, the FD's interpretation of the phrase marriages in (he group allows the agency to give

meang to the entire reguation and at the same time permts the reguation to fuction as intènded.

(i) Marriage: the act or practice of marrying by an individual,
member of the group

The word marriage has several common meangs dependig on the, context in which it is

used. The word mariage-a nomiization of the verb to marryan refer to the act or practice

of marrying by an individua member of the group.39 By ths usage, consistent with the FD, each

'. trbal member's tag of a spouse in marage is properly counted as a marriage. Connecticut

conveniently swalowed-up ths usage'fu ellpses when it quoted Webster's in its brief: ~

. 1. a) the state of being united to a person of the opposite sex as husband and wife; b) the
mutual relation of husband and wife; c) the institution whereby men ~d women are joined
in a special kid of social and legal dependence for the purose of foundig and maitaing
a famly. . . .12) an act of marryng or the rite by which the married status is effected..
. ) 3) an intiate or close unon. . . . .

Connecticut's Reconsideration Brief at 93 (citig Webster's Third New International Dictiona of

the English Language 1384 (3d ed. 1993)). PPFF 213.

Consistent with the FD, by correctly interpretig the word marriage With the 
reguation to

) mean the act or practice of marg, the OF A would be able, on the one hand, to consider

individuay the mariages of two in-group spouses to each other, and count them as two mariages.

in the group that are between members of the group. On the other had, it would be able to then

consider individuay the maiage of an in-group spouse to an out-group spouse, and count ths as

one marriage in the group. By adoptig th use of the term marriage, a petitionig group would

be able to have marriages in the group that are not between members of the group-thus permttg

39 See, e.g., American Heritae Dictionar 768 (2d ed. 1982); Chambers English Dictionar 874 (7th ed.

1988); Merram-Webster's Collegiate Dictionar 713 (10th ed. 1999); Oxford English Dictionar (online
edition); Webster's II New Riverside Dictionar 421 (Rev. ed. 1996);Webster's Thd New International
Dictiona of the English Lague 1384 (1986).
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the percentage of marriages in the group to fluctute according to the ratio anticipated by the

languge of the reguation.

)

(I~ .l~l.~.l~l.l
O Endogamous: Marriage in the groupbetween members of the group

.. EKogamous: Marriage in the group not

between members of the group

II N/ A: Marriage riot in the group,. .
Ths is the methodology the OF A and AS-iA appropriately adopted in the FD, cOÙntig not

"individuas" but individua mariages in the group.

(ü) Marriage: a union between two people as husband and .wie

As demonste above, the reguation requies a defition of marriages that permts a

distiction between marages in the group and marages between members of the group. There is

only one other interpretaion of the reguation that would permt the OFA both to give meang to

the phrase in the group and to evade the otherwse tautological result of the RFD's single-unon,

defition of marage. Ths interpretation also supports the Tribe's (and,the FD's) methodology

and requies ths Cour to reject the RFD's methodology.

For every endogamous "union" (every unon formed between two members of the group

who mar each other) it is fai to say tht the unon is "in the group" and thus to count the unon as

a marriage in the group. However, the same does not hold tre for an exogamous unon (a unon

formed between a member of the group and a non-member), which, at best, is only 1/2 a unon in

the group.
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Because one-half of each exogamous "marage" unon is not in the group, the OF A should

have divided the number of exogamòus maages in haf. Ths would produce a formula that is the

àlgebraic equivalent of the FD's methodology. Ths would permt varation between the term

marriages in the group and its subset marriages in the group that are between members of the

group. Ths is the only other interpretation of 
the reguation tht would permt the OFA both to

give meang to the phrase in the group and to uue a "union" defition of marage.

3. The RFD's Methodology for Analyzg Marrage-Rate Patterns Was Arbitrary
and Capricious Because It Failed to Apply Its Experte And Its Decision Was
Not The Product of a Reasoned Decisionmakig Process.

, ) a. Endogamy' Precedent

The reguations do not specify a methodology for calculatig in-group marage rates, other, .
than to identify the relevant question,as whether "(a)t least 50 percent of the maages in the group

are between members of the group." 25 C.F.R. § 83.7(b)(2)(ii). The Supplementa Tranmitt

falsely suggest that the FD interpreted § 83. 7(b )(2)(ii) inconsistently with pnor precedents and

asserted that pas acknowledgment decisions, cited in the Supplementa Tranmitt at footnote 3,

"specifcaly evaluate 83.7(b)(2)(ii)." Ths is not correct. In fact, no consistent approach emerges

from those determations. Ths is largely because the Deparent's prior fial determations do

not layout the steps underten to estlish the numbers used to calculate marage rates. Intead

the prior Final Determtions present the conclusions in brief naatives and tables showig the
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number of "marages" and percentage of "in-group marages." When the report discuss

methodology, it is usualy to identify data shortcomigs and/or to explai the technques applied in

order to extrapolate data (e.g., sampling of cert portions of the membership list). The

Depareiit does not identi the underlyig assumptions in these prior Fin Determations, nor

do the reports explai the sources of the numbers used to calculate marage rates. As demonstrated

above, the mere fact that these Fin Determations refer to marriages 
or mariages in the group

rather than individuals does not prove tht these Final Determtions followed the same

methodology as the RFD; marriage is commonly defied as ''te act of 
marg".

In May 2004 w~en Connecticut filed its appeal of the FD before the IBIA the OFA's

) professional sta was uncert as to what precedents had been set by previous acknowledgment

decisions. Very few Final Determtions have relied upon the 83.7(b)(2)(ii) provision as a mean

for meetig the burden of proof under criterion ( c). Whe marage rates have been used

extensively in the acknowledgment process as a basis for demonstig communty, the

83. 7(b )(2)(ii) carover provision was not adopted unti the acknowledgment reguations were

revised in Febru 1994 and became effective on March 28, 1994. Only in the Jena Band of '

Choctaw Proposed Findig (1994) and the Raapoug Mounta Indian FD (1996) did the agency

conclude :tat the petitioner achieved marage rates of àt leas 50% that served as "sucient

evidence" to meet both criteria (b) (communty) and (c) (political authority).40 PPFF 214. OFA

40 In the Supplementa Trasmitt and the RFD, the agency attempted to avoid its dut to engage in
reasoned, objective decisonmakg by pretendig that it had previously considered and resolved the
methodological issue, and that it was without discretion to do anytg but to follow bindig agency ,
precedent. To the contr,.there is no evidence that the Deparent has ever considere the question of 

how

"marages" should be counted except in thee cases. As noted, in Jena and Raough, curent and former
members of the OFA professional st recall followig the Schaghticoke FD's methodology. The thd cae

involves the PF for Federa Acknowledgment of the Litte Shell Tribe of Chippewa Indians of Montaa
("Litte Shell PF"). This PF, however, can hardly count as binding precedènt. The Litte Shell petitioner is
described in the preliinar ffndig as having counted the number of "members" in the Litte Shell trbe who
mared, rather than the number of "marages." Litle Shell PF at 179 (page 252 of397) available at
htt://indian.com/adc20/adc20.html. The AS-IA rejected the Litte Shell petitioner's methodology in its PF.
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Historian Dr. Virginia DeMaree recaled followig the FD's methodology in Jena. Indeed,

respondig to Connecticut's "individuas" vs. "maages" arguent in its Reconsideration Request,

she wrote that "Ths was discussed extensively in Jena peer review, and we decided to count each

parer." PPFF 215. As a member of the BAROFA professiona sta, Dr. StevenAusti

) performed the marage-rate calculation in Ramapough. Indeed Dr. Aust prepared the Tribe's

marage rate anysis followig the same methodology he had used on behalf of the OF AlAR in

Ramapough. PPFF 216.

In preparg the FD, the OFA did iiotviolate,anywell estblished agency precedent-the

recorded memories of the OFA professional staff, ii fact, are to the contrar., Moreover, the

. )

. '
Deparent's so-called "precedents" are not reasoned because they do not address the powerf

concerns raised by the Tribe in defense of the FD's methodology.41 Alone, the Department's

"precedents" do not provide an adequae juscation for the methodology it adopted in the RFD.

And in light of the RFD.methodology's incompatibilty with the languge of the reguation and

generaly accepted anthopological social science, and sttistcal practices, as well as the memory

In doing so, the agency committed the same methodological flaws as it did in the RFp. Moroover, the Little
Shell PF remais open-it is subjec to public cömment and wi ultiately be supplanted by a Final

Detemination. .25 C.F.R § 83.10(e)-X2). Such prelimaa fiddgs ar inoperative pending the issuace
ora Final Determation. See Darby v. Cisneros, 509 U.S. 137, 147-148 (U.S. 1993). Accordingly, the

Little Shell PF is not binding agency precdent To hold otherwe would be prejudicial not only to the Tribe
but to the Litte Shell petitioner, which is not present in th action. To hold otherwe would mean that
when the Litte Shell petitioner atmpts to challenge its negative PF, both the Tribe's RFD, which relies on

the Little Shell PF, 'and the Little Shell PF itself wil std agai it as contrar precedents. The requirement
that a decision be fial before it becomes precdential exist to prevent such bootspping.
41 In Brookings Municipal Telephone Co. v. FCC, for exale, the D.C. Circuit observed that "(i)t is well

setted tht an agency has a 'dut to consider reasonable alternatves to its chosen policy and to give a

reasoned explanation for its rejection of such alternatives.'" 822 F.2d 1153, 1169 (D.C. Cir. 1987)). Furer,
in the context of an adjudicaive or quai-adjudicative proces, the agency's decision must be strongly
responsive; the decision must respond directly to the evidence and arguents submitted by the pares.
Melvi Eisenberg, Participq1on Responsiveness and the Consultative Process: An Essay for Lon Fuller, 92
Ha. L. Rev. 410, 413, (1978);32 Charles Alan Wright & Charles H. Koch, Jr., Federal Pràctice an

Procedure § 8123 (2006). "
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and professional opinons of its own expert, the Deparent's reliance on ths ilusory body of

"precedent" to rationaize its results-oriented RFD was arbitrar and capricious.

b. Expertise

If there is any reliable and relevant OF A precedent on ths subject, it is that the OF A, in

') interpretig the acknowledgment reguations, will apply the expertse of its professional staf in the

fields of anthopology, history, and genealogy. PPFF 217. The RFD, to the contrar, marks a

signficant depare from ths precedent. Rather than presentig a scholarly response to the Tribe's

defense of the Deparent's own prior methodology-what one ,would expect if anthopologist,

historian and genealogists were in fact preparg thè response-the RF reads lie a legal brief. It)

displays a lawyer's comfort with arguents about suppòsed precedent--ven where they do not

exist-but it quickly becomes incoherent when it purorts to explai the "purose" of the maage,

rate anysis under the reguations, and to explai the RFD's methodology in light of 
that purose.

Because the RFD faied to respond to the FD' s methodology with priciples endorsed by even

OFA's own expert, it caot be conSidered reasoned decisiomiakg. The RFD is arbitrar and

capricious.

. When an admstative agency is confonted with opposing views among specialsts, it

mus be given discretion to rely upon the r~asonable opinons of agency experts. Marsh v. Oregon

Natural ResourcesCouncil, 490 U.S. 360, 378 (1989). At the very least, however, the agency must

ear its expert statu. 32 Charles Alan Wright & Chales H~ Koch, Jr., Federal Practice and

Procedure§ 8112 (2006) (citig Vercillo. v. CFTC, 147 F.3d 548,552 (7th Cir. 1998)). First and

foremost, ths mean tht the agency's decision must be the product of 
the agency's expertse.

Amerada Hess Pipeline Corp. v. FERC, 117 F.3d 596, 601 (D.c. Cir. 1997). The agency must act

in conformty with priciples endorsed by experts in the field if it wishes its decisions to 
receive

judicial deference. Id
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The OF A professional sta consists of thee fuctional team, one of which is assigned to

each petition. Each team comprises an anthopologist a historian, and a genealogist, who work in

consultation with the Director and with each other to review a petition.42 The Tribe's FD sttes that

it "is the Deparent's evaluation of the evidence based on the criteria and stdads set fort in the

reguations at 25 èFR Par 83, and the standards of the disciplines of anthropological, historical,

and genealogical research." PPFF 218. .

Citig ths Cour's order in 43.47 Acres of Land, Barbar Co en-who wrote the

Supplementa Tranmitt- acknowledged that the parcipation of the expert OF A professiona

sta is critical to the decisionmakg process:

Critical to the decision-makg process is the evaluation of the petition materials by the
Deparent's professional st, the Branch of Acknowledgment and Research (BAR) in the
Bureau of Indian Afais (BIA). Ths review is conducted by a professional research tea-

usùay composed of a cultu anthopologist an histrian and a genealogist-who evaluae

the evidence accordig to the methods and stdads of their pröfessions. Ths professional
sta-with speciald knowledge and experience in acknowledgment, unormy applying

the regulations, and resolving complex factu issues with its realis key to the

deference accorded the adstve decision.

PPFF 219.

) Here, however, the record reflects that the OF A professional stbelleved itself bound by.

"legal precedents,"43 which requied the sta to ignore its expertse and inead count the number of

"marages" and not "individuas"-as argued in Connecticut's brief to the IBIA and the Solicitor's

Offce's Supplementa Trantttt--espite members of the OF A sts professional opinons that

ths method was "not adequate" and tht intead "the analysis of maage choices more accurately

measures what marage pattern is intended to show." PPFF 220.

42 Bureau of 
Indian Afais, Chaiges in the Internal Processing of Federal Acknowledgment Petitions, 65

FR 7052, 7053 (Feb. 11,2000); accord Bureau of Indian Afai, Offce of Federal Acknowledgment;
Report and Guidace Documents; Availability, etc., 70 F.R 16513 (March 31,2005).
43 For exaple, the RFD inexcusably dismisses without consideration the scholarly literatue demonstting'
that the FD had followed the correct anthopological methodology and that Connecticut's methodology, to

. the contr, was not a generaly accepted social science methodology, notig simply-and incorrectly-that

, there was an agency precdent which trps agency expertse. PPFF 220. '
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As previously discussed, the RFD represents a false choice when it rejects the countig of

"individuas" in favor of counting "marages." The OF A's T A letter noted th the FD and prior

acknowledgment decisions had used the term "endogamy" in discussing marage-rate analysis

under the acknowledgment reguations. Endogamy is "an anthopological term which describes the

practice of marrying with a group as opposed to maring outside of the group (' exogamy')."

PPFF 209. In fact, shorty after Connecticut filed its Request for Reconsideration, OFA Genealogist

Rita Souther wondered in her notes on the calculation of marage rates: "is there a stadard of the

antho's on how to calculate the endogamy? -c'marages or individuas?" PPFF 221. The

. scholarly aricles sub~tted to the OF A by the Tribe and included in the FAI database conf that

the practice of marrying is the common anthopological usage. For example, a leadg 1959 arcle

on maage-rate anysis in the Joural of Anthopology includes the followig passage:

The tota number of marages is 514. This figue represents 254 marages entered into by
men and 260 by women. Since 161 of these marages were between subjects of the stdy,
the net number of unions is far smaller th 514, and is actuy only 353.

PPFF 222. Dr. Ayoub explai tht "marage" is a "mutu choice sitution," and she includes

with her in-group-marage-rate calculations each group member's choice of an endogamous or

exogamous marage parer, describing her tota as ''te tota number of choices, that is,

marages." Id. Furer clarfy that she is not just coritig "mdividuas," but rather she is

countig marages, Dr. Ayoub states tht "the number of marage choices, not the number of

'individuas marg, is recorded, so that one person may enter the table any number of 
ties, once

for each maage he contracts." Id.

As previously discussed, in addition to the Tribe's analysis of the text of the reguation, the

Tribe defended the methodology endorsed by the OF A in the FD with an analysis of the relevant

social' science Ìiteratue, conducted by the Tribe's anthopologist Dr. Steven Aus who applied
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his expertise and found a well-estblished-indeed unanous-consensus in support of 
the Tribe's

methodology for analyzing marage patterns.

Dr. Austi's literatue review produced eight professional joural aricles that specifically

,address the calculation of endogamous marage patern. Whle the professiona aricles, all by

)
specialists in the fields of social science and statistics, discuss a varety of equay legitiate

measutes of marages in a group, they all conform to the Tribe's method of countig individualy

the maages of each group member who marës, and excludig (or factori out) the marages of

any non-group member. Fundaentaly, none of the scholarly arcles support the Solicitor's

Offce' s methodology for calculatig marriages in the group. To the contrar, they al account for

the social behavior of in-group members who mar, and they al exclude (or factor out) the social

behavior of non-group members. PPFF 223.

The record compiled by the agency identifies only one member of the OF A professiona

sta as havig reviewed these scholarly aricles: OF A Historian Dr. Robert Jackson. Dr. Jackson

read both Connecticut's brief and the Tribe's response, as well as the scholarly arcles. Whle he

\/
disageed with some of Dr. Austi's conclusions about the methods applied in these aricles, he

offered the followig opinon on the fudaenta point, fuer demonstrtig the signcant

discomfort the professional st experienced because of 
the incompatibility of the stas scholastic

. trg and professiona experience with Connecticut's "marages" vs. "individuas" dichotomy:

Both briefs discuss what the appropriate measur and method for the analysis of maiage
rates is. I have been mulling the queston over,. and would lie to express my own 

opinon

on the matter, for what it is wort. The purose of 
the analysis of marage rates is to

establish the social boundaes of a group though the identication of endogaous and
exogamous marages. The facile 'method woUld be simply to analyze marages, but in my
view that is not adequate. My view is that the analysis of marage choices more accurtely
measures what marage paterns is intended to show.

PPFF 224.

Because the endogamy methodology in the RFD is inconsistent with the languge of 
the

reguaton and generaly accepted scientic priciples, and because the agency ignored the advice
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of its own experts without providig a reasonable explantion of its decision to do so, the RFD is

arbitrar and capricious. Because the,FD's marage rate analysis, to the contrar, properly applied

§ 83.7(b)(2)(ii), the Cour should reintate the FD's conclusion tht the Tribe's evidence of

Irarage rates provided sufcient evidence to satisfy criteria (b) and (c) for the periods from 1800

) to1820, and from 1840 to 1870.

D. The Agency's Last-Miute Reversal Regarding Community and Political
Authority Afer 1996 Was Arbitrary and Capricious.

As in every political body ~ internal confict ha always been a par of trbal 
life. Indeed, the

Acknowledgment Reguations recogne tht "internal confcts which show controversy over

.valued group goals, propertes, policies, processes a:d/ or decisions" .support federal recogntion as, '

they demonstrate evidence of political inuence or authority with a trbe. 25 C.F.R. §

83.7(c)(1)(v).

For the pas 40 years, intense inter-trbal confct based priarly along famy lies has

exited relatg to the Tribe's leadership and control of the Reservation. In the recent pas two

groups of Schagticoke descendants have emerged who oppose the curent leadership and federal

)
recogntion of the Tribe, the "Schaticoke Indian Tribe" or "SIT" and four members of 

the

. Coggswell famly. The SIT ha submitted its own petition for federal recogntion and clais that it,

not SIN, is the tre representative of the Tribe. See In re Federal Acknowledgement of the

Schaghticoke Tribal Nation, 41 IBIA 30, 38 (2005). Whe the Coggswell famy agee that the

Schaghticoke satisfy the criteria to be federaly recogn they do not recogn the Schaghticoke

Tribal Nation's ("STN") curent leadership as legitiate. PPFF 225.

As par of its petition for acknowledgment, the Tribe submitted a 2001 membership list tht

did not include members of the SIT trbal faction or the four members of the Coggswell famy.

The agency stted in the PF that the Tribe did not meet the communty and political authority

criteria because the Tribe's 2001 membership list did not include approxiately 60 individuas,
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including SIT members and Coggswells, who had played a signficant par in the social and political

relations with the group between 1967 and 1996. PPFF 226. The agency concluded, however,

that there continued to be a single political system includig those individuas, even though they

were no longer enrolled in the Tribe.44 PPFF 227. Durng the Techncal Assistace process, the

:;
0I: A met with the Tribe on multiple occasions to discuss the individuas who were not included on

the trbal rolL. PPFF 229. The OF A encouraged the Tribe to brig as many of these individuas as

possible into membership and advised the Tribe that it could present astronger case for federal

acknowledgment by makg changes to its trbal constution tht would alow these individuas to

enrolL. PPFF 230., Followig ths advice, the Tribe amended its Constitution to identify.42

) "Unenrolled Schaghticoke Communty Members" who would be pennttd to apply for membership

in the Tribe for a periód of 4 years as of the effective date of federal acknowledgment,

notwthtadig any general closue of the trbal rolls. PPFF 231:45 In theFD, the agency

concluded that the Tribe had responded to its concern regardig the unemolled trbal members and

found that the Tribe, defied by the two membership lists and approxitely 14 other imediate

famy members, met the communty and political authority criteria from 1996 to 
the present. PPFF

233. Without warg or explanaton, however, the agency arbitrary chaged its position in the

RFD, concludig that the Tribe did not meet the requiements for communty or political authority

afer 1996 because 33 of the SIT members and Coggswells did not consent to be members of 
the

Tribe.46 PPFF 234.

44 The PF also concluded that criterion 83.7(b) also was not satisfied because substatial numbers of

descendants of Joseph D. Kilson were enrolled for the fi tie begiing in 1996 and that there was little

evidence of their association with the Tribe afr the early 1900s. PPFF 228. ,

45 In response to the PF and the technical assistace meetigs with the OF A,' the Tribe alo removed alost

all of the Joseph D. Kilson descendats from its membership list. PPFF 232.
46 The RFD concluded that "33 of the 42 though the SIT and CG request for reconsideraton of the STN
FD mainta that they do not consent to be par of the STN." PPFF 234. '
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1. The RFD Was Arbitrary and Capricious Because the Agency Reversed Its
Position Without Adequate Explanation.

In the RFD, the agency reversed the position it had adopted in the FD and concluded that the

'Tribe did not meet the communty and political authority criteria, 25 C.F.R §§ 83.7(b) and 83.7(c),

')

, afer 1996. RFD at 62 (Murhy Decl. ir IJ. The agency, however, faied to provide a reasoned

explantion for the sudden, unexpected reversal of the position it had consistently taen and

advocated thoughout the acknowledgment process. As previously di,scussed, '''when an agency

reverses its course, a cour mus satisfy itself that the agency knows it is chagig course, has given

sound reasons for the change, and ha shown tht the rue is consistent with the law that gives the

agency its authority to act.'" Yale-New Haven Hosp. v. Leavitt, 470 F.3d 71,80 (2d Cir. 2006).
)

Prior to issuig the RFD, the agency had consistently taen the position that the Tribe could

meet the requiements of criteria (b) and ( c) afer 1996 by amendig its Constitution to allow the

unenrolled trbal communty members to reenrolL. The Tribe followed the OFA's advice and

amended its Constution to identi 42 "Unenrolled Schaticoke Communty Members" who

would be permtted to apply for membership in the Tribe for a period of 
four years as of the

effective date of federal acknowledgment, notwthtadig any general closure of the trbal rolls. In

the FD,the Pricipal Deputy AS-IA concluded that the Tribe had responded to the OFA's còncern

regardig the Unenrolled trbal members and found tht the Tribe, defied by the two membership

lists and approxitely 14 other imediate famy members, met the communty and political

authority criteria from 1996 to the present. FD at 58 (Murhy Decl. ir 4).47 '

ì
" The agency then reversed course without warg or adequate explantion in the RFD.

Although the agency attempted to jus its reversal of position based on the Requests for

47 The Deparent exercises signficant contr~l over the composition of the base-roll of a petitionig trbe
and any changes in that roll. 25 C.F .R. § 83 .12(b). The exercise of that authority by the Deparent in the
FD was consistent with that authority. .
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Reconsideration filed by the SIT and the Coggswells with the IBIA, ths explanation falls well short

of adequately explaing that decision. The agency concluded in the RFD that the requests for

reconsideration demonstrated tht the 29 members of SIT and the 4 Coggswell famy members did

not consent to be par of the Tribe, and thus were no longer ,considered members of the Tribe. PPFF

.:\
235. Without these 33 individuas and 14 other individuas that the agency characteried as par of

the communty, the agency concluded that the Tribe did not constitute the entie communty and

political system of the group and could not be acknowledged. PPFF 236. The agency, however,

declied to reconsid,er the FD on the basis that the 42 unenrolled trbal communty members were

not at the time of the FD sufciently lined to the Tribe's membership, statig, "( t )he evidence for

) the STN FD and the STN FD's analysis demonstrated that 
such a connection existed at the tie."

Id. The agency also reafed the agency's authority to acknowledge a larger group th defied

by the petitioner's membership list under cert circumtaces. PPFF 237.

Federal Respondents clai the RFD is based on the SIT and Coggswells' requests for

reconsideration. As pointed out by the IBIA, however, the OFA and the AS-IA were fuy aware

prior to the issuace of the FD that the SIT members and the Coggswells did not consent to be

IIemb~rs of 
the Tribe. In re Federal Acknowledgement of the Schaghticoke Tribal Nation, 41 IBIA

30,38-39,40 (2005). In response to the SIT's request for reconsideration based on what it

characterized as new evidence tht SIT was the legitiate trbe, the IBIA cited its decision inln re

Federal Acknowledgement of the Snoqualmie Tribal Organization, 34 IBIA 22,32 (1999), holdig

that if new evidence simply confs a fact aleady known to the BIA and one tht the BIA did not

consider determtive, it does not establish grounds for reconsideration. In re Schaghticoke, 41

IBIA at-38. The IBIA stted that the "new evidence" raised by SIT "does little more than show that

SIT is an active group and clai to be the tre trbe-facts aleady known to the BIA." Id PPFF

238.
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Simlarly, in response to SIT's arguent that there is a reasonable alternative interpretation

of the evidence, not previously considered, that would substtialy afect the determation, the

IBIA pointed out that ths arguent presumes that the OF A and the Pricipal Deputy AS- IA were

not aware of and did not. consider SIT's competing clai for acknowledgment. Id. at 40. In

dismissing ths arguent for reconSideraton, the IBIA stated that the Pricipal Deputy AS-IA

"appears to have been well aware of the confict between SIT and the Tribe, and the implications of

that confct." PPFF 239.

The agency has failed to explai why the same evidence available to the agency pnor to the

FD, that the SIT members and the Coggswells did not consent to be members of 
the Tribe and tht

SIT-claied to be the legitite trbal governent, led to a dierent conclusion in the RFD. Cf W

Harlem Envtl. Actionv. EPA, 380 F. Supp. 2d 289,295 (S.D.N.Y. 2005) (notig that EPA had

failed to explai why a document it relied on was any more compellig at the tie it rescinded a

requiement than it was. at the tie it created the requiement). As the IBIA pointed put, the SIT

and Còggswells' request for reconsideraton presented no new evidence or alterntives that ha not

been considered by the agency. PPFF 240. Yet, the agency did not explai why the same 
evidence. .

that intialy supported a fidig of communty and political autority requied the opposite

conclusion on reconsideration. The agency thus faied to supply a reasoned explantion for its

reversal of position, and its decision mus therefore be reversed as arbitrar and capricious.

2. . The RF Was Arbitrary and Capricious Because the Agency Departed From
Precedent Without Explanation.

In the RFD, the agency depared ffòm its prior decisions relatig to the signcance and

impact of inter-trbal confct. As shown below, such a depare ffom precedent without

explantion is arbitrar and capricious.

Although an agency is not permanently bound by its precedent, it canot depar ffom

precedent without explicitly recognzig tht it is doing so and explaig its reasons for the
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depare. Shaw's Supermarkets, Inc. v. National Labor Relations Board, 884 F.2d 34, 36 (1st Cir.

1989). As stted by the First Circuit in Sha's, "Unless an agency either follows or cOIiciously

changes the rues developed in its precedent, those subject to the agency's authority canot use its

precedent as a gude for their conduct; nor will tht precedent check arbitrar agency action." Id at

) ~ 41.

The acknowledgment reguations specifically state tht "internal confcts which show

controversy over valued group goals, properties, policies, processes and/or decisions" are evidence

of political inuence or autority. 25 C.F.R. § 83.7(c)(1)(v). The agency's past precedent has

)

followed ths directive and found that ,evidence of factiona conficts provided evidence of political

processes. See Miami of Indiana FD (June 9, 1992) (M V002 D007) at 20,22-23 available at

htt://indian.com/adc20/adc20.htm ; Techncal Assistace Letter to A. Cuna ITom Offce of

Tribal Servces (Sept. 12, 1994), at 6 (stting that factiona confct is not evidence agait the

contiued existence of a trbe or its political viabilty but that "someties a dispute or factionasm

is evidence th supports the existence of communty or political process") (pep VOOI D004, at 7).

PPFF 241. In parcular, the OFA relied on pas precedent in the Tribe's PF, citig the Snoqualmie

decision as precedent for using documentation'ofpolitical confict as evidence to support a fidig

of communty under 83. 7(b). PPFF 242. Additionaly, in concluding tht the inter-trbal confict in

ths case provided signcant evidence of political process under 83.7(c), the OF A cited the fidigs

in Tunica- Biloxi and Miami of Indiana for the proposition tht the inabilty to resolve confcts is

not evidence that the political processes do not exist. The FD subsequently afed the discussion

in the PF th the inter-trbal confct demonstrated evidence of communty and political authority.

PPFF 243.

In the RFD, the agency concluded that the SIT and Coggswells are not par of 
the Tribe

because they did not consent to be members and afatively declied to be enrolled. RFD at 62
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(Murhy DecL. ~ 1). The agency, however, djd not distgush or even mention its prior precedent

relatig to internal conficts, or the precedent it relied on in the PF and FD to support a fiding of

communty and political authority. In a simlar case, Philadelphia Gas Works v. Fed. Energy

Regulatory Comm 'n, 989 F.2d 1246 (D.C. Cir. 1993), the Federal Energy Reguatory Commssion

.) (FERC) had relied on its precedent in a prior case to prohibit a gas company from recoverig

overr penaties though a purchased gas adjustent ("PGA") filing. On appeal, FERC issued a

new order allowig the company to include the overr penalties in its PGA filig, without

mentionig the precedent on which it hadrelied in its intial order. !d. at 1248. The D.C. Circuit

held ~at FERC had faied to adequately explai 
its decision and in parcular had failed to reconcile

) its decision with prior precedent and remanded the case to the agency. Id at 1250-51. Simlarly, in

ths case, the agency ha faied to explai why the contiuig trbal confct no longer supports a

fidig of communty and political authority. As in 
Philadelphia Gas Works, the RFD did not even

mention the Tunica-Biloxi and Miami of Indiana precedents relied on in the PF for the conclusion

that the inailty to resolve confcts is not evidence tht political processes do not exist Althoug

the agency may change course and depar from prior precedent, it mus explai its reasons for doing

so. Because it faied to do so here, the RF is arbitr and capricious and must be overted

3. The Agency's Retroactive Application of 
the Consent Requirement Wai;Improper. .

Even if the agency ha not reached its decision in an arbitr and capricious maner, the

agency's retroactive application of the requiement tht the SIT members and the Coggswells

consent to membership in the trbe was neverteless improper. The Tribe relied on the agency's

representations that it could meet the requiements for federa acknowledgment by amendig its

trba! constitution to alow additional individuas to enroll, and it would be inequitable to subject,the

Tribe to a new rue adopted by the agency at the eleventh hour of the proceedig. The
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circumtaces of ths case are very simar to those in Lehman v. Burnley, 866 F.2d 33 (2d Cir.

1989), where the Second Circuit held that a new policy could not be applied retroactively.

Lehman involved the question of whether expenditues by local governents could be

reimbursed to states under the Recreational Boating Safety Act. Id at 35. New Y orkparcipated

in the federal boatig safety program and applied for and received federal fuds to match the

amount of state and local governent expenditues. Id. Afer a Coas Guad representative

anounced in October 1983 that the Coast Guad interpreted the Act to disquaify local

expenditues, New York sougt clarfication of 
the policy- ia. The Coast G~~:reversed its

)

position in Janua 1984 inalett¡er sent to New York and other states which stated that local

expenditues could be included. Id In reliance on that statement, New York entered into contracts

with several localties in which it ageed to reimburse them for the costs of their safe boatig

program. Id Four month later, in May 1984, the Coast Guad reversed itself agai and sted tht

local expenditues were not reiIbursable. fa. The Coast Guad applied the policy retroactively and

New York's grant for fiscal yea 1984 was greatly reduced. New York appealed the Coast Guad's

decision to the Secreta of Traporttion, who denied the appeal and upheld the Coast Guad's

interpretation of the sttute. Id at 36. New York sought judicial review, and while the Second

Circuit concluded that tte new interpretation was reasonable, it held that it should be applied

prospectively only. Id at 38.

In Lehman, the Second Circuit noted tht "(r)etroactivity is not favored in the law," and

applied a five-factor test to determe whether to apply 
,the agency's ruing retroactively. Id. at 37.

The five factors are: (1) whether the parcular case is one of fist impression, (2) whether the new

rue represents an abrupt depare from well established practice or merely attempts to fill a void in

an unetted area of law, (3) the extent to which the par agaist whom the new rue is applied

relied on the former rue, (4) the degree of the burden which a retroactive order imposes on a par,
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and (5) the statutory interest in applying a new rue despite the reliance of a par on the old

stadad. Lehman, 866 F .2d at 37.

The Lehman cour concluded that (1) thè case was techncally one of fist impression, (2)

although previous interpretation was not well-established, the Secreta's decision constituted

depare from prior practice upon which New York had based several progrmming decisions, (3)

New York relied to its detrent on the former rue by enteri into contracts with localties, and

the localities made expenditues. in reliance on being reimbUrsed by the federal governent, (4)

New York faced the burden of havig to wittaw from some program and to cut other proposed

programs, and (5) the Secreta ariculated no statutory interest that would be served qy applyig

.,
I the rue retroactively. ¡d. at 38. Afer considerig these factors, the Second 

Circuit concluded that

the rue should apply prospectively only. Id

As discussed above, prior agency decisions have found that inter-trbal confcts provide

evidence of political processes, and ths case presents an even greater depare from estblished

precedent th in Lehman. As noted in the FD, previous acknowledgment decisions have used a

combination of membership liss to defie the petitioner's membership where one list was found to

be incomplete. FD at 57 (citig Tunica-Biloxi, Snohomish, Historic EasternPequot, and Principal.

Creek Nation). . In parcular, the Historic Eatern Pequot FD recogn a single trbe represented

by two separate petitioners without the members' consent, less th two years prior to the FD in the

Tribe's case. And, as previously discussed, the agency consistently took the position from the

begig of the acknowledgment process that the Tribe could meet the requiements for federal

acknowledgment by amendig its trbal constution to alow additiona individuas to enroll.

Additionaly, the Tribe relied to its detrent on the agency's representation. As previously

discussed, the Tribe amended its Constitution to identi 42 "Unenrolled Schaticoke Communty

Members" who would be permtted to apply for membership in the Tribe as of 
the effective date of
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federal acknowledgment and believed the agency's representations that ths constitutiona

amendment would cure defects in the petition for acknowledgment. PPFF 244. The

acknowledgment reguations are strctued so tht a petitioner will have advance warg if the

ag~ncy does not believe it meets the requiements for federal acknowledgment, see, e.g., 25 C.F.R.

§§ 83.5(c), 83.10(b)' (c)(1), (h), G), but the Tribe had no such warg in this case. If 
the Tribe had

been aware that it would not be able to meet the communty and political authority criteria of 25

C.F.R. § 83.7(b) and (c) afer 1996, the Tribe would have pursued other 
options, such as seekig

more ti:to resolve the confct with the SIT. Under 25 C.F.R. § .83.10(g), the Assistt Secreta

ha the discretion to suspend active consideration of a documented petition upon the request of a

petitioner for good cause. Good cause would have existed in ths case where the Tribe relied on the

agency's suggestion that it could satisfy the communty and political authority criteria afer 1996 by

amending its Constitution to identi the "Unenrolled Schaghticoke Communty Members." The

Tribe's reliance is parcularly compellg given the BIA's responsibilty for carg out the federa

trt obligation to Indian trbes,48 and the provisions of 
the acknowledgment reguations that requie

. the BIA and the OF A to provide techncal assistace to the Tribe at varousp6ints durg the

acknowledgment process. See 25 C.F.R. § 83.1O(b), (c)(1), 0)(1); see also Mobile

Communications Corp. v. Fed CommunicationS Comm 'n, 77 F.3d 1399 (D.C. Cir. 1996)

. (remadig to FCC to address preference holder's reliance concern afer FCC reversed itself at the

eleventh hour).

With regard to the four factor, the agency's new interpretation has placed 
an

overwhelmg burden on the Tnbe by precludig it from obtag federal acknowledgment and the

rights and benefits that accompany such acknowledgment. Finaly, the puroses of 
the

48 The First Circuit's decision in Joint Tribal Councü ofPassamaquody Tribe v. Morton, 528 F.2d 370,378

(1st Cir. 1975), held that a trt relationship exists between the United Staes and non-recognized trbes
under the Nonitercoure Act.
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Acknowledgment Reguations are not served by allowig a smal group of dissentig individuas to

prevent an entie trbe from being recogned. For all of 
these reasons, the agency's retroactive

application of the consent requiement was arbitrar and capricious and merits reversal.

RELIEF SOUGHT

') With respect to stte recogntion, endogamy, and the intr-trbal confict issue, the agency

did not have the discretion to rue agai the Tribe in the RFD. The faiure of 
the agency to ffnd in

favor of the Tribe was arbitrar, capricious, and contrar to law. Furer, the RFD is invalid

because it is the product of undue inuence and because James Cason did not have authority to sign

it. For each one of these reasons, the Cour should grant sumar judgment to the Tribes, vacating

) the RFD and reintig the FD.

Should ths Cour determe tht the agency had the 
discretion to rue agai the Tribe with

respect to stte recogntion, endogamy, or the intra-trbal confct issue, the Cour should
.)j

nonetheless remad the Tribe's petition back to the agency because of 
the appearance of

impropriety th permeated everY element of 
the process tht led to the agency's RFD. Here, in fact,

there is much more th mere appearance, although appearance is al 
the Tribe need show. As

aleady noted, the RFD is in fact the product of undue inuence. In light of the agency's

susceptibilty to uidue inuence and the signcant impact a decision not to acknowledge the Tribe

would have on the lives of the Tribe's members, should the Cour fid that remand is appropriate,

the Cour should requie a formal agency adjudication pursuat to 5 U.S.C. § 554, including a full

evidentiar hearg before the agency with the right to present evidence and cross-exame expert

before a neutral adinsttive law judge, or, in 
the alternatve, aU .S. Magistrate Judge.49 See

49 The aclrowledgment process lacks any provision for a hearg or the cross-examination of witnesses.

Cohen's Hanbook of Federal Indian Law § 302(7)(a), at 159 (2005). Formal procedur safeguds are
necessar to ense tlat the agency will exercise its good faithjudgment, and reach a decision based solely
upon the evidence properly before it.
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Greene v. Lujan, No.,C89-645Z, 1992 WL 533059 (W.D. Wash. Feb. 25, 1992) (vacating the BIA's

decision to deny the Samsh Tribe federal acknowledgment and remandig the case to the agency

for a formal adjudication in light of the signficant impact of non-acknowledgment on the lives of

the Samsh Tribè members and the attndant dager of an erroneous decision absent such

procedure); see also Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. NRDC, 435 U.S. 519, 549 (1978)

(holdig that admstrative agencies should be given great latitude in crafg their own rues of

procedure but at the same tie recogng that "in some circumstaces additiona procedures may

be requied in order to aford. . . aggreved individuas due process," and observg that "a totay

unjustifed depare from well-setted agency pr~cedures of long..tadig might 
requie judicial

correction.") (citig US. v. Florida East Coast R. Co., 410 u.s. 224,242-45 (1973); Bi-Metallc

Investment Co. v. State Board of Equalization, 239 U.S. 441, 446 (1915).

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Tribe respectfy request tht the Cour grant its motion for

snmmary judgment.

~)

) ,
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